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Abstract

Consider a financial market consisting of a bank account paying no interest,

a stock S, and a collection of European call options CK'T on S with var¬

ious strikes K and maturities T. Assume that all these assets are traded

liquidly. Our goal is to construct an arbitrage-free model of this market by

specifying the joint dynamics of all traded assets explicitly via an SDE sys¬

tem. If the option collection consists of a single call C = CK'T, it is natural

to define the price process via its implied volatility a. In an arbitrage-free

framework, the process (S, à) may then assume any value in (0, oo)2, and the

corresponding option price automatically satisfies the static arbitrage bounds

(St — K)+ < Ct < St and the terminal condition Ct = (St — K)+. But for

more than one traded option, the prices CK'T have to satisfy additional sta¬

tic arbitrage conditions across different strikes K and maturities T. These

conditions take complex forms when expressed in implied volatilities, mak¬

ing it very difficult to specify arbitrage-free dynamics of the processes aK'T

explicitly. We therefore propose to replace implied volatilities by new parame-

trizations of option prices. We consider three cases for our tradable options:

• calls with one fixed strike K and all maturities T > 0.

• calls with one fixed maturity T and all strikes K > 0.

• finitely many calls with different strikes and maturities.

For the first case we (re-)introduce forward implied volatilities, and for the

last two cases local implied volatilities as new fundamental quantities. Each of

them are deterministic functions of the corresponding CK'T and parametrize
in a natural and simple way the prices which are consistent with the static ar¬

bitrage conditions across maturities and/or strikes, respectively. We can then

characterize absence of arbitrage in the model in terms of drift restrictions,

i.e., conditions on the dynamics of the forward and local implied volatili¬

ties. For the resulting system of SDEs, we study the question of solvability
and obtain sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of a solution.

We provide explicit classes of coefficients satisfying the required assumptions,
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and hence construct concrete examples of arbitrage-free option market models

with a prespecified volatility structure.



Kurzfassung

Wir betrachten einen Finanzmarkt, in dem ein unverzinstes Bankkonto, eine

Aktie S sowie eine Anzahl von europäischen Call-Optionen CK'T auf die

Aktie mit verschiedenen Ausübungspreisen K und Fälligkeiten T liquide

gehandelt werden. Wir wollen ein arbitragefreies Modell für diesen Markt

konstruieren, indem wir die gemeinsame Dynamik aller gehandelten Instru¬

mente explizit durch ein System von stochastischen Differentialgleichungen
beschreiben. Falls nur eine einzelne Option C = CK'T gehandelt wird, kann

man ihren Preisprozess über ihre implizite Volatilität a definieren. In einem

arbitragefreien Markt kann der Prozess (S,<r) dann jeden Wert in (0,oo)2
annehmen, und der zugehörige Optionspreis erfüllt automatisch die stati¬

schen Arbitragebedingungen (St — K)+ < Ct < St sowie die Endbedingung
Ct = (St — K)+. Werden jedoch mehrere Optionen gehandelt, dann müssen

zwischen den Preisen CK,T für verschiedene K und T zusätzliche statische

Arbitragebedingungen erfüllt sein. In impliziten Volatilitäten ausgedrückt
haben diese Bedingungen eine sehr komplizierte Gestalt, und es ist aus diesem

Grund schwierig, eine arbitragefreie Dynamik für die Prozesse oK,T explizit

anzugeben. Wir schlagen daher neue Parametrisierungen von Optionspreisen
anstelle von impliziten Volatilitäten vor. Wir unterscheiden die Fälle, in de¬

nen Calls gehandelt werden mit

• einem festen Ausübungspreis K und allen Fälligkeiten T > 0.

• einer festen Fälligkeit T und allen Ausübungspreisen K > 0.

• endlich vielen verschiedenen Ausübungspreisen K und Fälligkeiten T.

Im ersten Fall führen wir forward implied volatilities und in den letzten bei¬

den Fällen local implied volatilities als neue Fundamentalgrössen ein. Diese

sind jeweils deterministische Funktionen der zugehörigen CK'T und para-

metrisieren in einfacher und natürlicher Weise die statischen Arbitragebedin¬

gungen zwischen Preisen von Calls mit verschiedenen Fälligkeiten und/oder
Ausübungspreisen. Die Arbitragefreiheit des Modells wird dann durch Bedin¬

gungen an die Dynamik der Fundamentalgrössen beschrieben, nämlich durch

Restriktionen an deren Drifts. Wir behandeln die Frage der Lösbarkeit des
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resultierenden Systems von stochastischen Differentialgleichungen und erhal¬

ten hinreichende Bedingungen für Existenz und Eindeutigkeit einer Lösung.
Wir geben explizite Familien von Koeffizienten an, die die entsprechenden Be¬

dingungen erfüllen. Damit können wir konkrete Beispiele für arbitragefreie

Optionsmarktmodelle mit vorgegebener Volatilitätsstruktur konstruieren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The valuation of derivatives of a tradable asset is a central topic in finance. A

derivative is a financial instrument which entitles the holder to receive from

the issuer a payment depending on the future price evolution of some under¬

lying asset. In principle there are two ways in which derivatives are priced

today. The issuer of the instrument can derive a price for the derivative from

a stochastic model for the underlying asset which describes the uncertainty
of its future behaviour. Very vaguely speaking, the derivative price is usually
related to the capital which is necessary to manage the risk of the issuer's

position. Alternatively, several standard types of derivatives like call and put

options on major stocks, indices or currencies are traded liquidly on derivative

markets today, and so it is possible and customary to price these instruments

according to the market. The market prices of calls and puts are then often

used as a benchmark for the performance of pricing models.

When selling an illiquid exotic derivative of, say, a stock and pricing it

according to a model, financial institutions usually derive from the model a

static or dynamic portfolio of cash and stock to hedge the short position in the

derivative. The risk of this position can usually not be completely eliminated

at a reasonable cost by trading in cash and stock alone. However, if calls

and puts on the stock are liquidly traded on the market, one can think of

the entire basket consisting of the stock and its associated traded options as

the underlying of the exotic derivative which we want to price and hedge. In

many situations the risk can then be further reduced by using liquidly traded

options on the stock as additional hedge instruments. A market-consistent

implementation of this concept requires a model which describes both the

stock and liquid options as underlying assets. Such a model is called a market

model for options.

A fundamental principle in asset pricing says that the prices of traded

assets should be arbitrage-free, that is, trading in the market should not

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

allow to create a riskless profit or arbitrage opportunity. In order to price

derivatives according to this principle, so that no arbitrage opportunity is

introduced into the market when selling the instrument, it is necessary to use

a model for the underlying asset which is arbitrage-free in itself. While it is

not difficult to guarantee absence of arbitrage in a model for a single stock,

finding a joint market model for a stock and a family of options which are

arbitrage-free among each other is a much more delicate task. The objective
of this thesis is the construction of such models.

1.1 Options and implied volatility

A European call option on a stock is a contract which gives the holder the

right, but not the obligation, to buy at a prespecified date (the maturity)
from the contract's issuer one share of the stock for a prespecified price (the

strike). At maturity T, a rational holder makes use of this right if and only if

the current market price of the stock St is above the strike K of the option, in

which case he makes a profit from buying the stock at the strike price K and

immediately selling it on the market for St- So the option value at maturity
is given by

CT = (ST - K)+ .

But how can we assign a price Ct for the option at times t before maturity
T? Black and Scholes [11] gave an answer to this question based on the

groundbreaking concept of replicating portfolios as follows. Suppose that at

time t, the stock price is given by St, and the option issuer holds a portfolio
of rjt units of cash and 7rt shares of the stock over the time interval (t, t + dt\.
At time t + dt the portfolio is rebalanced in a self-financing way, that is, the

cash amount rjt+dt for the next time period is determined by the new number

of shares nt+dt for that period via rjt+dt = Vt
~ (^t+dt ~ nt) St+dt- The change

of the portfolio value Vt over the interval [t,t + dt] is then given by

dVt = Vt+dt -Vt = (rjt+dt + nt+dtSt+dt) ~ ijlt + KtSt)

= rjt + 7TtSt+dt - (rjt + KtSt) = -Kt dSt.

So in the absence of interest rates, continuous trading in the stock and cash

account yields a self-financing portfolio with value process

Vt = Vo+ [ 7TudSu, (1.1)
Jo

where ttu is the number of shares held at time u. Black and Scholes now

showed that if the stock price S follows a geometric Brownian motion, i.e., is



1.2. Pricing by arbitrage 3

given as the solution of

dSt = ßStdt + aStdWt (1.2)

for constants ß E E, a > 0 and a one-dimensional Brownian motion W

under a probability measure P, then there exist a unique initial value Vb and

replicating portfolio ir such that its corresponding value process V given by

(1.1) has terminal value Vr = (St — K)+. In other words, the option payoff

can be replicated by a self-financing portfolio starting from initial wealth Vb,
and therefore the option price at any time t E [0,T] is given by Ct = Vt, the

cost of setting up the replication portfolio. The price can be written explicitly
as

Ct = cK(St,(T-t)a2), (1.3)

where the function cK is given by (3.33) below. This pricing method can

easily be generalized to a market with a cash interest rate r > 0.

An important feature of the Black-Scholes model is that the option price

in (1.3) does not depend on the stock's mean rate of return ß, which is no¬

toriously difficult to estimate in practice. The only unknown parameter in

(1.3) is the stock's volatility a (the quantities t,St,T,K are market observ¬

ables); it in fact determines the prices of all derivatives of the stock. While

a can be estimated from historical stock price data, the rapid growth of the

option markets in the 1970s and 80s led to a different concept of volatility
in option pricing. With call options becoming more and more liquid on the

one hand, and more exotic types of derivatives emerging on the other hand,

quants introduced the implied volatility as the unique volatility parameter a

for which the Black-Scholes formula (1.3) yields the market prices of calls,
and priced illiquid derivatives using the Black-Scholes model with parame¬

ter a. This methodology reflects the consensus that implied volatilities give

a better forecast for the future volatility (which is relevant for prices) than

historical volatilities, and it became the market standard in option pricing
at that time. Even though the Black-Scholes model has since then been re¬

placed by more sophisticated models in various markets, the notion of implied
volatilities remains in use until today as a code-book for option prices: on

the option markets, the prices of calls and puts are always quoted in terms

of their implied volatility.

1.2 Pricing by arbitrage

Unlike the definition of the value process of a self-financing portfolio in (1.1),
the choice of the stock process in (1.2) has been made for mathematical con¬

venience rather than for fundamental reasons. In fact, the value process of
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a trading strategy given by the stochastic integral in (1.1) is well-defined

and admits the obvious financial interpretation whenever S is a semimartin-

gale and tt a suitable integrand. But if the stock is modelled by a general

semimartingale (St)t>o, it is — in contrast to the Black-Scholes model —

usually no longer possible to find a replicating portfolio for each financial

derivative; we refer to this situation as an incomplete market. So we have to

define what we mean by the value of an option in such a model, and here

the paradigm of absence of arbitrage in a financial market plays a key role.

Let a financial market consist of one cash account paying no interest and d

risky assets modelled by a (0, oo)d-valued P-semimartingale S = (S1,..., Sd).
A predictable self-financing portfolio (rj,ir) with ir = (it1, ,7rd) is called an

arbitrage opportunity in this market if its value process

Vt = V0+ / 7TudSu
Jo

is bounded from below by a constant and satisfies V0 < 0 a.s., Vr > 0 a.s.,

and P[Vt > 0] > 0 for some T > 0. Absence of such arbitrage opportunities

is an economically reasonable property of real financial markets: it should be

impossible to make a profit without the risk of a loss by starting from nothing
and trading in the market. We now say that a price process C is a fair price

for an option on the underlying stock if Ct is equal to the option payoff at

maturity and the market consisting of the cash account, the stock S and the

asset C is arbitrage-free. It turns out that in an incomplete model, at each

time t < T the set of fair prices Ct for the option consists of an interval, and

each number in this interval is a possible "value" of the option.

The usefulness of this notion for pricing comes from the fundamental the¬

orem of asset pricing which links the arbitrage concept to the powerful tool of

martingale theory; early versions of this result go back to the work of Harrison

and Kreps [46] and Harrison and Pliska [47]. In the case of locally bounded

price processes, it states that a slight strengthening of the no-arbitrage as¬

sumption is equivalent to the existence of a probability measure Q ~ P for

which (S1,..., Sd) is a local Q-martingale. For the precise formulation of this

theorem and the proofs in very general setups we refer to the papers [37] and

[38] of Delbaen and Schachermayer. In particular, given sufficient integrabil-

ity of the stock price process S, one can show that every fair price of a call

option on S can be calculated as

Ct = EQ [(ST - K)+ | Tt] (1.4)

for a measure Q ~ P under which S is a martingale. So for a given semi¬

martingale model S for the stock, the problem of option pricing essentially
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amounts to choosing an appropriate equivalent martingale measure Q for S

and then computing the conditional expectations (1.4). If S is given by (1.2)
as in the Black-Scholes model (and the underlying filtration is generated by

S), one can show that there exists a unique measure Q as above which is

given by -Jp = S (— J ^ dW)T. In particular, the model is arbitrage-free, and

option prices are given by conditional expectations of their payoff under this

measure.

A higher degree of sophistication in stock price modelling beyond the

Black-Scholes world became inevitable when market prices of liquid options

started to deviate significantly from the theory. The Black-Scholes model

predicts that for call options with the same underlying and different strikes

and maturities, all implied volatilities are given by the underlying's volatility

a. In other words, the implied volatility surface <r(K, T) as a function of strike

K and maturity T is flat in the Black-Scholes model. While this assumption

was approximately satisfied for market prices of calls prior to the stock mar¬

ket crash in 1987, it became untenable with the occurrence of pronounced
non-flat implied volatility structures, commonly referred to as the implied

volatility smile, shortly after this event. But if a model does not value liquid

options at the same price as the market, then introducing new derivatives at

the model price may result in arbitrage opportunities in the market. Conse¬

quently, prices as well as hedging strategies obtained from the Black-Scholes

model became questionable. Many alternative stock price models have been

developed since then to overcome these problems, and we shall come back to

this point in the next section.

1.3 Option markets and martingale models

The Black-Scholes model describes a market in which the only liquidly traded

instruments are a cash account and a risky asset; it uniquely determines all

derivative prices and explains how to hedge a financial position in derivatives

by trading in the cash account and the underlying alone. If certain derivatives

of the underlying are in addition traded on the market, it is possible to

hold a dynamic portfolio in these instruments, typically consisting of cash,

underlying, and a collection of calls and puts. For many asset classes, this is

usually done in major banks and financial institutions.

One important reason for banks to trade in option markets is that li¬

quid options can be used to hedge the risk arising from positions in illiquid
derivatives. This has been analyzed in the literature for many different in¬

struments and situations. In some models one can perfectly replicate certain

exotic derivatives by static (or semi-static) portfolios of cash, underlying, and
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a collection of European calls and puts. Even in a complete-market situation

where derivatives can in theory be hedged by trading in cash and stock alone,
this may be useful since static strategies avoid transaction costs which always
arise from dynamic trading in practice. Replication strategies using liquid

European calls are given for several types of barrier and lookback options

for example in Bowie and Carr [12], Carr et al. [22], Carr and Chou [21],
and Andersen et al. [2], for American binary options in Carr and Picron [29],
and for (illiquid) calls in Carr and Wu [30]. Most of these results exploit
the structure of the underlying stock model; in particular, the stock price is

always a one-dimensional Markov process in these works. Robust (i.e., model

independent) hedging strategies involving portfolios of calls have been ana¬

lyzed for instance in Brown et al. [17] and Ilhan and Sircar [51] for barrier

options, and in Davis et al. [36] for instalment options. Perfect replication via

static portfolios is usually not possible in a general incomplete model, and

so the latter papers either use a utility maximization approach or employ

superhedging strategies with liquid options. If one allows dynamic trading in

options, the market can be completed in some situations by adding a suitable

family of European calls to the set of liquidly tradable assets. This has been

analyzed for example in Carr et al. [27] for a pure jump model, in Liu and

Pan [59] for a jump-diffusion model with stochastic volatility, and in Romano

and Touzi [68] and Davis [34] for general stochastic volatility models.

An adequate mathematical description of liquid option markets requires

an arbitrage-free stochastic model which is capable to capture the joint behav¬

iour of a stock and all its liquid derivatives that one observes at the market.

How can we obtain such a model? The classical answer to this question is

the martingale approach which basically works as follows. One starts with a

positive martingale S under a probability Q describing the price of the stock.

The process S is usually given as the solution of a stochastic differential equa¬

tion (SDE) which is chosen to reflect certain stylized facts from time series

of stock market data such as stochastic volatility or price jumps. One then

defines and computes call option prices as in (1.4), and finally calibrates the

model parameters such that model prices match market prices of the options.

If for a given family of calls a perfect calibration is possible, then the mar¬

ket consisting of the cash account, the stock, and the corresponding set of

call options is automatically arbitrage-free by the fundamental theorem of

asset pricing. Derivatives can then be priced in a consistent way (i.e., with¬

out introducing arbitrage opportunities into the market) by computing the

conditional expectation of their payoff under the martingale measure Q.
There is a large literature on such martingale models for option pricing.

We do not give any details here because martingale models are not the sub-
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ject of this thesis; for a quick overview we refer to Section 4.2.1. The main

advantage of the martingale approach is that the resulting stock and option

model is by construction arbitrage-free, which is crucial if the model is to be

used for pricing derivatives. In view of typical applications of option models,

however, this methodology has the serious drawback that usually no explicit

expressions are available for the option price processes, since these are ob¬

tained indirectly via computing the conditional expectations in (1.4). It is

therefore not easy to incorporate into the model stylized facts from the em¬

pirically observed joint behaviour of the stock and its liquid derivatives. In

general, the construction of a stock price process such that the option price

processes given by (1.4) have specific properties is an inverse problem for

which a complete solution seems to be extremely difficult. In the next section

we introduce a new class of models which is specifically designed to overcome

this problem.

1.4 Market models

The concept of market models is based on the idea that all liquidly traded

assets in a market are treated as underlying securities and modelled by ex-

ogenously specified processes. More precisely, the price processes of all in¬

struments for which prices are determined by the market are given as the

solution of an SDE system which describes the observed dynamics of the

market prices. Such a framework has several immediate advantages over the

martingale approach:

• Option prices are market observables which must be incorporated into

the model. For martingale models, one usually has to compute prices

numerically and then calibrate them to the market via the model pa¬

rameters, which is time-consuming, or may sometimes even not be pos¬

sible. In market models, the current market prices serve as a direct

input for the model via the initial conditions of the SDE system which

describes the prices.

• Even if a perfect calibration to market prices is possible in a martingale
model at a given time, model prices for later times resulting from this

calibration may deviate from the market prices. In contrast, market

models are not only perfectly calibrated to market prices at initial time

by construction, but can also better match future states of the market.

This is because they allow for an explicit specification of the stochastic

processes governing the option prices, and hence for a more realistic,
direct modelling of the option market.
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• We have seen above that option models can serve as a framework for

hedging derivatives with options. Here the specification of hedging

strategies as well as the risk management of option portfolios depend

strongly on the dynamics of the model prices. But in martingale mod¬

els, the dynamics of the option price processes generated by the model

are almost never available in closed form, which makes it difficult to re¬

produce stylized facts for the joint dynamics of stock and option market

prices. Market models can readily reproduce the joint dynamics of the

liquidly traded assets via the choice of the SDEs describing the price

processes.

The main challenge with market models is to guarantee that a specific
model is arbitrage-free. To understand why, let us see how this approach
works in general. It is well known that in addition to the terminal condition,
the call prices CK'T for different strikes K e /C and maturities T e T must

satisfy certain staue arbitrage conditions at each fixed time before maturity;

we refer to Carr and Madan [28] and Davis and Hobson [35] for details.

For instance, in the case /C = T = [0, oo) where options with all nonnegative
strikes and maturities are traded, and interest rates are zero, these conditions

read

ftK2,T _ riKltT ftK3,T _ riK2,T

-1<—^ J? <—i? J? <° (K1<K2<K3,T>0),
iv2 — ill A3-Ä2

ck,Ti < ck,t2 (7\ < T2, K > 0).

Since specifying directly a system of SDEs for the option price processes

which obeys these contraints is very difficult in general, in a first step one

expresses the prices C = {CK'T^j K K T T
in terms of a new pararnetrization

X=(XK'T)Ke^Ter^
X = X(C)

for a suitable deterministic one-to-one function X. Here X is typically chosen

in such a way that the state space of the parameters X corresponding to

option prices C satisfying the static arbitrage bounds and terminal condition

becomes simple. As a second step one specifies a dynamic model for the

call prices C = X~l(X) in terms of X; in an Itô process framework over a

Brownian filtration we stipulate that

dXK'T(t) = uK'T(t)dt + vK'T(t)dW(t), (1.5)

where W is a multi-dimensional Brownian motion under the real world mea¬

sure P. To have absence of arbitrage, the fundamental theorem of asset
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pricing now says that there should exist a measure Q ~ P under which the

option prices C = X~l(X) are local martingales. This is equivalent to con¬

ditions on the dynamics of the processes X which typically have the form of

drift restrictions] under these restrictions (1.5) becomes

dXK'T(t) = U{t, K, T, X, v)dt + vK'T(t) (dW(t) - b{t)dt) (1.6)

for v = (vK'T)Keic, Ter, a process b which does not depend on K, T, and some

deterministic function U. To construct a concrete model, we now must find in

a third step volatility coefficients vK'T(t) = V(t, K, T, X) in a functional form

such that the corresponding system (1.6) has a unique solution X which obeys
the state space constraints arising from the static arbitrage conditions. Even

if these constraints are sufficiently simple to handle thanks to a good choice of

X, proving existence of a solution for a given v is not at all straightforward;
the drifts depend on the volatility coefficients v via the usually non-linear

function U, and so the standard existence and uniqueness results for SDEs

do not directly apply here since we have no immediate control over the drifts.

Finally, once a class of functions V has been found for which a solution to

(1.6) exists, one can in a fourth step calibrate the function V within this class

to market data.

The literature on option market models has so far focused mainly on nec¬

essary arbitrage conditions on the model dynamics (i.e., on drift restrictions).

Indeed, if there exist processes XK'T with (1.5), if the coefficients uK'T and

vK'T in the SDEs satisfy the dynamic arbitrage restrictions, and if the prices

CK'T satisfy the terminal conditions, then the XK'T automatically obey the

static arbitrage bounds as well. The existence of some model XK'T is not

problematic if one derives, as usually implicitly assumed in the literature,
the processes XK'T from the option prices CK'T in a martingale model for S.

But then the main drawback of the martingale approach remains unsolved:

we only obtain (via Itô's representation theorem) the existence of some pre¬

dictable processes uK'T and vK'T, but their precise form is not known. The

main contribution of this thesis is to provide in various settings classes of

explicit examples of coefficients vK'T m functional form such that XK'T with

(1.6) exist. In this way we allow for direct modelling of the option price

dynamics.
Market models have been known in the field of interest rate theory for

quite some time. In 1992, Heath et al. [48] introduced market models for

a continuous term structure of zero coupon bonds using continuously com¬

pounded forward rates and showed that absence of arbitrage is equivalent to

the famous Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) drift restrictions. Brace at al. [13]
and Miltersen et al. [64] constructed explicit examples of arbitrage-free LIBOR
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market models for a finite term structure of bonds based on simply com¬

pounded forward rates. But the case of options is more difficult for several

reasons. Firstly, the terminal value of the option is a random variable de¬

pending on the stock price St, whereas the payoff of a zero-coupon bond

is deterministic. Secondly, in contrast to the interest rate case, the option

modelling problem is two-dimensional in the sense that it has a strike and

a maturity component. As a consequence, both the static and the dynamic

arbitrage restrictions are more complex for options than for bonds, and there¬

fore the construction of concrete models is much harder in our case.

Market models for options have first been proposed by Lyons [60] and

Schönbucher [70], and Babbar [4] gives sufficient conditions for absence of

arbitrage as well as explicit examples for the case of a model with a cash

account, a stock, and a single traded call option. Brace et al. [14], Ledoit

et al. [57] and Brace et al. [15] obtain different types of necessary conditions

on the dynamics of implied volatilities in arbitrage-free option market mod¬

els. None of these works however ensure that the static arbitrage bounds

are satisfied in the respective parametrizations, and no sufficient conditions

for the existence of the models are given. Schönbucher [70] and Jacod and

Protter [53] derive the drift restrictions in parametrizations which capture

the static arbitrage conditions in the case of models for all call prices with

one fixed strike and all positive maturities. Using ideas going back to Der-

man and Kani [40], Carmona and Nadtochiy [19] solve the same problem for

the case of the entire option price surface. But again, the existence issue

is not addressed in these papers, and in particular no explicit examples of

arbitrage-free models are provided. So while arbitrage conditions have been

analyzed in many different settings and parametrizations of option market

models, the construction of concrete examples of arbitrage-free multi-option
market models has almost always been left an open issue.

1.5 Results of the thesis

This thesis is mainly concerned with the construction of multi-option market

models for various sets of strikes and maturities. It is strongly based on the

papers [75], [71], [72] and [74]. Chapter 2 is essentially the article [75]. Its

main results are Theorem 2.14 and Theorems 2.17 and 2.18 which establish

existence and uniqueness of a solution for infinite-dimensional SDE systems

with locally Lipschitz coefficients in various settings. These existence results

serve as a key tool for proving the existence of arbitrage-free models for a

continuous spectrum of assets. A first application is Proposition 2.25 which

provides a generalization of the existence result for term structure models of
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interest rates obtained in Heath et al. [48]. Further applications to infinite-

dimensional option models follow in Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3 is a slightly revised version of the article [71] and deals with

term structures of option prices. We model a market consisting of a cash

account, a stock, and all European options with one fixed payoff function

and all positive maturities via forward implied volatilities. The definition of

these quantities has been inspired by the forward rates from interest rate

models. Forward implied volatilities were introduced by Schönbucher [70];

they parametrize the set of statically arbitrage-free term structures of options

in a natural way. Similarly as in Schönbucher [70] we characterize absence of

dynamic arbitrage in terms of restrictions on the model coefficients (Theorem

3.4). Our main contribution here is to provide explicit examples of market

models for option term structures. The main difficulty is to find sufficient

conditions on the volatility coefficients in the dynamics of the forward implied
volatilities which allow the application of general SDE existence results like

those in Chapter 2. This is done in Theorems 3.12, 3.15 and 3.17 for the case

of a power payoff, and in Theorem 3.21 for the case of a call payoff with a

fixed strike.

In Chapter 4, we turn to the other extreme case of the call option spectrum

and consider a market with a cash account, a stock, and all European calls

with one fixed maturity and all positive strikes. An important issue here

is to find in the first place a good parametrization for the static arbitrage
bounds. We explain in Section 4.3 why classical implied volatilities are not

suited for the construction of multi-strike models, and consequently introduce

a new set of parameters termed local implied volatilities and price level to

model the stock and option market (Definition 4.8). Our first main result

here is Theorem 4.10 which shows that positive local implied volatilities and

real-valued price levels are essentially in a one-to-one relation to statically

arbitrage-free stock and option prices. Based on these new parameters, we

then characterize absence of dynamic arbitrage via drift restrictions (Theorem

4.14) and provide, as a second main result, explicit examples of arbitrage-free
multi-strike option market models in Theorem 4.19. The proof of this theorem

uses similar ideas and techniques as the proofs of the existence results for the

term structure case. Chapter 4 is strongly based on the the article [72].
Chapter 5 essentially consists of the article [74]. Here we finally consider

the case of options with several strikes and maturities. We construct market

models for a cash account, a stock, and a finite collection of call options with

different strikes and maturities. This setting requires yet another parame¬

trization of the option prices. Combining ideas from the multi-strike models

in Chapter 4 with the local volatility model of Dupire [41], we introduce
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quantities again called local implied volatilities and price level in Definition

5.3 and show in Theorem 5.4 that they precisely capture the static arbitrage
bounds across strikes and maturities. We again characterize absence of dy¬
namic arbitrage via drift restrictions (Theorem 5.7) and construct concrete

examples of arbitrage-free market models for options with different strikes

and maturities (Corollary 5.12). Unlike in Chapters 3 and 4, we here deal

with a model for finitely many assets, and therefore its construction does not

require any existence results for infinite-dimensional SDEs.

All chapters of this thesis can be read independently from each other. In

particular, both Chapters 3 and 4 contain an appendix in which the required
results from Chapter 2 are presented in a self-contained way. Finally, we have

included into each chapter an additional appendix which provides material,

mostly omitted proofs, that cannot be found in the corresponding article.



Chapter 2

Existence results for strong
solutions of SDEs

2.1 Introduction

The well-known existence and uniqueness result for strong solutions of SDEs

with Lipschitz-type coefficients can be obtained in several settings of varying

generality. The setting chosen in this chapter is motivated by and in fact

tailor-made for applications to infinite dimensional models arising in mathe¬

matical finance, which are typically of the following form. Let / C [0, oo) be

an interval, and X an infinite-dimensional process it^uj1) i— X(t, 6,^)0^1 on

a space Q1 (describing a collection of market observables), which satisfies an

SDE of the form

X(0,6) = XQ(6), dX(t,9) = a(t,9,X)dt + a(t,9,X)dWt1 (2.1)

for a _D-dimensional Brownian motion Wl and suitable functions a, a of the

process X. We consider three prime examples in this thesis. The first and sec¬

ond example treat term structure models for bonds and options, respectively;
here we let / = [0, T*] and interpret the numbers 9 = T G / as maturity dates

of the corresponding financial instruments. For the Heath, Jarrow and Mor¬

ton [48] (for short, HJM) interest rate framework, X(t,T) is the T-forward
rate at time t (see Section 2.6), and for the forward implied volatility models

introduced in Schönbucher [70] for term structure models of option prices,

X(t,T) is the T-forward implied volatility at time t (see Chapter 3). In our

third example, which is contained in Chapter 4, we let / = [0, 00) and inter¬

pret the numbers 9 = K G / as strikes of call options; X(t, K) is then the local

implied volatility at strike K and time t. In all three examples, no-arbitrage
conditions (i.e., economically motivated restrictions on the models) enforce

a special form of the drift function a(t,9, •) which depends in some way on

13
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the entire process X and not just on X(t,9) as it is usually assumed in the

standard existence results.

The main differences between the type of SDEs considered in this chapter
and the standard setting are the following. First, in our case the state variable

is infinite-dimensional. This reflects the fact that in the applications we have

in mind, the quantity under consideration at each time £ is a whole function

of 9 (like an interest rate curve in the HJM framework). Secondly, we allow

local instead of global Lipschitz conditions for the coefficients of our SDEs.

This is motivated by the fact that in the application to term structure models,
the drift coefficient cannot be chosen freely, but will be given as a nonlinear

function of the diffusion coefficient, and in general only satisfies local Lipschitz
conditions.

In order to study the existence and uniqueness question, one can view

(2.1) as an equation for the infinite-dimensional process X(t,9,-)gei on the

space Q1, and use the theory of Hilbert-space valued SDEs by Da Prato and

Zabczyk [32] to obtain existence and uniqueness results. These methods are

employed in Filipovic [44] for HJM type forward rate models, and are the

natural way of dealing with (2.1) for an analysis of the geometric properties

of X. In contrast, in this work we are mainly interested in existence and

uniqueness results. The idea is now to view X = X(t, -, •) as a process on the

space Q = / x Q1, reducing the dimension of the range space and enlarging
the dimension of the domain space of X. Working on the space Q, we are able

to obtain existence and uniqueness results for (2.1) without using the theory
of Hilbert-space valued SDEs. To this end, we formulate different weak types

of Lipschitz conditions for SDEs which are still sufficient for existence and

uniqueness results and cover the form of coefficients arising in the models of

the form (2.1).
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce the

relevant notation and definitions. Section 2.3 contains a first straightforward

adaptation of the standard existence result to our setting. The main result is

given in Section 2.4, where we deal with local conditions. Section 2.5 studies

a different variation of local conditions, and in Section 2.6 we show as a first

application how our main result can be used in HJM interest rate models.

2.2 Lipschitz-type coefficients: notation and

definitions

We now introduce the relevant notation and definitions for our existence re¬

sults. For a comparison with other settings for strong solutions of SDEs in
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some standard references on the topic, see the comments at the end of this

section. In this chapter, we consider the following setup. Let T0 > 0. Let

(Q,G,P) be a probability space, G = (Gt)o<t<T0 a filtration on (Q,Ç,P) sat¬

isfying the usual conditions, and W a _D-dimensional Brownian motion with

respect to P and G. Throughout this chapter, "adapted" and "stopping time"

stand for "G-adapted" and "G-stopping time".

We first introduce the space in which we construct solutions.

Definition 2.1. Fix p > 1 and d G N. We define Sp to be the space of all

(equivalence classes of) Rd-valued, adapted, P-a.s. continuous processes X

which satisfy

\X\\P :=E sup \X{t)\p
0<t<T0

< oo;

we identify X and X' in Sf. if ||X — X'|| = 0.

Note that the space Sp is the subspace of all continuous processes in the

space lF of Protter [66, p. 244], and the norm || • || is the same as the norm

|| • 11sp in [66]. (Sp, || • ||) is a Banach space; this is shown analogously as for

LP spaces using that the P-a.s. limit of G-adapted processes is G-adapted by

completeness of G.

We now turn to the question how the coefficients may depend on the

solution process. We consider the following class of coefficients.

Definition 2.2. Let n,d G N. A map

f : [0,T0] x Q x {X | X Rd-valued adapted process} -»• Rn

is called (^^progressively measurable if for each X G Sp the map

(t,u)^f(t,u,X)

is progressively measurable and satisfies for all X G Sp

f(t,-,X)I{t<T{)} = f(t,;XT)I{t<T{)}Vt a.s. (2.2)

for each deterministic time r.

Throughout this chapter, let Y denote a öo-measurable function on Q

satisfying
Y G LP{P). (2.3)

Finally define for progressively measurable functions ß, v the map

$(X)(t):=y(-)+ / ß(u,-,X)du+ [ v(u,-,X)dWu (XeSpc, te[0,To]).
Jo Jo

(2.4)
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Clearly, X is a fixed point of $ if and only if X is a solution of the SDE

X(0) = Y, dX(t) = ß(t,-,X)dt + v(t,-,X)dWt. (2.5)

We now look for minimal Lipschitz-type conditions which guarantee existence

and uniqueness of a fixed point of $. We work with the following concept.

Definition 2.3. An S%-progressively measurable function f is called

a) Lipschitz in mean (on S%) if there exists a function C on [0,T0] with

C(t) *^° 0 such that for all X, X' G Spc and t G [0, T0]

E

"

\f(u,;X)-f(u,-,X')\2du < C(t)\\X-X'\\;

b) weakly Lipschitz in mean (on S?) if there exists a function C on [0,T0]
t->o

with C{t) — 0 such that for all X, X' G S% and i G [0, T0]

E <C{t)\\X -X'\\.J \f(u,-,X)-f(u,-,X')\du

The motivation for these definitions is simple. As we shall see below in

Theorem 2.11, Definitions 2.3 a) and b) come out as minimal assumptions

which allow maintaining literally the same proof for existence and uniqueness

of a fixed point of $ as in the well-known standard case.

A natural question that arises is in which way these conditions can be

localized if one is only looking for local existence and uniquess of a solution.

To this end, we need to impose further structural assumptions on both the

stochastic setup (Q,Ç,G,P) and on the coefficients. The motivating idea is

as follows. Suppose that the underlying probability space factors into two

components, Q = Q° x Q1, and the dependence of the coefficients f on X

is of the form f(t, (w0,^1),X) = f\t,(uj°\ujl)}X(t}îb0\ujl)t<t^0(,Q0). Loosely

speaking, the dependence of / on X in the first factor of the underlying space

Q is still on the whole process, while on the second factor the dependence on

X is now pathwise as in the standard case. For a concrete choice of Q°, Q1,
see the term structure modelling framework at the beginning of Section 2.6.1.

This idea can be slightly generalized in the following way. Let T Ç Q be

a sub-a-algebra of Q.

Definition 2.4. Let n,d G N. We say an (S^-Jprogressively measurable map

f : [0,T0] x Q x {X \ X Rd-valued adapted process} — Rn is strongly (S%-)

progressively measurable if (2.2) holds for each ?'-measurable stopping time

T.
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The following example makes the above motivating idea precise.

Example 2.5. Let (ÎI^JT^P1) be a probability space, F1 = (.T^ck^To a

filtration on this space satisfying the usual conditions, W1 an to-dimensional

Brownian motion with respect to P1 and F1. Let (n0,jT°,P0) be another

probability space, F° = (^rt)o<t<T0 a right-continuous filtration on this space,

and

(Q,Ç,P) := (fi° x n1,F°®F1,P°®P1).

Let N denote the family of P-zero sets in Q, and G the filtration given by

Qt:= {F?®FÎ)VÏÏ, te[0,To\.

We define a sub-a-algebra T Ç £ by

:F:= ({0,no}0^1) VA",

and a process W on Q by Wt(u)°,u)1) := W^u;1) for all (to0, to1) G Q. It is

straightforward to check that (Wt)o<t<T0 is a (^> P)-Brownian motion on Q.

Throughout this chapter, we impose the following condition on our un¬

derlying stochastic setup (Q,Ç,G,P) and T.

Assumption 2.6. We assume that there exists a map q : Sp — <SP such that

for each X G «S£, the process q(X) satisfies

q(X)(t) = E sup \X(u)\p
0<u<t

T P-a.s. Vte[0,To]. (2.6)

In other words, the right-hand side of (2.6) admits a version with P-a.s. con¬

tinuous trajectories. Note that ||A||P = E[q(X)(T0)p].

Assumption 2.6 is satisfied in Example 2.5. To see this, note that for

X eSp and At := sup0<M<t \X(u)\p, Bt(u°,ul) := £;p°[At(-,a;1)], we have

^W) = Ep [At(-,-) | :F] (a/V) P-a.s. Vi G [0,T0].

It is easy to see that Bt is ({0, Q0}®^7/) VA/"-measurable, hence ^-measurable.

Finally, for P^a.e. u1, the process A^^uj1) on Q° is P°-a.s. continuous and

suPo<t<T0 l^tO,^1)!
—

^T0(')wl) £ ^(P0), so by the dominated convergence
i

theorem Ep [At(-,uj1)] is continuous. Hence q(X)(t) := B* does the job.
The reason for introducing the additional a-algebra T is the following. In

general, we are not able to obtain an existence result under a local version of

Lipschitz in mean coefficients (exceptions are discussed in Section 2.5). We
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therefore measure in Definition 2.7 below Lipschitz continuity and explosion
of the coefficients in an jF-measurable way (in terms of the function q), i.e.,

in a finer way than in Definition 2.3. The subsequent local formulation in

Definition 2.8 then allows us to prove a local existence result in Section 2.4.

Under Assumption 2.6, we can now define for each le^a sequence of

[0,T0] U {oo}-valued stopping times tn(X), N g N by

TN(X):=M{te[0,To] \q(X)(t)>N} (2.7)

with the convention inf 0 = oo. Note that as a random variable, tn(X) is

jT-measurable. Also note that for each jF-measurable [0,To]-valued random

time a, we have

q(X)(a):=q(X)(t)\=E sup \X(u)\p
0<u<a

3= P-a.s. (2.8)

If a takes only finitely many values, this can be shown by considering a

partition of Q and using Assumption 2.6. For arbitrary a, (2.8) follows by

approximating a by a sequence of JT-measurable stopping times taking only

finitely many values. A detailed proof is given in Appendix A.

We can now formulate our new type of Lipschitz conditions for (strongly)

progressively measurable functions.

Definition 2.7. An Sp-progressively measurable function f is called

a) Lipschitz (on Sp) if there exists a function C on [0,T0] with C{t) — 0

such that for all X, X' G Sp and i G [0, T0]

E
/\|2

\f(u,-,X)-f(u,-,XXdu T <C{t)q{X-X'){t)-

b) weakly Lipschitz (on Sp) if there exists a function C on [0,T0] with

t^o

C(t) -T 0 such that for all X, X' G Spc and t G [0, T0]

E \f(U,;X)-f(u,;X')\du T <C{t)q{X-X'){t).

Definition 2.8. An Sp-progressively measurable function f is called

a) locally Lipschitz (on Sp) if there exists a sequence of functions Cn on

[0,T0] with C*Af(t) ^ 0 such that for all X,X' G Sp and t G [0,T0]

E

rtATN(X)ATN(X')
/\|2

\f(u,;X)-f(u,;X')\'du T
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< CN(t) q(X - X1) {t A rN(X) A rN(X')) ;

b) weakly locally Lipschitz (on S%) if there exists a sequence of functions Cn

on [0,T0] with Cjv(t) ^ 0 such that for all X,X' G S% and t G [0,T0]

E

rtATN(X)ATN(X')

\f(U,;X)-f(u,;X')\du 3=

< CN(t) q(X - X') {t A rN(X) A rN(X')).

Examples for SDEs whose coefficients satisfy this type of Lipschitz condi¬

tions are the forward rate SDEs arising in the HJM interest rate models (see
Section 2.6.2) and the forward and local implied volatility SDEs in Chapters
3 and 4. We also consider the following way of localizing Lipschitz in mean

conditions, which we analyze further in Section 2.5.

Definition 2.9. An S%-progressively measurable function f is called

a) locally Lipschitz in mean (on S%) if there exist functions Cn on [0,T0] with

Civ(i) —> 0 and for each X G S1? a sequence of ?'-measurable stopping times

<7jv with <7jv f oo a.s. such that for any X,X' G S% with |X|, \X'\ < X,

E

ftAcrjv

\f(U,;X)-f(u,;X')\2du <CN{t)\\X-X'\

b) weakly locally Lipschitz in mean (on S^) if there exist functions Cn on

[0,To] with Civ(t) — 0 and for each X G S% a sequence of J7-measurable

stopping times o~n with o~n f oo a.s. such that for any X,X' G S^ with

\X\AX'\ <X,

E

iAcrjv \ P'

\f(U,;X)-f(u,-,X')\du < cN{t)\\x-x'\

Remarks. 1) The definitions of the different types of Lipschitz continuity

depend on p. We usually omit the addendum "on S%" if we consider one fixed

value of p.

b
2

b

2) It follows easily from Jensen's inequality J f(t)dt < (b—a) J \f(t)\2dt

that a function which is Lipschitz (locally Lipschitz / Lipschitz in mean / lo¬

cally Lipschitz in mean) is also weakly Lipschitz (locally Lipschitz / Lipschitz
in mean / locally Lipschitz in mean).

3) Clearly we have that "Lipschitz" =^> "Lipschitz in mean" =^> "locally

Lipschitz in mean", and also "Lipschitz" =^> "locally Lipschitz" (by (2.8))
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and "locally Lipschitz" =>- "locally Lipschitz in mean" (for a locally Lipschitz
function and X G S9, take a» := tn(X) and note that for \X\ < X we have

q(X) > q(X) a.s. and thus tn(X) < tn(X) a.s.). The same implications hold

for the corresponding weak conditions.

4) If we take T = G, then the conditions in Definition 2.7 a) and 2.8 a)
boil down to the standard (locally) Lipschitz conditions usually imposed for

strong solutions of SDEs (see e.g. Protter [66], Sections V.3 and V.7).

Usually (see e.g. Karatzas/Shreve [55, Chap. 5.2], Revuz/Yor [67, Chap.

IX.2], or Jacod [52, Chap. XIV.lb]), the coefficients for a given uj may de¬

pend on the current value X(t, uS) or on the trajectory X(u, uS)u<t- In contrast,

here we allow the coefficients for a given uj to depend on the entire process

X(u,u')u<t,uj'en up to current time; note that this includes a possible depen¬
dence on all w' G Q, not only on the given u. The "process Lipschitz" and

"functional Lipschitz" coefficients defined in Protter [66, p. 250] are of the

same form as the strongly progressively measurable and Lipschitz coefficients

in our setting for T = Q. These conditions of [66] can be weakened to our

setting for T ^ G and to local conditions if one restricts to Brownian mo¬

tion and Lebesgue measure as integrator processes. On the other hand, the

question whether one can generalize the setup of this chapter to more general

integrators such as general semimartingales (see Protter [66]) and random

measures (see Jacod [52]) is not considered here.

2.3 Lipschitz in mean coefficients

In this section we obtain the basic existence and uniqueness result for coeffi¬

cients which are Lipschitz in mean. The proof is almost literally the same as

in the classical case. We use the following terminology.

Definition 2.10. Let X0 G S9. An S?-progressively measurable function f
is called bounded in mean at X0 if

E

rT0

\f(t,-,X0)\2dt < oo; (2.9)

it is called weakly bounded in mean at X0 if

(To \ P-

E | / \f(t,-,XQ)\dt < oo; (2.10)

it is called bounded at X0 if there exists a constant C such that

\f(t,-,X0)\P<C Vt, O.S.
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It is called at most linearly growing (in mean for Sp) if for some function C
t->o

on [0, T0] with C{t) -> 0 and all X G Sp

S !/(«,-,x)|26b <C(t) (1 + ||X| (2.11)

and at most weakly linearly growing (in mean for Sp) if for some function C
t->o

on [0, T0] with C(t) - 0 and all X G Sp

E \f(u,-,X)\du <C(t)(l + \\X\ (2.12)

Recall the definition of $ in (2.4), and remember that a fixed point of $

is a solution to the SDE (2.5), and vice versa. We now have the following

generalization of the existence and uniqueness result for SDEs under Lipschitz
and linear growth conditions.

Theorem 2.11. Let X0 e Sp. Assume that ß and v are progressively mea¬

surable functions, v is Lipschitz m mean on Sp and bounded m mean at X0,
and ß is weakly Lipschitz m mean on Sp and weakly bounded m mean at X0.

Then $ maps Sp into itself and has a unique fixed point m Sp.

Proof. Similarly to the proof of the classical result, we use a fixed point

argument. First, since ß and v are progressively measurable, the continuous

process &(X) is adapted. Next, for X,X' G Sp we have

sup |$(X)(t)-$(X')(t)|
0<i<T0

< \ß(u,-,X) - ß(u,-,X')\du+ sup
Jo 0<i<T0

(v(u,-,X)-v(u,-,X'))dWv

Taking p-th powers, expectations and using that ß is weakly Lipschitz in

mean, we obtain

i$po - $pr)ir = e sup |$(X)(t)-$(X')(*)lP
0<i<Tb

ft

< 2p-1C(T0)p \\X - X'\\p + 2p~lE sup
0<t<T0

Av(u)dWv (2.13)

where we have abbreviated Av(u) := v(u,-,X) — v(u,-,X'). By applying
the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities to the continuous local martingale
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\Av(u)\2du < CpC(To)p \\X - X
/up

Mt := J0 Av(u)dWu (t G [0,T0]) and then using that v is Lipschitz in mean,

we have for a constant Cp depending only on p that

E sup \Mt\p < CPE ( f
°

_0<t<T0 J \_\Jo

Plugging this estimate into (2.13), we obtain

||$(X) - $(X')ir < (2p-1C(T0)p + 2p-1CpC(T0)p) \\X - X

Finally we have

/up (2.14)

sup \$(X0)(t)\p<3p-l\Y(-)\p + 3p-l( / \ß(u,-,X0)\du
0<t<T0 \Jo

3P
1

sup
0<i<T0

v(u, -,X0)dWv (2.15)

By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities we obtain similarly as above

E sup
0<t<T0

v(u, -,X0)dWu <CPE
To \2

\v(u, ,X0)\2du
0

and so taking expectations in (2.15) and using (2.3) and (weak) boundedness

in mean, we obtain that ||$(X0)||P < oo. This together with (2.14) yields
that $ maps Sp into itself, and by (2.14) it is a contraction if T0 is small

enough; this uses that C{t) — 0 as t — 0. Hence, for small T0, there exists

a unique fixed point by Banach's fixed point theorem. For arbitrary T0, a

solution is obtained as usual by pasting together solutions on small intervals,
and uniqueness follows from uniqueness on the small intervals.

Corollary 2.12. Assume that ß and v are strongly progressively measurable

functions satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.11. Let r be an ?'-measurable

stopping time and suppose that we have X\,X2 G Sp such that

Xj(tAT) = $(X3)(tAT) Vt

for j = 1,2. Then XI = XI.

Proof. We have for j = 1, 2

XJ(t)=X3(tAr)=Y+ ß(u,;X3)I{u<T}du+ v(u,-,X3)I{u<T}dW,
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= Y+ ß(u,-,XJ)I{u<r}du + / v(u,-,XJ)I{u<TydWu.
Jo Jo

Since the functions ß(t,-,X) := ß(t,-,X)I{t<Ty, v(t,-,X) := v(t, -, X)/{t<r}
again satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.11, the assertion follows from the

uniqueness statement of Theorem 2.11 applied to ß, v.

Sometimes one is interested in solution processes which take only values

in some subset T of Rd; then the following result is useful. A similar result is

given in Miltersen [63, Theorem 3.5] to obtain positivity of forward rates in

an HJM interest rate framework.

Proposition 2.13. Let T Ç Rd be a closed subset. Let u,v be progressively
measurable processes, u locally mtegrable and v locally square-mtegrable (in t,

P-a.s.J, andX(0) E T. Let

X{t) = X(0) + J0tu(s)ds + J*v(s)dWa (0 < t < oo).

If X and u, v satisfy a.s.

for all t, X{t) G Ed\r => u{t) = 0 and v(t) = 0,

then X{t) ET for allt>0 a.s.

Proof. Let r := inf{t > 0\X(t) i V}. For e > 0 define

re := inf {t > 0| dist(X(t), V) = e},

t* :=inf{t>0 | 3t' E (0,t) s.t. dist(X(t'),r) = f, dist(X(t),r) E {|,f}}.

On the set {re < oo}, we have by continuity of the paths r± < r* < re and

also X(t^)^X(t*). But

0e u(s)ds + f^e v(s)dWs = 0 P-a.s.

by assumption. Hence P[re < oo] = 0. Now since Rd\T is open, we have

{r < oo} = I I {n < oo}.
raGN

Hence P[r < oo] = 0.
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2.4 Locally Lipschitz coefficients

In this section, we establish the main result of this chapter, which treats the

case where the coefficients are locally Lipschitz. We obtain a generalization
of the existence and uniqueness result for locally Lipschitz coefficients which

depend only on the current state X(t,u) of the process (see Protter [66],
Theorem V.38). We have the following result.

Theorem 2.14. a) Let X0 E S% be uniformly bounded m t,u. Assume that

ß and v are strongly progressively measurable functions which are bounded

at Xq, v is locally Lipschitz on S%, and ß is weakly locally Lipschitz on S^.
Then there exist an ?'-measurable stopping time r and a unique continuous

adapted process X on {t < r} such that X{t) = $(X)(t) on {t < r} and

lim^T- E[su.p0<u<t \X(u)\p | T\ = oo on {r < oo} a.s.

b) Moreover, if v is at most linearly growing and ß at most weakly linearly

growing, then r = oo and X G Sp.

We have imposed the condition that X0 is uniformly bounded, i.e. that

11J^o11oo := suPte[o,T0],wen l*o(*)(^)| < oo, for technical reasons (see the next

result). For the proof of Theorem 2.14 we need the following auxiliary result.

Lemma 2.15. a) Let f be weakly locally Lipschitz on Sp and bounded at some

uniformly bounded X0 E S%. Let <p(x) := (x V 0) A 1 for i6R and define

hN(t,X):=<p(N-q(X)(t)).

Then for N > ||Xo||oo the function f x h^ is weakly Lipschitz on Sp.

b) If f is locally Lipschitz on Sp and bounded at X0, then for N > 11JC011oo
the function f x h^ is Lipschitz on Sp.

Proof. We show part a), part b) is proved analogously. Clearly we have

\<p(x) - <p(y)\ < \x-y\ and also q(X + X')(t) < q(X)(t) + q(X')(t) for

X,X' E Sp (this is proved like the Minkowski inequality). For X,X' E Sp it

follows that

\hN(t,X) - hN(t,X')\ < \q(X)(t) - q{X'){t)\ < q{X - X'){t).

Let now / be weakly locally Lipschitz and bounded at X0. Then

\f(t,X)hN(t,X)-f(t,X')hN(t,X')\

< l\f(t,X) - f(t,X')\hN(t,X') + |M*,*) - hN(t,X>)\\f(t,X)\]

xI{tn(X')<tn(X)}
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+ [\f(t,X) - f(t,X')\hN(t,X) + |M*,*) - hN(t,X')\\f(t,X')

xl{tn(X)<tn(X')}-

Hence using the definitions of h^ and r^ yields for N > || JC0 ||oo that

\f(u,X)hN(u,X) - f(u,X')hN(u,X')\du

<

tArN(X')

*tArN(X)

\f(u,X) - f(u,X')\du I{TN(X')<TN(X)}

\f(u,X) - f(u,X')\du I{TN(X)<TN(X')}

sup \1in(u,X) — h,N(u,X')\du
0<u<t

rtArN(X)

x / (\f(u,X)-f(u,XQ)\ + \f(u,XQ)\)du
Jo

sup \1in(u,X) — hj^(u,X')\du
0<u<t

rtATN(X')

x / (\f(u,X')- f(u,XQ)\ + \f(u,XQ)\)du
'0

ftArN(X)ArN(X')

< \f(u,X)-f(u,X')\du

+ q(X-X')(t)
ptATN(X)ArN(X0)

x / (\f(u,X)-f(u,XQ)\ + \f(u,XQ)\)du
Jo

+ q{X-X'){t)
ptATN(X')ATN(X0)

x / (\f(u,X')-f(u,X0)\ + \f(u,X0)\)du.
Jo

We now takep-th powers and -E^l-T7] here. Since q(X — X')(t) is JT-measurable

and / is weakly locally Lipschitz and bounded at Xq, we obtain

E

t \ p

\f(u,X)hN(u,X) - f(u,X')hN(u,X')\du T

<3P~1CPN (q(X - X')(t))p + 3T1 (q(X - X')(t))p

x 2p~l Ucp + (q(X - X0)(t A rN(X) A rw(X0)))P

+ Ux' - X0)(t A rN(X') A rw(X0))XP
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<3P~1CPN (q(X - X'){t)f

+ ?P-1 (q(X - X')(t))p x 2p~l (2CP + (N + N)p + (N + N)p).

Hence / x h^ is weakly Lipschitz.

Now we come to the

Proof of Theorem 2.14- a) Let ßx := ß x /ijv and vn '= v x h^- By Lemma

2.15, we have for N > ||Xo||oo that ß^ is weakly Lipschitz, v^ is Lipschitz,
and they again are (weakly) ^-bounded at X0 since 0 < h^ < 1. Hence, by
Theorem 2.11 the map

$N{X){t):=Y{-)+ I ßN(u,-,X)du+ [ vN(u,-,X)dWu
Jo Jo

has a unique fixed point XN e Sp. Let p^ := tn-i{Xn). Using the definitions

of pn and h^, we get q{X^){u) < N — 1 for u < pn and therefore for M > N

Iin(u,Xn) = 1 = Iim(u,Xn) for m < pN.

This yields for M > N

XN(t A pN) = $N(XN)(t A pjv) = $M(XN)(t A pjv),

and by construction

XM(t A pjv) = $M(XM)(t A pjv).

Since p^ is JT-measurable and /3m, ^m are strongly progressively measurable,

it follows from Corollary 2.12 that X = Xp^. Hence we have pu > Pn-,

and we can define r := lim^^oo p^ and

oo

x(t) := I{t<pN}XN(t)+ 2_j I{p]-i<t<P]}X3<yt">
3=N+1

on {t < t}. We obtain XPN = X^f1 and since ß,v are strongly progressively

measurable, again using the definition of pn yields

X"»(t)=XpNN(t) = $N(XN)(tApN) = $(XN)(tApN) = $(X)(tApN).

It follows that X(tAr) = $(X)(t At), whence we have existence. Uniqueness
follows via Theorem 2.11 from stopping at pn- Finally for the last statement,

note that on {r < oo}

E sup \X{u)\p | T
0<M</3jV

q(XN)(pN) = N-l (2.16)
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and let N — oo here.

b) First suppose that T0 > 0 is so small that for Cp being the constant

in the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities and C the function from (2.11)
and (2.12) we have

&-lc(T0y + &-lcpc(T0y < l-. (2.17)

We have XPN{t) = $(X)(tApN) = $(XPN)(tApN) since ß and v are strongly

progressively measurable, and this implies

\XpN{t)\p <2?-l\Y\p + 3P"M / \ß(u,-,XpN)\du

+ 3p~l
pNATo

v(u,-,XPN)dWn

Using (2.11), (2.12), and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities as in the

proof of Theorem 2.11, we obtain

\\XPN f < 3p~lE [\Y\P] + 3p-1C(T0)p2p-1 (1 + \\XPN f)

+ 3p-lCpC(T0)p2p-1 (1 + ||XW||P).

Now (2.17) implies

= llX^f < 2x 3p~lE \\YH + 1,E sup \XpN(t)\p
0<t<T0

and this together with (2.16) yields linijv^oo pN = oo a.s. For arbitrary T0,

we use the usual pasting argument.

We conclude this section with a result which provides a class of (weakly)

locally Lipschitz coefficients that arise in applications.

Proposition 2.16. Let n > 2, X0 G Rd, p,P2,---,Pn > 1 and suppose that

fi,..., fn are progressively measurable functions which are bounded atX0. Sup¬

pose that there are constants Cn (N G N) such that for all X,X' G Sp,
t G [0,T0]; and r := t A tn(X) A tn(X'), we have

E \fl(u,;X)-fl(u,;X')\pdu 3= < CN (q(X - X')(t))p , (2.18)

/ \f3(u,-,X)-f,(u,-,X')\>>du<CN(q(X-X')(T))p> (j = 2,...,n).
Jo

(2.19)
Then the function f\ fn is progressively measurable and bounded at Xq. If
X :=- + — + ••• + — < 1, it is weakly locally Lipschitz m Sp, and if X < \
it is locally Lipschitz m Sp.
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Proof. We show the assertion for A < 1, the assertion for A < \ is proved

similarly. Clearly f\ fn is progressively measurable and bounded at X0.

Write f3 := f3(u,-,X), f> := f3(u,-,X'). Now

l/l ' ' ' fn — fl ' ' ' fn |

<|/l-/{||/2---/»| + |/{||/2-/^||/3---/»| +•••+ \f[---fn-l\\fn-fn\.

By Holder's inequality applied after multiplying with 1, we obtain

[T\fl---fn-f[---fn\du

< t
1-A

\fi-fi\pdu

i_

P2

\hrdu\ x-.-x / \fn\p"du\ +

+ t'~A ( jT |/{|Pd«)
P

X • • • X (/T l/n-ir-1^)
P""

(jT I/» " fn\Pndu
,1-A

l

Pn

For j = 2,..., n, assumption (2.19) and the definition of r yield

(2.20)

T\f3rdu<2^-1 r(\f3(u,;X0)\^ + \f3(u,;X)-f3(u,;X0)ndu
o Jo

< 2^~l (ToC* + CN (q(X-X0)(r))^) < 2^-1(T0Cp^+CN(N+\X0\)^) =: AN

and the same estimate for f3 replaced by /'. Using that f\ is bounded at X0

and satisfies (2.18) similarly gives

E \fi\pdu T <AN.

Hence, taking p-th powers and then -Bf-]^7] in (2.20), we obtain by again using

(2.18) and (2.19) that

E l/i /»-/{ £!<*« T

< n np-Hp{l-x)AnN-lCN (q(X - X'){t))p .
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2.5 Locally Lipschitz in mean drift coefncients

In this section, we investigate under which assumptions the condition on the

drift coefficients can be relaxed to "locally Lipschitz in mean". It turns out

that we need to impose quite restrictive conditions on the diffusion coeffi¬

cient as well as on the dimension, compared to the case of locally Lipschitz
coefficients. This is due to our proof technique which is based on comparison

results for 1-dimensional SDEs. For applications of these types of SDEs, we

refer to Chapter 3.

We suppose that d = 1. We assume that there exist progressively mea¬

surable functions ß* < 0, ß* > 0 which are Lipschitz in mean and bounded

in mean at some X0 G S^ and are such that we have for all X*, X, X* G S^

X,<X<X* => ß*{;;X*)<ß{;;X)<ß*{;;X*). (2.21)

Finally, we assume that for all X, X' G S%,

\v(t,-,X)-v(t,-,X')\<C\X(t,-)-X'(t,-)\ Vi a.s. (2.22)

Clearly, (2.22) implies that v is Lipschitz. Now we have

Theorem 2.17. Suppose d = 1 andp > 2. Assume that ß and v are strongly

progressively measurable functions, ß is weakly locally Lipschitz m mean and

satisfies (2.21), and that v is bounded m mean at X0 and satisfies (2.22).
Then the equation X = $(X) has a unique solution m S1?.

As above, for some applications it is useful to consider solution processes

which take values in some subset of R. Then the following modification is

appropriate. Suppose that, instead of (2.21), we have for some e > 0 and all

X, X* G sp

'-<X<X* ^ ß(;;X)<ß*(;;X*). (2.23)

Then we have

Theorem 2.18. Suppose d = 1 and p > 2 and let Y > t. Assume that

ß and v are strongly progressively measurable functions, ß is weakly locally

Lipschitz m mean on the set {X G R \ X > |} and satisfies (2.23), and that

v is bounded m mean at X0 and satisfies (2.22). Furthermore, suppose that

for f G {ß, v} and all X G S?

forallt,u, X(t,u)<e => f(t,u,X) = 0. (2.24)

Then the equation X = $(X) has a unique solution X G S^. R satisfies
X> t.
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The proofs of Theorems 2.17 and 2.18 require some further preparation.

Suppose that v satisfies (2.22) and ß is weakly locally Lipschitz in mean. Let

X*,X* G SP satisfy X* < X*, define X = \X*\ V |X*| and let aN / oo be

stopping times as in Definition 2.7 d). Next define

R* :={XeR | X*(t) <X{t) <X*{t) Vi P-a.s.}, (2.25)

R*N := {X G R | X*(t A aN) < X{t) < X*(t A aN) Vi P-a.s.}.

These sets satisfy

Proposition 2.19. R* and R*N are nonempty closed subsets ofS^.

Proof. We show the claim for R*; the same proof works for R*N. If Xn — X

in SP, then supt \Xn{t) — X{t)\ — 0 in LP(P), and hence P-a.s. along a sub¬

sequence (rife). This implies that if each Xn G R*, then also X e R*.

We finally define for X G <SP

$ivP0(t) = $(X)(iAaw),

= ($(X)(i) V X*(i)) A X*(i), (2.26)

= tf(X)(i A aw) = ($N(X)(t) V X*(i A aw)) A X*(i A aw).

It is clear that ^ maps R* into itself, and that ^n maps P^ into itself. We

now have

Lemma 2.20. Suppose that v satisfies (2.22) and either ß is weakly locally

Lipschitz m mean for all X G Sp, or X* is a constant and ß is weakly locally

Lipschitz m mean for all X G Sp with X > X*. Then the map ^n ' R*n -^ R*n
has a unique fixed point Xn G R*N.

Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.11. For X, X' G R*N, we have

sup \VN(X)(t)-VN(X')(t)\< sup |$w(X)(i)-$w(X')(t)|.
0<t<T0 0<t<T0

Now using that ß is weakly locally Lipschitz in mean, we obtain as in (2.13)
in the proof of Theorem 2.11

\*N(X) - ^v(X')ir < 2P-1Cn(T0)p \\X - X
/up

2P~1P sup
0<t<T0

rT0AaN

Av(u)dWv

By applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities to the continuous local
rt,

>0martingale Mt :=
J0

aN

Av(u)dWu (t G [0,T0]) and then using Jensen's
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inequality, we now obtain similarly as in (2.14) in the proof of Theorem 2.11

that

II*„PO - vN(x')\\p < (2p-lcN(T0y + rt^-'CpC) \\x - x'\\p.

This shows that for T0 small enough, tyN is a contraction on R*N and hence

has a unique fixed point. The extension to arbitrary T0 is done by the usual

pasting argument.

Corollary 2.21. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 2.20 hold and that

ß, v are strongly progressively measurable. Then the map ^ : R* — R* has a

unique fixed point.

Proof. First, note that strong progressive measurability implies

$(I)(iA(jjV) = $(IffA')({A(jJv) yXeR

and hence

^(X)(t AaN) = ^(XaN)(t AaN) WX E R.

Let now M > N. Using cr« < ctm, one easily verifies that the stopped process

X°^ is a solution of X = tyN(X) and hence equal to XN; in fact,

X(t) = XM(t A aN) = VM(XM)(t A aN) = V(XM)(t A<JNA aM)

= *(XM)(t A aN) = *(XaMN)(t A aN) = *N(XaMN)(t).

Since œn f oo a.s., it follows that X(t) := XN{t) for t < <tjv is a.s. well-

defined and defines a process X e R*. Clearly XaN = X^N = Xn and by
the definition of $w we have X(t) = linijv-^oo Xn(t) Vi a.s. Hence, letting
N — oo in

^v(i) = *jv(^jv)(t) = *(XN)(t A aw) = tf (X)(i A aw) = tf (X)(i A aw)

yields X = *(X).
For uniqueness, note that for any X G R* with X = ^f(X), we have

XCTjv(i) = *(X)(i A aw) = tf pr")(i A aw) = ^(X^Xi)

and hence XaN = X^ by Lemma 2.20.

The last step is to show that under the conditions of Theorems 2.17 and

2.18, and for suitably chosen X*,X* G S%, the fixed point of ^ is automati¬

cally a fixed point of $. To do this, we need the following results.
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Proposition 2.22. Let (ht)t>o be an mtegrable (in t, a.s.) progressively
measurable process and (Mt)t>o a continuous martingale. Then the stochastic

differential equation

dXt = htdt + XtdMt

has the unique solution

Xt = S(M)t (x0 + / £(M)Zlhudv\ .

Proof. See e.g. Revuz / Yor [67], Prop. IX 2.3.

Corollary 2.23. For j = 1,2 let ßj be progressively measurable processes, let

v satisfy (2.22), and let Y3 G LP(P) be To-measurable. Let r be a stopping

time. Suppose that Y\ < Y2 a.s. and ß\{u) < ß2(u) for a.e. u a.s. If there

exist processes X, G Sp such that

r-tAr r-tAr

XJ(t) = Y3+ ß3(u)du + / v(u, ;X3)dWu,
Jo Jo

then Xl(t) < Xlit) \/t a.s.

Proof. We have h(t) := I{t<r}(ß2(t) — ßi(t)) > 0. With this we can write

Xlit)-Xlit)

= Y2-Y1 + I{u<r}(ß2(u)-ßi(u))du+ I{u<r}(v(u,-,X2)-v(u,-,X1))dWu
Jo Jo

= Y2-Yt+ f h{u)du + f (Xl(u) - Xl(u))dMu,
Jo Jo

where

AI M C T
V(.U>-,X2)-V(U,-,X1)

M'°= I J<^>
xsM-xiM

dW"

is well-defined thanks to (2.22) and also a continuous martingale whose quad¬
ratic variation is finite because {M)t < Ct by (2.22). Hence, by Proposition
2.22 we have X2r(t) - X[(i) > 0 Vi a.s.

We finally come to the

Proof of Theorem 2.17. Let X*,X* G Sp be the solutions of the equations

X*(t) = Y(-)-l+ / ß*(u,-,X*)du+ / v(u,-,X,)dWu,
Jo Jo
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t ft

* iX*(t)=Y(-) + l+ ß*(u,-,X*)du + v(u,-,X*)dWu
Jo Jo

respectively, which exist by Theorem 2.11. It follows from ßM < ß* and

Corollary 2.23 that X* < X*. Let R* and * : R* -»• R* be defined by (2.25)
and (2.26), and let X G R* be the solution of X = ^(X), which exists by

Corollary 2.21. Define the stopping time

r := inf{i G [0,T0] | X(i) > X*(i) or X(i) < X*(i)} G [0,T0] U {oo}.

By definition of r and X, we have for the stopped processes

ptAT ptAT

XT(t)=Y(-)+ ß{u,-,X)du+ I v{u,-,X)dWu,
Jo Jo

ptAT ptAT

(X*)T(t)= Y()-!+ / ß*(u,;X*)du+ v(u,-,X*)dWu,
Jo Jo

ftAt rtAT

(X*)T(t)= Y () + !+ ß*(u,-,X*)du+ v(u,-,X*)dWu.
Jo Jo

Because of X G R* and (2.21), it follows from Corollary 2.23 that we have

XJ{t) < XT{t) < X*T{t) Vi a.s. On the set {r < oo}, we have by continuity
of X*,X,X* that X*(r) = X(r) or X*(r) = X(r). Hence r = oo a.s. and

therefore X*(i) < X(i) < X*(i) Vi a.s. This implies from the definition of ^

that X is a fixed point of $.

For uniqueness, note that any solution of X = $(X) satisfies X* < X < X*

by the above argument, and is therefore equal to the fixed point of ^.

The proof of Theorem 2.18 is similar to the last proof. For the reader's

convenience we also give it in detail.

Proof of Theorem 2.18. Let X* := e* for some e* G (f,e), and X1;X* G S%
be the solutions of the equations

x1(i) = y(-)+ / v^^x^dWv,
Jo

X*(i) = y(-) + l+ [ ß*(u,-,X*)du+ f v(u,-,X*)dWu,
Jo Jo

which exist by Theorem 2.11. It follows from 0 < ß* and Corollary 2.23 that

Xi < X*. Next, (2.24) and Proposition 2.13 imply that X\ > e, and hence

X* < X*. Let R* and * : R* -»• R* be defined by (2.25) and (2.26), and let

X G R* be a solution of X = ^(X), which exists by Corollary 2.21. Define

the stopping time

r := inf{i G [0,T0] | X(i) > X*(i) or X(i) < X,(i)} G [0,T0] U {oo}.
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By definition of r and X, we have for the stopped processes

ftAt r-tAr

XT(t)=Y(-)+ ß(u,-,X)du+ v(u,-,X)dWu,
Jo Jo

r-tAr r-tAr

(X*)T(t)= Y () + !+ / ß*(u,-,X*)du+ v(u,-,X*)dWu.
Jo Jo

Because of X e R* and (2.23), Corollary 2.23 implies that XT{t) < (X*)r(i)
Vi a.s., and because of (2.24), Proposition 2.13 implies that (X*)r(i) = e* <

e < XT{t) Vi a.s. On the set {r < oo}, we have by continuity of X*,X,X*
that X*(t) = X(t) or X*(r) = X(r). Hence r = oo a.s. and therefore

X*(i) < X(t) < X*(t) Vi a.s. This implies that X is a fixed point of $.

For uniqueness, note that any solution of X = $(X) satisfies X* < X < X*

by the above argument, and is therefore equal to the fixed point of ^.

2.6 Application to interest rate modelling

In this section we show how to apply the results of the last sections to

continuous-time term structure models for interest rates. In this applica¬

tion, X models an interest rate curve, the forward rate curve f(-,T)Te[o,T*]-
In Section 2.6.1, we introduce a framework for the construction of such mod¬

els. The same framework can also be used for the construction of models for

the term structure of implied volatilities, see Chapter 3. In Section 2.6.2 we

give, within the setting of Section 2.6.1, sufficient conditions for existence and

uniqueness of solutions of the SDEs arising in the HJM framework.

2.6.1 Term structure modelling

Let T* > T0 > 0. Resume the setting and the notation of Example 2.5 in

Section 2.2. Let (Q1, J71, P1) be a probability space, F1 = (J^DoKtKTo a filtra¬

tion on this space satisfying the usual conditions, and W1 a D-dimensional

Brownian motion with respect to Pl and F1. Let the space (n0,jT°,P0) be

given by ([0,T*], B[0,T*], C/[o,t*]), where C/[o,t*] denotes the uniform distribu¬

tion on [0, T*]. Let F° be the constant filtration given by J^ = T° = B[0, T*]
for all i G [0,T0], and let M denote the family of P-zero sets in B[0,T*] ® Tl.

So

= ([0,T*]xQ\ ({0,n0}®^) vSf, B[0,T*]®F\ U[0,T*]®Pl),
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G = (Qt)t[o,T0] with gt = (B[0,T*} 0 T}) VAT, te [0,T0],

Wt{T,ul) := WtV) Vi G [0,T0], (T,^1) G [0,T*] x ft1.

In Section 2.6.2 below, we shall construct processes fit) on the space Q such

that fit, T, ujl) represents the T-forward rate at time t when the market is in

state ujl G Q1. Hence, we regard the term structure {fit)) of forward rates

as a 1-dimensional process on the product space Q = [0,T*] x Q1.

In our approach, we need to show that stochastic integrals with respect

to W can be interpreted as stochastic integrals with respect to W1 in the

natural way. This is the content of the following result.

Proposition 2.24. Let h be a G-progressively measurable process on Q such

that f0
°

h2udu < oo P-a.s. Then we have f0
°

hu(T)2du < oo Pl-a.s., for
a.e. T G [0,T*]; and the stochastic integral f hudWu satisfies

f hudw}j (T)=([ K(T)dWl\ Vi G [0,T0] Pl-a.s.

for a.e. Te [0,T*].

Proof. For each locally square-integrable martingale N on Q, we have

{h.W, N)= t hd{W, N) P-a.s.

Let now N1 be a locally square-integrable continuous martingale on Q1 and

define NiT,ujl) := Nl{ujl). Since the covariation process can be defined

pathwise, we have

(h.W,N)iT,ul) = (ih.W)iT),Nl))(ul)

and

^jhd(W,N)^ (TV) = (y' h{T)d{W\N1)^ (cc1),

and hence

({h.W){T),Nl)){ul) = (J h{T)d(W',N')J (ü/)

for P-a.e. (T,u1), and so, by Fubini's theorem, for P1-a.e. uj1 G Vi1 for a.e.

T e [0,T*]. This implies (h.W)(T) = h{T).Wl P^a.s., for a.e. T. .
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From now on, we identify F1-progressively measurable (or F1-adapted)
processes h1 on Q1 with G-progressively measurable (G-adapted) processes

h on Q by setting h(t,T,uj1) := h1^,^1), and similarly F1-stopping times r1

on Q1 with G-stopping times r on Q by setting r(T, uj1) := r1(a;1). With a

slight abuse of notation, we write r for r1 and ft, for h1, in particular 147 for W1.

Fix now (IgN,p> 1, and let S% denote the space of Definition 2.1. Note

that for any ^-measurable, Rd-valued random variable Z G L1(P), we have

Ep [Z\T] (u1) = ^ J Z(T,ojl)dT pi-a-s.

In particular, for a process Ie5^ the function g defined in (2.6) is given by

1 'T*

g(X)(t)= — / sup \X(u,T,-)fdT . (2.27)
V-t Jo 0<u<t J

Moreover, a progressively measurable function / is locally Lipschitz in the

sense of Definition 2.8 a) if and only if there exist functions C^ on [0, T0] with

Civ(i) —> 0 such that we have for all i G [0, T0] and r = t A tn(X) A tn(X')

E

,
2

'/M2.

|/(«,r,.,X)-/(U,r,.,X')rd«) dT < CN{tfT* (q(X - X')(r)f

(2.28)

2.6.2 An application to the HJM framework

We can use the results of Section 2.4 to prove a slight generalization of an

existence result in the seminal work of HJM [48] on the term structure of

interest rates. We resume the setup of Section 2.6.1 with p > 2, dimension

d = 1 and time horizon T* = Tq. In the HJM interest rate framework, we

have a collection of zero-coupon bonds paying 1 unit of currency at time T,
whose prices are

Pit, T) = exp (- [ fit, s)ds] ,
t E [0, T] (2.29)

for all T G [0,T*], where f(t,T) denotes the T-forward rate at time t. We

assume as in HJM [48] that f(t,T) satisfies

df(t, T) = a(t, T)dt + a(t, T)dWt

for some E- and ED-valued progressively measurable processes a and a.

Heath, Jarrow and Morton show ([48], Prop. 3) that the existence of an
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equivalent local martingale measure for all P(t,T) as defined in (2.29) im¬

plies the existence of a progressively measurable ED-valued process (p sucn

that for all T G [0,T*],

a(t,T) = a(t,T) f a(t,s)ds - <f>t-a(t,T), t e [0,T\; (2.30)

conversely, they show that (2.30) for some bounded process (p implies the

existence of an equivalent martingale measure for all P(t,T) on Tt*-

Let now a = cr(t,T, u1, f) be a strongly progressively measurable func¬

tion in the sense of Definition 2.4. It could for instance be of the form

a = cr(t,T, u1, f(t,T, u1)) for some progressively measurable function

cr(t,T, u1, •). Let 0 be a bounded ED-valued process and define the pro¬

gressively measurable function

a(t,TJ) = a(t,TJ)-J a(t, s,f)ds - fa a(t,TJ).

Moreover, let /o G Lp[0,T*]. Then we have the following result.

Proposition 2.25. Let a be a strongly progressively measurable function
which satisfies

\a(t,T,f)-a(t,T,f')\<C\f(t,T)-f'(t,T)\, (2.31)

|<7(t,T,/)|<c(l + |/(t,T)|*). (2.32)

Then the SDE

/(0, T) = /o, df(t, T) = a(t, T, f)dt + a(t, T, f)dWt (2.33)

has a unique solution f G Sp. Moreover, if we have

forallt,T,u\f, f(t,T,u1)<0^a(t,T,u1,f) = 0,

then the solution satisfies / > 0.

Note that while the diffusion coefficient a might well depend only on

the path of /, the coefficient a in general does not: If we have for example

a = a(t,T, f(t,T)), then a(t,T,f) will depend not just on the path f(t,T),
but on f(t,s)se[t,T\, i-e. on the whole process /. Moreover, in general we

cannot expect a to be globally Lipschitz, but only locally. This is an example
where we need an existence result for Lipschitz conditions in the form of

Definition 2.8.
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Let us also remark that we obtain existence of a solution for each finite

time horizon T* > 0. By uniqueness, these solutions can be glued together
to a solution on [0, oo).

Proof of Proposition 2.25. It follows from (2.32) that a and a satisfy (2.11).
We next want to apply Proposition 2.16 with n = 2, p2 = P in order to show

that a is weakly locally Lipschitz. Now by (2.31), a is locally Lipschitz, and

the function fi(t,T,X) := a(t,T,X) satisfies (2.18). Moreover, the function

f2(t,T,X) := f a(t, s,X)ds satisfies for X, X' e Sp and the stopping time

r :=tATN(X)ATN(X')

\f2(u,-,X)-f2(u,-,X')\pdu

T

a(u,s,X)ds — I a[u,s,X')ds du

<

<

rT*

\a(u, s,X) — a(u, s,X')\ds

(T*)

o

*\p—l

du

\a(u, s, X)ds — a(u, s, X')\pds du

< (T*)P+1CP q(X - X')(t)p

by (2.27). Hence f2 satisfies (2.19) and so a is weakly locally Lipschitz. Now

we can apply Theorem 2.14 to obtain a unique solution / of (2.33). The

positivity result for / follows from Proposition 2.13.

Heath, Jarrow and Morton [48, Prop. 4] formulate the result of Proposi¬

tion 2.25 for Lipschitz continuous functions a which in addition are bounded.

The proof of this result is given in Morton [65, Chap. 4.6]. Proposition 2.25

above generalizes it to Lipschitz continuous functions a which grow at most

like the square root of /.
We remark that, in contrast to the processes considered here, Morton [65]

constructs forward rate processes which are jointly continuous in t and T,
from initial conditions which are continuous in T.

Remarks. 1) We use the classical parametrization of HJM [48] here. In the

Musiela parametrization, one considers the forward rate as function of time

to maturity, fit, x) = f(t,t + x). For the advantages of this parametrization,

see Filipovic [44], Chapter 1.3. It is not clear how to obtain existence results

within the Musiela parametrization in our framework due to the term ^/
arising in the dynamics of / (see Carmona and Tehranchi [20], Chapter 2.4.4).
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2) In the HJM framework, the drift coefficient a is quadratic in the diffu¬

sion coefficient a with positive sign. Hence it is not possible to relax condition

(2.32) to a linear growth condition. As already noted in [48], if a is linear in

/ the solution will in general explode in finite time with positive probability.

2.7 Appendix A

In this appendix we give a detailed proof of the identity (2.8) which is not

contained in the article [75].

Proof of equation (2.8). a) If a takes only finitely many values, then we

have cr(u) = Y^=i^Ar{.UJ) f°r some partition (At) of Q with A% G T. Then

Assumption 2.6 in the fourth and A% G T in the fifth equality lead to

n

q(X)(a)(uY = q(X)(a(u))(uY = J>»ç(X)(aM)MP
i=i

Y.IaM^x)^)^ = Y,IaMe
1=1 1=1

sup \X(u)\p
0<u<t,

3=

= E ^Ia, sup \X(u)\%
t=i

0<u<t.

3= {u) = E sup \X{u)\p
0<u<a

3=

for a.e. u.

b) If a is arbitrary jF-measurable, let

2n-l

an(u) := J2 ^To^/Zo^^M)7^ + %o}(^M)T10.
t=0

Then an is JT-measurable with finitely many values, and an f a (n — oo).

By a)

q(X)(an)p = E sup \X(u)\p
0<u<an

T P-a.s. (2.34)

Now since sup0<M<cr |X(«)|P f sup0<M<cr |X(«)|P for n — oo we have

E sup \X{u)\p
0<u<ar,

T E sup \X{u)\p
0<u<a

T P-a.s.

and since q(X)(-) is a.s. continuous we have q(X)(an) — q(X)(a) (n — oo)
P-a.s. Now (2.8) follows if we let n — oo in (2.34).
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Chapter 3

Term structure models for

implied volatilities

3.1 Introduction

Today, European vanilla options are traded liquidly on the market, and it is

well known that their prices are not consistent with the Black-Scholes model.

Call option prices are usually quoted by their Black-Scholes implied volatility,

i.e., the unique volatility parameter value for which the Black-Scholes formula

yields the observed option price. Under the Black-Scholes model, the surface

given by European call implied volatilities as a function of strike and maturity
would be a plane at the height of the constant volatility parameter. But

observed market prices yield a non-flat surface which in addition varies over

time. A vast number of alternative stock price models have been developed
to account for this; examples include stochastic volatility models and Levy
models. Although they can mimic certain features of the implied volatility
surface at a given instant, direct modelling of the option price processes is

usually not possible since no explicit formulas for option prices are available

in general.
The fact that many European vanilla prices are given by the market has

inspired the alternative approach of market models for implied volatility. In

these, standard options are treated as basic securities in addition to the under¬

lying stock and bank account. In an Itô process framework over a Brownian

filtration, the stock and the implied volatility processes have the form

dS

—±
= ßtdt + atdWt, (3.1)

dat(T, K) = ut(T, K)dt + vt(T, K)dWt, (3.2)

where W is a multi-dimensional Brownian motion under the real-world mea-

41
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sure P and <rt(T,K) denotes the implied volatility at time £ of a European
call on S with strike K and maturity T. Many empirical papers study the

statistical behaviour of the surface <r(T, K); see for example [31] for a list of

references in this area. Our treatment for analyzing (3.1), (3.2) is based on

a more theoretical point of view. It was first pointed out by Lyons [60] and

Schönbucher [70] that for such a model to be arbitrage-free, the coefficients

ßt,vt,Ut(T,K),Vt(T,K) cannot be arbitrarily specified, but must be linked

by certain relations. If one takes these drift restrictions into account, the

question whether the system (3.1), (3.2) admits a solution turns out to be

nontrivial. One example of coefficients for one fixed pair (T, K) such that

a solution exists is given in Babbar [4]. Schönbucher [70] also noted that if

the processes vt(T,K) are specified for one fixed K and all T > 0, then the

volatility at is uniquely determined by the vt(T, K) if there is no arbitrage
in the model. Similar results were obtained in comparable contexts in Brace

et al. [14], [15], Ledoit et al. [57], and Jacod and Protter [53]. Again, the

question arises whether the corresponding, now infinite, system (3.1), (3.2)
admits a solution, and here it is more difficult to answer than in the case of

a single option model as in [4].
A similar phenomenon arises in the theory of interest rates in the Heath-

Jarrow-Morton (HJM) framework [48]. Since one can observe bond prices in

the market, these are taken as underlying price processes instead of being
derived in a short rate model. Heath et al. [48] showed that if one starts with

a model

dft(T) = at(T)dt + at{T)dWt

of the forward rates ft(T) for all maturities T > 0 under the real-world mea¬

sure, then the drifts at{T) are uniquely determined by the processes crt(T)
and one single market price of risk process. These so-called HJM drift re¬

strictions correspond to the above relations between the coefficients of the

stock and of the implied volatilities. Moreover, Heath et al. [48] gave some

sufficient conditions on the drift coefficient crt(T) that guarantee the existence

of an arbitrage-free system of forward rate processes ft(T).
This chapter provides a framework for arbitrage-free modelling of a conti¬

nuous-time market consisting of one stock, one bank account, and a family of

European options for all maturities T > 0 with a fixed convex payoff function.

Our two main contributions are to precisely characterize absence of arbitrage
in terms of drift conditions, and above all to address the issue of solvability
for the resulting infinite SDE system.

Section 3.2 introduces, as counterpart to the forward rates, the forward
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implied volatilities

X(t,T) = -^((T-t)v*(T))
for a European option with maturity T and convex payoff function h. We

consider a modelling framework

dS

—±
= iitdt + atdWt, (3.3)

dX(t, T) = a(i, T)dt + t;(i, T)dWt, (3.4)

and explicitly calculate the drift restrictions and stock volatility specification
which are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a local martingale
measure for the stock and all options (for all maturities T). Treating a general
convex h is rewarded by additional insights into the dependence of the SDE

coefficients on the option Greeks. We then specialize to two examples of h,

one being a fixed power of the final stock price, the other being the call option

with a fixed strike. The latter recovers (in more explicit form) the results of

Schönbucher [70].
In Section 3.3, we study the question of solvability for the SDEs arising

from the preceding drift restrictions and stock volatility specification. This is

an infinite SDE system describing the stock S and the family of forward im¬

plied volatilities X(-,T) for all T > 0. For the example payoff functions con¬

sidered in Section 3.2, we provide fairly general classes of coefficients v(t,T)
for which there exists a unique solution to this system. In order to prove

existence and uniqueness, we apply the results of Chapter 2. Finally, Section

3.4 comments on the relation to standard stochastic volatility models.

3.2 Drift restrictions in implied volatility

models

In this section, we consider continuous-time models of the form (3.3), (3.4) for

a term structure of options. We generalize the results of Schönbucher [70] from

call options to general convex payoff functions and show in Theorem 3.4 that

(under some integrability conditions on the coefficients) a model in this class

admits an equivalent local martingale measure if and only if the coefficients

satisfy certain relations, commonly referred to as drift restrictions. One a

priori motivation to consider convex payoffs is that under some regularity

conditions, a European type contract with such a payoff function can be

viewed as an infinite but static portfolio of cash, stock, and call and put

options. A posteriori, it additionally turns out that considering general payoff
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functions allows us to see directly how the drift restrictions and stock volatility

specification depend on the Greeks of the options.

We start in Section 3.2.1 from a collection of European options with a

fixed convex payoff function h for all maturities T > 0, and introduce implied
and forward implied volatilities of their prices. In Section 3.2.2, we derive the

stock volatility specification and the drift restrictions for the forward implied
volatilities of such options. Section 3.2.3 applies these results to several ex¬

amples of convex payoffs, one of which is the call option with a fixed strike

(Corollary 3.9). This yields again the volatility specification and the drift

restrictions from Schönbucher [70] in a slightly more explicit form. Moreover,

we show that the stock volatility specification for smooth payoffs has a much

simpler form than in the general case. Throughout this chapter, interest rates

are zero; hence all price processes below denote discounted prices.

Remark. One limitation of the setup in this chapter is that we consider

only one fixed payoff function (i.e., one single strike in the call case) for all

maturities. Constructing models for several call options with different strikes

is substantially more difficult and requires new ideas already at the modelling
level. We come back to this issue in Chapters 4 and 5. o

3.2.1 Implied volatilities of options with a convex pay¬

off function

Let (H, J7, P) be a probability space and h : (0,oo) — E a convex function

with

E[h(L)] < oo for each log-normal random variable L. (3.5)

Then it is well known that in the Black-Scholes model, the price at time t of

a European option with payoff h and maturity T can be written as c(St, Tt)
for some function c : (0, oo) x [0, oo) — E, where St denotes the current stock

price and Tt = (T — t)a2. We list some properties of c which we use in this

chapter; their proofs follow from easy calculations within the Black-Scholes

model. Details can be found in Appendix B.

• c is the unique (classical) solution of the boundary value problem

^S2css(S,T) = cr(S,r) (S,T>0),

c(S,0) = h(S) (S>0).

• Let Z be a standard normal variable under P. Then we have

c(s,r) = E\h(sexp(Vrz-±r))]. (3.7)
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• Let c denote the Black-Scholes pricing function for a call option with

strike K defined in (3.33) below. Then c and its partials can be ex¬

pressed in terms of cK as

c(S,?) = f~c*(S,?)£h(K)dK,
'

er{S,?) = fZ°cÇr{S,?)£h{K)dK, I

csr(S,T) = ^4rr(S,T)^h(K)dK, f
l • }

crr(S,T) = J0oo4rr(S,r)^h(K)dK. ,

• Let hi denote the right derivative of the convex function h. The function

c is increasing in T, and

lim c(S, T) = h(0+) + Sh'(oc). (3.9)

In Section 3.2.3, we consider examples of payoffs with closed form ex¬

pressions for c, including cK obtained from (3.7) for h(S) = (S — K)+ with

some K > 0. To establish the existence of the implied volatility and the

positivity of the forward implied volatility for general h, we use the following
well-known result.

Proposition 3.1. a) Let (St)t>o be a process modelling a stock price and let

(Cf)o<t<T for each T > 0 be a process modelling the price of a European

option paying /i(S't) (it time T, where h : (0, oo) — E is convex. If there is

no elementary arbitrage opportunity m this market, we must have

Cj1 < Cf2 Vt < Ti < T2, (3.10)

h(St) < Cj < h(0+) + ^'(oo) Vt < T. (3.11)

b) If m addition h is non-affine and P[St2/Stl > a] > 0, P[St2/Stl < a] > 0

for all t2 > t\ and a > 0, the above inequalities are strict.

Now let h be non-affine and denote by St it > 0) the price at time t of

a stock, and by Cf (0 < t < T) the prices at time t of European options

with maturities T and payoff /i(S'r). If these prices do not admit elementary

arbitrage, Proposition 3.1 yields c(St,0) < Cj < limx^oo c(St, T). Since

c(S, T) is strictly increasing in T, we can introduce

Definition 3.2. The implied volatility of the price Cf is the unique parame¬

ter <r(t,T) > 0 satisfying

c(St,(T-t)â2(t,T))=C?.
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//Ti-> Cj is differentiate in T, we define the forward implied volatility for
the maturity T by

X(t,T):=^((T-t)a*(t,T)).
Remarks. 1) To be precise, X(t,T) is the square of the forward implied

volatility; see Section 4.2 and (4.17) in Schönbucher [70]. But since we use

here X(t,T) as basic quantity throughout, we refer to X(t,T) as forward

implied volatility.

2) The forward implied volatility is formally analogous to the forward rate

in interest rate modelling. However, Proposition 3.1 implies that X(t,T) > 0

in an arbitrage-free framework. A crucial point in the construction of arbi¬

trage-free models of forward implied volatilities is therefore to ensure positiv-

ity of the processes X(-,T). This stands in contrast to interest rate modelling
where positivity of the forward rates is a desirable feature, but not necessary

for absence of arbitrage.

3) If h is concave, then —h is convex. Hence if —h satisfies (3.5), implied
and forward implied volatilities can be defined as in Definition 3.2. o

Proof of Proposition 3.1. a) For (3.10), suppose that (on A e Tt with

P[A] > 0, to be accurate) we have p := Ctx — Ct2 > 0 for some t <T\ < T2.

Then we construct an elementary arbitrage opportunity as follows. On A at

time t, set up at zero cost the portfolio consisting of +1 unit of the option

with maturity T2, — 1 unit of the option with maturity 7\, and p units of cash.

At time 7\, its value is given by V^ = p + Cj? — h(ST1)- Since h is convex,

there exist Ttx-measurable a, b such that

h(ST1) = ciSt! + b,

h(x) > ax + b \/x eR.

Hence we can rearrange the portfolio at time T\ at zero cost by exchanging
the option with maturity T\ for a units of stock and b units of cash. At time

T2, the value of this new portfolio is given by Vr2 = p+ h(ST2) — (ciSt2 +b) > p

a.s. This gives our arbitrage.
For (3.11), we may assume that h(0+) < oo and h'(oo) < oo. Suppose

that p := Cf — h(0+) — Sth'(oo) > 0 for some t < T. Then we set up at

time t at zero cost a portfolio consisting of p + h(0+) units of cash, h'(oo)
units of stock, and —1 unit of the option. At time T, this has a value of

p + h(0+) + Srh'(oo) — h(Sr) > P by convexity of h, yielding an arbitrage.

Finally, if p := h(St) — Cf > 0, we have already seen in the proof of (3.10)
how this leads to an elementary arbitrage opportunity.
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b) Whenever p > 0 in part a), the above portfolios yield a terminal value

> 0. Under the additional assumptions, this is even positive with positive

probability, and so we again obtain an elementary arbitrage opportunity if

p = 0. m

3.2.2 Drift restrictions for the forward implied volatil¬

ities

Let W be a £>-dimensional Brownian motion on a probability space (Q, J7, P),
F = (^"t)t>o the P-augmented filtration generated by W, and T = \Jt>QFt-
We use the notation x = (x1, ...,xD) for elements of ED and denote for n G N

and p > 1 by Lfoc(Era) the space of all Era-valued, progressively measurable,

locally p-integrable (in t, P-a.s.) processes. Let h : (0, oo) — E be a non-

affine convex function satisfying (3.5). We model a stock price process (St)t>o
and a family of price processes (Cf)o<t<T (T > 0) of contracts paying /i(S't)
at time T by

Cf = c(st,j^X(t,s)ds) (3.12)

with dynamics

dSt = ßtStdt + (JtStdWl (t > 0), So = so, (3.13)

dX{t,T) = a{t,T)dt + v{t,T)dWt (0 < t < T), X(0,T) = X0(T). (3.14)

Here c is the solution of (3.6), and ß, a(-,T) are in L11oc(E), a G L^oc(E)
is positive-valued and v(-,T) is in L^oc(ED). Each X(-,T) is a nonnegative

process modelling the forward implied volatility for the maturity T, and we

assume that

Tt(T) := J^X(t,s)ds>0 (3.15)

for all T > t > 0. By Proposition 3.1, X(t,T) > 0 and (3.15) are necessary

for the model to be arbitrage-free. We also assume that X, a and v are

(product-)measurable as functions of (t,T). In the next section, we show

a construction of the processes X(t,T) on a suitable space such that this

automatically holds.

To simplify notation, we use in the sequel subscripts to denote partial
derivatives of c, and we suppress all their arguments (St, Yt(T)).

Proposition 3.3. Under the measure P, the t-dynamics of Cj for each fixed
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T are given by

da
T

csßtSt + cr of - X(t, t) + Jt a(t, s)ds ~2CTT
rT

ft v(t,s)ds

+csrSto-tJt vl(t,s)ds \dt + cso-tStdWt + cy Jt v(t,s)ds dWt,

Proof First, note that (3.14) implies via Fubini as in [48, equation (8)] that

dTt(T) = ft a(t,s)ds dt
rT

Jt v(t, s)ds dWt - X(t, t)dt.

Then the claim follows by applying Itô's lemma to (3.12) and using (3.6).

Our aim is now to show that the existence of a common equivalent local

martingale measure for S and CT for a.e. T > 0 is essentially equivalent to

the stock volatility specification

at + °t lim ( -^Jt v\t, s)ds
l v \ Cr

rT„,K
1 / err
lim

2 T\t V cT
ft v(t,s)ds

and the drift restrictions

ßt

a(t,T)

X(t,t) = 0

(3.16)

(3.17)
C-fY

bt v(t, T) v(t, T) f v(t, s)ds
Cr

1

2 \ Cr

err
X(t,T) f?v(t,s)ds

rT„,i<
- St^atvl(t,T) - Stdr ( — ) X(t,T)atJtlvl(t,s)ds (3.18)

cr V ct /

for a market price of risk process b G Lfoc(RD). (Note that at, ßt and a(t,T)
depend on St and X via the arguments in the derivatives of c.) More precisely,

we have the following general result on drift restrictions.

Theorem 3.4. a) If there exists a common equivalent local martingale mea¬

sure Q for S and CT for a.e. T > 0, then for a.e. t and P-a.s., at is a

solution of the quadratic equation (3.16), and there exists a market price of
risk process b G L2loc(ßP) satisfying (3.17) and (3.18) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t,

P-a.s.

b) Conversely, suppose that the coefficients ß ,
a

, a(-,T) andv(-,T) sat¬

isfy, as functions of any positive processes (St)t>o and X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0),
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the relations (3.16) - (3.18) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t, P-a.s., for some bounded

(uniformly m t,u) process b E L]0C(RD). Also suppose that there exists a

family of positive continuous adapted processes (St)t>o, X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0)

satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) for a.e. T > 0. Then for each finite time hori¬

zon T*, there exists a common equivalent local martingale measure QT* on

Tt* for (St)o<t<T* and (Cf)o<t<T from (3.12) for a.e. Te [0,T*]. One such

measure is given by

d-Ç:=S(JbdW)Tt.
Moreover, if a is bounded and h(0+) < oo; h'(oo) < oo; then S and CT (for
a.e. Te [0,T*]) are martingales under QT*.

c) In the situation of a) or b), the t-dynamics of CT under P are given by

dCj = ( csßißt — cybt Jt v(t, s)ds ) dt + cscrtStdWf + cy Jt v(t, s)ds dWt.

(3.19)

d) In the situation ofb), suppose there exist maturities T* < T2 < • • • < TD

such that the matrix

( JtT2v2(t,s)ds JtT2vD(t,s)ds \

\J^v2(t,s)ds ••• J^vD(t,s)ds)
(3.20)

is nonsmgular P-a.s. for a.e. t E [0,T*]. Then QT* is the only equiva-
t,

lent probability measure on Tt* under which {St)o<t<T* and (CtJ)o<*<T* for

j = 2, ...,D are local martingales.

The equations (3.16) - (3.18) are the analogues for the forward implied

volatility setting of the HJM drift restrictions from interest rate modelling.
The free input parameter is the family of processes v(-,T) for all T > 0, i.e.,

the term structure of the volatilities ofX; they determine a, ß and a(-,T) via

(3.16)-(3.18). If we choose v(t,T) = 0 for all t, T, then a(t,T) = 0 by (3.18),
and (3.14) reads dX(t,T) = 0 for all t < T; hence X(t,T) = X0(T) for all

t <T, and (3.16) yields of = X0(t) for all t. This is simply the Black-Scholes

model with deterministic time-dependent volatility.

Remarks. 1) We have expressed the drift restrictions under the initial

(objective) measure P. Like in the HJM framework, one could also write

these restrictions under some pricing/martingale measure Q, and the effect

would simply be to set 6 = 0; see Björk [10], Chapter 23. The stock volatility

specification (3.16) would not change. But the essential difficulties remain the

same under P or under Q: The stock volatility at depends on X(t,t), which
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couples the evolution of S to that of X, and the drift a of X is quadratic in

the volatility v of X.

2) The equations (3.16) - (3.18) depend on the payoff function h via the

price function c given by (3.8). It would be interesting to see if the ratios

^p1 and ^— appearing in (3.16) and (3.18) have some practical financial

interpretation. This is an open question.

3) The first main result (Theorems 3.4 and 3.7) by Jacod and Protter

[53] is very similar to parts a) and b) of Theorem 3.4. They assume that

the payoff function is in C2, use a different parametrization of option prices

and work more generally with a filtration generated by a countable family
of Brownian motions and a Poisson random measure. Theorem 4.1 in [53] is

then an analogue of part d) of our Theorem 3.4. o

Proof of Theorem 3.4- a) Since F is generated by W, Itô's representation

theorem gives E
dQ
dP

Tt £ (/ bdW~) for some process b E Lloc(
\>D

), and

W := W - J btdt (3.21)

is a Q-Brownian motion by Girsanov's theorem. Using this and (3.13), (3.17)
follows since S is a local Q-martingale. Combining (3.17) and (3.21) with

Proposition 3.3 yields

dCj = csStGtdWt + cy [ßjdt + Jt v(t, s)ds dWt (3.22)

where

.T rT

rT„,i

1 C~fT

Pt '= at
~ x(t^ t) + ft a(t, s)ds +

2 cr
ft v(t, s)ds

T

+ ^Stat J/ v\t, s)ds + bt J/ v(t, s)ds.

Since CT are local Q-martingales for a.e. T, we must have P-a.s. for a.e. T

that ßf = 0 for a.e. t and hence by Fubini's theorem P-a.s. for a.e. t

jjt = 0 for a.e. T. (3.23)

Letting T \ t in (3.23), we obtain (3.16). Finally, (3.18) follows after lengthy
but straightforward calculations if we differentiate (3.23) with respect to T;

note for this that also the arguments Tt(T) depend on T.

c) Under a) the assertion follows from (3.22) together with (3.23), (3.21)
and (3.17). The assertion under b) is proved together with b) below.
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b) Another lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that (3.18) and

(3.16) imply

rT

°t,

ft1a(t,s,St,X)ds = -\^ Jt v(t,s)ds -c-^Statft1vl(t,s)ds

-bf (ftTv(t,s)d,s)j+X(t,t)
and plugging this into Proposition 3.3, we obtain c) under b) as well. If

we define -^p- := S (JbdW)Tt on Tt*, then W — Jbtdt is a QT*-Brownian
motion on [0,T*] by Girsanov's theorem. It now follows easily from c) that

S and CT for all T > 0 are QT*-local martingales on [0,T*]. If a is bounded,
then S is a QT*-martingale, and if h'(oo) < oo, so are all the CT due to (3.9).

d) Let Q be another equivalent local martingale measure for S and all the

CTj on [0,T*]. By Itô's representation theorem, -Jp := S (JbdW)Tt for some

process b G Lfoc(RD), and so it suffices to show that bt = bt for a.e. t. By
Girsanov's theorem, W := W — J btdt is a Q-Brownian motion. Because S is

a local Q-martingale, we get b\ = —ßt/at = b\, and rewriting (3.19) under Q

yields

dCj = (cy(bt - bt) J^ v(t, s)ds) dt + cscrtStdW^ + cT J^ v(t, s)ds dWt.

Since the CTj are local martingales under Q, we get (fit — bt) ft 3 v(t, s)ds = 0,

and if (3.20) is nonsingular, we obtain bt — bt = 0.

Let us conclude this section with a few comments on market complete¬

ness and hedging in forward implied volatility models. Suppose that, as a

typical application, we should like to hedge some exotic contingent claim by

using a bank account, stock S, and a collection of European options CT,
T = Ti,T2,..., as hedge instruments. A slight complication arises from the

fact that as time goes on, some of the options will expire and thus no longer
be available as hedge instruments. On the other hand, a total restriction to

instruments with higher maturities than the contingent claim to be hedged is

both unsatisfactory from a theoretical point of view and might be unfeasible

in practice. We therefore consider the following concept.

Definition 3.5. Suppose we are m the situation of Theorem 3.4 b). We

say that the model (3.13), (3.14) is complete on [T0,Ti] if we have ma¬

turities Td > > T2 > T\ such that for each T^-measurable H > 0

with E® 1

[H J J^To] < oo; there exists a progressively measurable MP -valued

process (tj1, ..., r]D) on [T0,Ti] for which

Vt := E^Tl [H | TTo] + ( VlvdSu + J2 I VidC^, T0<t< T1}
J To ,_2

J To
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is a well-defined continuous semimartingale under P, bounded from below

uniformly m t by an TT0-measurable random variable, and Vtx = H a.s.

The following sufficient condition for completeness can be proved like the

standard result, e.g., Theorem 1.6.6 in [56].

Proposition 3.6. The model (3.13), (3.14) %s complete on [T0,Ti] if there

exist maturities To > • • • > T2 > Ti such that the matrix m (3.20) is non-

singular P-a.s. for a.e. t G [T0,Ti].

Suppose now that we want to hedge a contingent claim H > 0 with

maturity T* > 0. We assume that the model (3.13), (3.14) is complete on

each interval of length A > 0, where A may be small. If T* > A, the

following hedging methodology might be appropriate. Let n := |_^"J and

define Hj := E® [H | J-'ja], J = 0, ...,n + 1. Since the model is complete

on [(j — 1)A,jA], we can hedge the claim H3 on this time interval with

initial capital H3-\ by using the bank account, the stock S and European

options CT2, ...,CTd with maturities TD > > T2 > jA, j G {l,...,n},

according to Definition 3.5. So at each time point jA, j = 1,..., n, the hedge
instruments with short time to maturity are replaced by new instruments with

later maturity dates. For large T*, this allows to use as hedge instruments

the most liquid options with short to medium time to maturity.
An analogous situation arises in interest rate models if one uses a term

structure of bonds as hedge instruments. Dahl [33] studies this problem in a

bond modelling setup which includes incomplete markets.

3.2.3 Examples of convex payoff functions

Smooth payoff functions

We first consider the case where the payoff function h is sufficiently nice. The

following result shows how (3.16) then becomes much simpler.

Proposition 3.7. Suppose that h is m CA, sufficiently well-behaved, and

h"(S) > 0 for all S > 0. Then the stock volatility specification (3.16) simpli¬

fies to

<j* = X(t,t). (3.24)

Proof. Let Z be a standard normal variable and set L := Sexp f \[TZ — \T j.
From (3.7) we have

c(S, T) = E [h{L)\. (3.25)
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The partial derivatives of L are Lz = L\ff, Lr = \L ( -4= — 1 j, Ls = j^L.
We use that for a continuously differentiable / with lim^ioo e~x ^2f(x) = 0,

we have by partial integration

E[f{Z)Z] = E[f{Z)]. (3.26)

Now using that h is sufficiently well-behaved, we can differentiate under the

expectation in (3.25), plug in Lr from above, and then apply (3.26) to obtain

cr(S, T) = E [h'(L)Lr] = \E h'(L)L
/T \E [h'(L)L]

= \E h"(L)L + h'(L))Lzj=\ - \E [h'(L)L] = \E [h"(L)L2].

(3.27)

Applying the same procedure now to (3.27), we obtain

ctt(S, T) = \E [(h'"(L)L2 + h"(L)2L) Lr]

\E

= \E

(h'"(L)L3 + 2h"(L)L2)
rr \E [h'"(L)L3 + 2h"(L)L2

(h""(L)L3 + h'"(L)3L2 + 2h'"(L)L2 + 4h"(L)L) L2

- \E [h'"{L)L3 + 2h"{L)L2}
= \E [h""{L)LA + 4ti"(L)L3 + 2h"{L)L2} ,

/T

(3.28)

csr(S, T) = \E [(h'"(L)L2 + h"(L)2L) Ls] = ±E [h'"(L)L3 + 2h"(L)L2].
(3.29)

We now let T \ 0 in (3.27) - (3.29). Since L -»• S for T \ 0, h is suffi¬

ciently well-behaved, and L G [»Sexp ^—^/T~ö\Z\ — |T0) , »Sexp (i/Tol-Zj)] for

T G [0, T0], the dominated convergence theorem implies that the limits of ct,

csr and ctt for T \ 0 exist, and limT\o cy(S, T) = ^h"(S)S2 > 0. Together
with (3.16) this gives the assertion.

Remark. The proof of Proposition 3.7 makes explicit where the vague as¬

sumption of "sufficiently well-behaved h" is used. One precise sufficient con¬

dition for this is for instance that

\h""(S)\ < j(Sp + S~p + 1)

for positive constants 7 and p, because all functions appearing in the proof

are then of polynomial growth in exp (\Z\) and therefore have finite expecta¬

tion, o
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If (3.24) holds, the model (3.13), (3.14) is less sensitive to the volatility
coefficients v(t,T) near maturity (for t f T) than in the general case (3.16).
This is desirable since it is well known that implied volatilities show a very

irregular behaviour close to maturity, and so the coefficients v(t,T) near ma¬

turity may be difficult to estimate in practice. The example of call options

below shows that (3.24) will not hold in general for payoffs which are not

differentiable.

Power payoff options

For a specific example of a smooth payoff function, fix À G E\{0,1} and

consider a contract on the stock paying S^ at time T. This is of interest for

fund managers because up to a constant factor, this is the solution to the

Merton problem of maximizing expected utility from terminal wealth in the

Black-Scholes model; the exponent A depends on the risk aversion of the power

utility -x1 used by the investor. The payoff function h(S) = Sx is convex for

A G R-\[0,1] and concave for A G (0,1), and so the results of Sections 3.2.1

and 3.2.2 apply. One easily calculates that in the Black-Scholes model, the

price at time t of such a contract is given by Ct '
= cx(St, (T — t)a2) with

cx(S, T) = Sx exp (-A(A - 1)T

One motivation for studying this smooth payoff function is that due to its

special form, the SDEs for the forward implied volatilities do not explicitly

depend on the stock price S; see Corollary 3.8 below. Hence we obtain results

(here and in Section 3.3) under less restrictive conditions on the SDE coeffi¬

cients than in the call option case. We call this the power payoff example.
To apply Theorem 3.4, we calculate the partial derivatives of cx and find

C.^"y" X
, , Coy ^

X

C

A(A-l),
-^ = \

,A o K y' ^A
Z

C^p

ÎJ
np

Lj

(__•"«"

Now suppose that we are in the setting of Section 3.2.2, i.e., for one fixed

A G R-\{0,1} we have processes (St)t>o, (Ct ' )o<*<t (T > 0) satisfying (3.12)
- (3.14) with c = cx in (3.12). Then (3.16) - (3.18) become

aï = X(t,t), (3.30)

ßt = -atb], (3.31)

a(t,T) = -|A(A- l)v(t,T)- J^v(t,s)ds-Xatv1(t,T)-bfv(t,T) (3.32)

for a suitable process b G Lfoc(RD). More precisely, Theorem 3.4 yields
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Corollary 3.8. a) If there exists a common equivalent local martingale mea¬

sure Q for S and CX'T for a.e. T > 0, then for a.e. t and P-a.s., at is a

solution of the quadratic equation (3.30), and there exists a market price of
risk process b G L20C(RD) satisfying (3.31) and (3.32) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t,

P-a.s.

b) Conversely, suppose that the coefficients ß ,
a

, a(-,T) andv(-,T) sat¬

isfy, as functions of any positive processes (St)t>o and X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0),
the relations (3.30) - (3.32) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t, P-a.s., for some bounded

(uniformly m t,u) process b G L20C(RD). Also suppose that there exists a

family of positive continuous adapted processes (St)t>o, X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0)

satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) for a.e. T > 0. Then for each finite time horizon

T*, there exists a common equivalent local martingale measure QT* on Tt*

for (St)o<t<T* and (Ct' )o<*<t from (3.12) for a.e. T G [0,T*]. One such

measure is given by

d-Ç:=S(fbdW)Tt.
Moreover, if a is bounded, then S is a martingale under QT*.

Call options

As a second example, we treat European call options. This is of obvious prac¬

tical importance, allows the use of explicit formulas, and provides an example
of a non-smooth payoff function. Let h(S) = (S—K)+ for a fixed strike K > 0

and recall that the option prices are given by Ct '
= cK [St,Jt X(t,s)ds

where cK is now the Black-Scholes function

cK(s,r) = s$>(
feV ' ;—i—)-K$( feV ' I—2—\ (t>o),

\ Ta / V T~2 /

cK(S,0) = (S-K)+,
(3.33)

and $(•) denotes the standard normal distribution function. The partial
derivatives of cK are easily computed and with log2x = (logx)2 we find

c£T
_

1 (\og2(S/K) 1 1\ cfT 1 (\og{S/K) 1

% 2 V T2 T 4J
'

c£ S V T 2

Now suppose we are in the setting of Section 3.2.2, i.e., for one fixed strike

K > 0 we have processes (St)t>o, (Ct ' )o<*<t (T > 0) satisfying (3.12) -
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(3.14) with c = cK in (3.12). Then (3.16) - (3.18) become

(at - \ \og(St/K) limTV Jt ^t^)d8

= X(M)-limrvE^^(;^2 \log2(St/K),

lit =
- atbl,

a(t,T) = -bfv(t,T)

_

1 ( log2 (St/K) 1

2 V(jf X(t,s)dsf f?X(t,s)ds

log2 (St IK)

i)v(t,T)-f?v(t,8)d8

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

for a suitable process 6 G Lfoc(E ). For the derivation of (3.34), first note

that by using that at > 0 and St > 0 for a.e. t, P-a.s., one shows that for fixed

K > 0, we have St^K for a.e. £ > 0, Q-a.s. and then P-a.s. With the equa¬

tions for the partials before (3.34) and setting q3(T) := ft v3(t, s)ds/Tt(T),
we thus obtain from (3.16)

a2-X(t,t)

= a^og(|)hmgi(T)-ilog2(|jhm Tt(T)

log2 (St/K)

D

e*w
j=i

(3.37)

for a.e. £, P-a.s. Now fix uj outside a P-nullset as above. By assump¬

tion, (at)t>o e AocW and (^(M))t>0 G AocW (tnis is implicitly as¬

sumed in Section 3.2.2; it is actually used earlier in Proposition 3.3). Thus

for a.e. t, the LHS of (3.37) is finite, and therefore so is the RHS. If we

now had limsupT^t ^J=1 QjiT)2 = oo, then limy\t ( 1 —
lo 2l,s JK) ) = 1 and

|çi(T)| < JYl,=i qA^)2 would imply that the term with J^J=1 Q3(T)2 domi¬

nates the Çi(T)-term for T \t, and then the RHS of (3.37) would be —oo,

a contradiction. Hence we must have

D

limsup> q3(T)2 < oo,
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so the term lim?^
becomes

Tt(T) y^d
S7=i(?j(^1)2 vanishes, and the RHS of (3.37)\og2(st/K) ^r-

fT i /, -. , _,
, „ N D

/SA.. S,Vl(t,s)ds 1 2/SA.. ^ ft'v'(t,8)d8
"l0g UJ 'v"W 4

l0g Ui "vg l^f^T

This gives (3.34) after rearranging terms. Now Theorem 3.4 yields

Corollary 3.9. a) If there exists a common equivalent local martingale mea¬

sure Q for S and CK'T for a.e. T > 0, then for a.e. t and P-a.s., at is a

solution of the quadratic equation (3.34), and there exists a market price of
risk process b G L]0C(RD) satisfying (3.35) and (3.36) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t,

P-a.s.

b) Conversely, suppose that the coefficients ß ,
a

, a(-,T) andv(-,T) sat¬

isfy, as functions of any positive processes (St)t>o and X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0),
the relations (3.34) ~ (3.36) (a.e. T > 0) for a.e. t, P-a.s., for some bounded

(uniformly m t,u) process b G L]0C(RD). Also suppose that there exists a

family of positive continuous adapted processes (St)t>o, X(t,T)0<t<T (T > 0)

satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) for a.e. T > 0. Then for each finite time horizon

T*, there exists a common equivalent local martingale measure QT* on Tt*

for (St)o<t<T* and (Ct ' )o<t<T from (3.12) for a.e. T G [0,T*]. One such

measure is given by

d-Ç:=S(JbdW)Tt.
Moreover, if a is bounded, then S and CK'T (for a.e. T G [0,T*]j are mar¬

tingales under QT*.

We remark that (3.34) - (3.36) provide an explicit version of the drift

restrictions obtained in Schönbucher [70]; see there (4.19), (4.23) and (4.4).

Logarithmic payoff

Let us finally consider a contract paying the (possibly negative) amount

— log St at time T. The practical importance of such a log contract comes

from its relation with variance swaps. A variance swap for the trading period

[0,T] on the stock S pays at time T the amount (logS^T; in practice, the

payoff is some discrete approximation of the quadratic variation. For details

on modelling and pricing such contracts, we refer to Bühler [18] and Carr et

al. [26]. Itô's lemma gives for a positive continuous semimartingale S

(log S)T = 2 / ^dSt + 2 log So - 2 log ST.
Jo &t
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Hence in an arbitrage-free market (with sufficient integrability of the stock

price process S), the price of a variance swap for the period [0,T] is a deter¬

ministic affine function of the log contract's price.

A nice feature of the log contract is that the drift restrictions for its

forward implied volatilities become very simple. For h(S) = — log S, the

Black-Scholes price function takes the form

c(S,T) = -logS + h

and hence we have cy(S, T) = \ and csy(S, T) = cyr(S, T) = 0. Then (3.16)
- (3.18) become

a? = X(t,t),

ßt = -atb\,

a(t,T) = -bfv(t,T). (3.38)

Since the drift a is here linear in v, the existence issue for X is not problem¬
atic.

3.3 Arbitrage-free forward implied volatility

models

In this section, we apply the existence and uniqueness results of Chapter 2 to

the infinite system (3.13), (3.14) of SDEs arising in Section 3.2. This is not

entirely straightforward; while the results in Chapter 2 impose assumptions on

the drift and the volatility coefficients of the SDEs, we are here only allowed

to choose the volatility coefficients v in our system (3.13), (3.14). Moreover,

(3.18) implies that the drift a is typically quadratic in the volatility v which

makes the SDE system rather delicate. The main problem is therefore to find

conditions on the processes v(-,T) appearing in Corollaries 3.8 b) and 3.9 b)
that allow the application of the results from Chapter 2. In addition, these

conditions must ensure positivity of the solution X to guarantee absence of

arbitrage in the model. This latter requirement excludes easy choices of v

like constant coefficients.

To keep the exposition self-contained, we first briefly review in Section

3.3.1 the framework for infinite systems of SDEs developed in Chapter 2.

Then we study power payoff contracts in Section 3.3.2 (Theorems 3.12, 3.15

and 3.17) and call options in Section 3.3.3 (Theorem 3.21). Theorem 3.12 is

a first-best result that illustrates the basic approach but still has two rather
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restrictive assumptions. Each of these is (with some extra work) subsequently

relaxed, which leads to Theorems 3.15 and 3.17.

In principle, the same technique ought to work for general convex payoffs

h; it would most likely require bounds on several higher order derivatives of

the Black-Scholes pricing function (3.6) associated to h. Since this would lead

us too far here, we restrict our attention to the above two example payoffs.
For the logarithmic payoff, finding coefficients v which guarantee a solution

is straightforward due to the linear dependence in (3.38); see Section 2 of

Bühler [18].

Remark. Section 5 of Jacod and Protter [53] also contains results on ex¬

istence of models as well as on their completeness, and even in a more general
filtration (allowing jump processes) than we consider here. However, the in¬

tention in [53] is different. The authors start with a fairly general exogenous

process for the stock S, assume the existence of an equivalent local martin¬

gale measure Q for S and define option prices as Q-conditional expectations

of discounted payoffs. By using the weak predictable representation property

of the filtration, they can write the dynamics of these option prices in terms

of predictable processes (corresponding to our a and v), and their main con¬

cern is then to study precisely when these processes have certain additional

regularity properties. In particular, these processes exist, but cannot really
be modelled; they depend in a complicated way on the chosen Q and the

process for S. In contrast, we want to build models where one can specify a

functional form for the term structure of volatilities v(-,T), depending on the

process X itself. For possible applications, this is more natural, and in any

case, it leads to a different kind of problem than in [53]. o

3.3.1 Construction of the solution space

In this section, we define the spaces in which we construct the SDE solutions

in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 below. We repeat here some notation from Section

2.6.1 which is needed to formulate our results. Some further (rather technical)

concepts from Chapter 2 are presented in Appendix A; these are only used in

the proofs of Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 and can therefore be skipped by those

readers who are mainly interested in the results rather than the details of the

proofs.
So let (Q, J7, P) be a probability space, T* > T0 > 0, F = (^rt)o<t<T0 a fil¬

tration on this space satisfying the usual conditions, and W a D-dimensional

Brownian motion with respect to P and F. Let U\pyT*\ denote the uniform
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distribution on [0,T*] and define

'[0,f]xfi, ({0,[O,T*]}®:F)V.Â/\ #[0,T*]®^, U{o,t*]®P"

where N is the family of (£/[o,t*] ® P)-zero sets in £>[0, T*] ® JF. Also define

G = (&)«e[o,To] with & := (ß[0, T*] 0 Tt) V AT", te [0, T0],

W = (m)te[0)T0] with Wt(T,oj):=Wt(oj) VtG[0,To], (T)W)e(].

It is straightforward to check that W is a (G, P)-Brownian motion on Q. We

can now introduce the spaces in which we construct our SDE solutions. The

following definition corresponds to Definition 2.1 in Chapter 2.

Definition 3.10. For p > 1 and d E N, Sp'd or shortly Sp is the space of
all (equivalence classes of) Rd-valued, G-adapted, P-a.s. continuous processes

X = {X(t)~) <T
on Û which satisfy

r-T*

\X\\P:=E} sup \X{t)\p
0<t<T0

i; e
j1*

sup \X(t,T)\p
0<t<To

dT < oo;
'o

we identify X and X' m Sp if \X — X'\\ = 0.

We reformulate Proposition 2.24 in the present setup. It says that sto¬

chastic integrals with respect to W can be interpreted as stochastic integrals
with respect to W in the natural way.

Proposition 3.11. Let h be a G-progressively measurable process on Q such

that JQ
°

h2udu < oo P-a.s. Then J0
°

hu(T)2du < oo P-a.s., for a.e.T E [0,T*],

and the stochastic integral J h dW satisfies

hudWu) (T) = ( [ hu(T)dWu) Vt P-a.s., for a.e. T E [0,T*].
o

From now on, we identify F-progressively measurable (or F-adapted) pro¬

cesses h oiiQ with G-progressively measurable (or G-adapted) processes h on

Q by setting h(t,T,u) := h(t,u), and similarly F-stopping times r on Q with

G-stopping times r on fi by setting r(T,u) := r(u). With a slight abuse of

notation, we write r for r and h for h, in particular W for W.

In Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 below, we consider 2-dimensional processes

(X,Y) on the space Q such that X(t,T,u) represents the T-forward implied

volatility and Y(t,T,u) is independent of T and represents the log-price of

the underlying stock at time t when the market is in state uj E Q. Proposition

3.11 then implies that for a.e. T, X(-,T) can be interpreted as an Itô process

on Q.
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3.3.2 The case of a power payoff contract

We first consider a power payoff contract with exponent À G E\{0,1}; see

Section 3.2.3. Let (/j,t, b\,..., bf) be an ED-valued F-progressively measur¬

able process on Q with |//t|,|6^| < C Vi. We take the volatility coefficient

v(t, T) = (V(i, T), ...,vD(t, T)) of the forward implied volatility of the form

vn\t,T,X,Y) = f3{t,T,X(t,T)) -V3 (t,Tj?X(t,s)ds,X(t,t),Y(t,t)) ,

(3.39)

j = 1,...,D, for measurable functions f3 : [0,T*]2 x [0,oo) — E and

V3 : [0,T*]2 x (0, oofxR^ E. We also suppose that

f3(t,T,x) = 0 Vt>T;

this ensures that option prices are constant after maturity. To motivate the

dependence of v on the six variables time i, maturity T, forward implied

volatility X(t,T), implied volatility to maturity ft X(t,s)ds, instantaneous

forward implied volatility X(t,t) and log-stock price Y(t,t), note that the

drift coefficient a(t,T) in (3.18) for general convex payoff functions depends

explicitly on these six quantities (on X(t,t) via the specification (3.16) of

a). Hence it is natural to allow this also for v(t,T). Observe that the only

dependence on Y is via the argument Y(t,t) in Vr

Remark. Note that the models we consider here and in Section 3.3.3 are

actually of Markovian type; the dynamics depend only on the current state

of the infinite-dimensional process (X(-),y(-)). Hence recalibration is in

principle possible. But unlike classical stochastic volatility models like Hes-

ton [49] or Hull and White [50], our models are in general not Markovian in

the finite-dimensional process (er(-), Y(-)~). This makes them computationally
more complex. o

Throughout this section, let Y0 G E and X0 be bounded on [0,T*] and

satisfy X0(T) > e for a.e. T and some e > 0. As in Corollary 3.8 and (3.30)
- (3.32), define

a(t, T, X, Y) := - -A(A - l)v(t, T, X, Y) jf v(t, s, X, Y)ds

- \y/X{t,t)v\t,T,X,Y) + J^vl(t,T,X,Y)
\fX{t,t)

D

-Y,bW(t,T,X,Y), (3.40)
J=2
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and note that a becomes zero whenever v does. We take d = 2 and consider

in S^'2 the SDE system

dX(t, T) = a{t, T, X, Y)dt + v(t, T, X, Y)dWt, X(0, T) = X0(T),
'

dY(t,T) = (fit - \X{t,t)) dt + y/X(t,t)dWt, Y(0,T) = Y0.

(3.41)
If (X,Y) solves (3.41), then Y does not depend on T, and S(t) := eY^

satisfies

dS(t) = ßtS(t)dt + y/X(t,t)S(t)dWt.

Hence (S,X) is then a solution to (3.13), (3.14).
In order to obtain a unique solution for (3.41), we have to impose some

sort of Lipschitz condition on the coefficients. To that end, let U Ç W1 be

open and 6 a (possibly empty) set. A function / : 6 x U — E is called

polynomial Lipschitz on U if f(-,x) is bounded for fixed x E U and

\f(9,x)- f(9,x')\ < \x-x'\-f(x,x') Vx,x' E U, 0eO

for a function 7 : U x U -^ (0, 00) of at most polynomial growth. One

easily checks that if f,g are polynomial Lipschitz on U and h : f(U) -^ E

is polynomial Lipschitz on f(U), then / + g, fg and h o f are polynomial

Lipschitz on U.

As an existence result for (3.41), our first theorem could be viewed as

a first-best attempt since it has two rather restrictive assumptions in (3.42)
and (3.44). We shall see below how this can be improved.

Theorem 3.12. Let p > 2 be sufficiently large and e > 0. Suppose that v

is of the form (3.39), where V3 is polynomial Lipschitz on (0, oo)2 x E; f3

satisfies

f3(t,T,x) = 0 Vt,T, andforx<e, (3.42)

\f3(t,T,x)-f3(t,T,x')\<C\x-x'\ Vt,T,x,x', (3.43)

and v3 satisfies

\v3{t)T)X)Y)\<c(^Xi^+^^X{t)s)ds + ^X{^+^YÄt^)
(3.44)

for constants C. Then (3.41) has a unique solution (X,Y) E S^'2. Y does

not depend on T, and X > e.

Proof. Define functions on E by $,e(x) := y/max(:r, e), ipe(x) := l/^e(x)
and note that these are Lipschitz-continuous for some Lipschitz constant K.
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Define

a(t, T, X, Y) := - ^A(A - l)v(t, T, X, Y) JfT v(t, s, X, Y)ds

- \&(X(t,t)y(t,T,X,Y) + ßt^(X(t,t)y(t,T,X,Y)
D

-Y,Hy(t,T,X,Y) (3.45)

and consider the system

dX(t,T) = a(t,T,X,Y)+v(t,T,X,Y)dWt, 1

dY{t,T) = (ßt-±X{t,t))dt + £e(X{t,t))dWt)
[' '

with initial condition X(0,T) = X0(T), Y(0,T) = Y0. It suffices to show

that the system (3.46) has a unique solution (X,Y) G S^'2, because (3.42)
and Proposition 2.13 then imply that X > e so that (X,Y) is also a solution

of (3.41), and uniqueness follows since one sees in the same way that any

solution of (3.41) is also a solution of (3.46).
We now want to apply Proposition 3.26 to (3.46), so we check its prerequi¬

sites. It is easy to see that the coefficients in (3.46) are strongly progressively
measurable in the sense of Definition 3.24, due to the specification (3.39) of

the function v. To show that the coefficients in (3.46) are locally Lipschitz in

the sense of Definition 3.25, we use Proposition 3.28. By (3.43), the functions

gl3(t,T,X,Y) := f3(t,T,X(t,T)), j = l,...,D

satisfy (3.81), and we claim that (3.82) holds for

g2(t,T,X,Y):=^(X(t,t)),

gs(t,T,X,Y):=ije(X(t,t)),

g43(t,T,X,Y) :=V3 (t,T,ftT X(t,s)ds,X(t,t),Y(t,t)y
g53(t,T,X,Y):=JtTvi(t,s,X,Y)ds.

This is clear for g2, gs since £e, ^e are Lipschitz on E, and also for gA since V3
is polynomial Lipschitz. For g5 it is proved in Lemma 3.13 below. Now

D D

a = ~2A(A ~ !) ^j9i3 943953
~ X92911 04i

-

^3^11 04i
- ^V9\i •

9^3,

and so Proposition 3.28 yields that a is locally Lipschitz. Similarly one can

see that the other coefficients of (3.46) are locally Lipschitz. For the growth
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condition (3.78), note that vJ = g\3 g4j implies

D D

\a\ < d £(h2 + i^
\.7= 1

2) + \92 1
2
+ v1 2

+ M
2
+ v1 2

+ E(! +

J=2

v3]2

and therefore by (3.44)

\a\ < C2 (\X(t,T)\ + jf \X(t,s)\ds + \X(t,t)\ + |y(t,t)|)
for some constants C\, C2- Using now (3.84) and (3.85) gives for a constant

C3

Ep [ \a(u,T,X,Y)\pdu < C3(l +\\(X,Y)\\P)
.Jo J

and hence (3.78). In a similar way, one checks this condition for the other co¬

efficients in (3.46). Finally, the coefficients / of (3.46) satisfy the boundedness

condition \f(u,T, -, (X0,lo)) | < C due to (3.44) and because (//, b2,..., bD) is

bounded. This allows to apply Proposition 3.26 and ends the proof.

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.12, we need to show

Lemma 3.13. The function g5j(t,T,X,Y) := f vJ(t, s,X,Y)ds satisfies

(3.82).

Proof. Recall that v3(t, s,X,Y) = fj(t,s,X(t,s)) g4j(t, s,X,Y). If we write

9aj{s) = g4j(t,s,X,Y) and^(s) := g4j(t, s,X',Y'), (3.42) and (3.43) give

\g53(t,T,X,Y)-g53(t,T,X'X)\

< JtT\f3(t,s,X(t,s))-f3(t,s,X'(t,s))\\g43(s)\ds
+ !t\diAs) - 94j(s)\ \fj{t,s,X'(t,s))\ds

< Csupse[0)T.] \g4j(s)\ J0T \X(t,s)-X'(t,s)\ds

+ sup \g4j(s) -g'4](s)\ C/T \X'(t,s)\ds.
se[o,T*]

Hence the assertion follows since g^ satisfies (3.82).

Example 3.14. The function v satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.12 if

for instance

v(t, T, X, Y) = B(t, T) ((X(t, T) - e)+Y
for some bounded function B(-, •) and r G (0, |]. Using Proposition 2.13, one

sees as in the proof of Theorem 3.12 that this v gives the same solution for

(3.41) as

v(t,T,X,Y) = B(t,T)\X(t,T)-e\r. o
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Note that condition (3.42) excludes the simplest choice for v one might
think of, namely v(t,T) = B(t,T) for some bounded process B(t,T) which

does not depend on X. This is natural since for such a v, the forward implied
volatilities X(t,T) can become negative, leading to arbitrage opportunities in

the model. However, (3.42) is unduly restrictive and we shall relax this below

in Theorem 3.17. But let us examine the square-root bound (3.44) on v first.

This cannot be relaxed to a linear growth condition in general because if v

grows linearly in (X,Y), then a is quadratic in (X,Y) and the solution will

typically exist only up to a (possibly finite) explosion time.

Nevertheless, we can abandon (3.44) if we manage to control the quadratic
terms from a in a different way. Let v and a still be given by (3.39) and

(3.40), but assume now that V3 = 1 for all j. This means that v and a are only
functions of (t, T, X) but do not depend on Y, and it has the consequence that

we can apply the comparison result in Proposition 3.27. For that purpose,

we want the quadratic terms in a to have negative signs, and this leads us

to impose below the sign condition (3.48) on the fr Since the coefficients do

not depend on Y, we now take d = 1 and consider in S^'1 the SDE

dX(t,T) = a(t,T,X)dt + v(t,T,X)dWt, X(0,T) = X0(T). (3.47)

A (unique) solution X to (3.47) gives a (unique) solution (X,Y) for (3.41)
via

Y(t, T) :=Y0+ j Uiu - ^X(u, u)j du + f y/X(u,u)dWu,

and setting S(t) := eY<yt't"> again yields a (unique) solution (S,X) to (3.13),

(3.14).
Our second existence result is now without a square-root growth condition

on v; the main price to pay for this is that the SDE for the forward implied
volatilities must not be affected by the stock price.

Theorem 3.15. Let p > 2 be sufficiently large and e > 0. Let À G R\[0,1].
Suppose that v is of the form (3.39) with V, = 1 and the fj satisfy (3.42) and

(3.43) as well as

\fi(t,T,x)>0 Vt,T,x, 1

for each j = 2,...,D, either f3(t,T,x)>0 Vt,T,x > (3.48)

or f3(t,T,x) < 0 Vt,T,x.)

Then (3.47) has a unique solution X G iS^'1. We have X > e.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.12, define a by (3.45) and consider the

SDE

dX(t, T) = a(t, T, X) + v(t, T, X)dWt. (3.49)
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Proposition 2.13 and (3.42) again imply that a solution of (3.49) is a solution

to (3.47) and vice versa.

To solve (3.49), we want to apply Proposition 3.27. As in the proof of

Theorem 3.12, a and v are strongly progressively measurable, and by (3.42)
and (3.39), we have (3.80) for v and then by (3.45) also for a. By (3.43) and

(3.39) with Vj = 1, v also satisfies the second half of (3.79). Next, note that

\v(t,T,X)\<C\X(t,T)\ Vt,T,X (3.50)

due to (3.42) and (3.43); this gives the first half of (3.79) for v. If we define

ß*(t,T,X) := ^\X(t,T)\ + (D- l)C2\X(t,T)\,

then ß* clearly satisfies (3.79). From (3.45), A G R\[0,1], (3.48) and (3.50)
we obtain for all X,X* G Spc'1 satisfying § < X < X* that

D

a(t,T,X) < ßtipe{X(t,t)y(t,T,X) -J2Kv3(t,T,X)

<ß*(t,T,X) <ß*(t,T,X*).

Finally, the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.12 also show here

that a is locally Lipschitz on the set {X E S^'1 \ X > ^}. So Proposition

3.27 can be applied and yields the assertion.

Example 3.16. Let A G R\[0,1] and B(-, •) be a bounded function satisfying

A^y) > 0 and for each j = 2, ...,£> either B3{-r) > 0 or B3{-r) < 0.

Then one possible choice of v in Theorem 3.15 is

v(t,T,X) = B(t,T) ((X(t,T) - e)+)r

for some r G (0,1]. As in Example 3.14, this yields the same solution as for

v(t,T,X) = B(t,T)\X(t,T)-e\r. o

Of the assumptions of Theorem 3.12, the truly restrictive one is (3.42).
It imposes that the volatility v (and by (3.40) also the drift a) of the forward

implied volatility X vanishes as soon as X hits e > 0. This ensures that

X(t,T) remains > e and as a pleasant side-effect eliminates the problem that

the function \f- loses its Lipschitz property at zero; but as a condition, (3.42)
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is rather unnatural and technical. A more natural way to guarantee positive

forward implied volatilities is to assume

f3(t,T,0) = 0 Vt,T. (3.51)

The question whether (3.42) can be weakened to (3.51) is not only of interest

here, but will become crucial when we treat call options in the next section.

It turns out that we can achieve an existence result under (3.51) by the use

of a suitable transformation. But in contrast to Theorems 3.12 and 3.15, we

have not yet been able to find explicit examples where the coefficient v(t,T)
is only a function of the current forward implied volatility X(t,T).

The basic setting is like for Theorem 3.12. We start from (3.39) and (3.40)
for v and a, again allowing V3 to depend on Y(t, t); hence we take d = 2 and

work in S^2. To avoid the singularity of a at X(t,t) = 0, we impose below

in (3.53) a particular form for the stock drift ß. Our third existence result,
which avoids the restrictive assumption (3.42), is then

Theorem 3.17. Letp > 2 be sufficiently large. Suppose thatv is of the form

(3.39), where V3 is polynomial Lipschitz on (0, oo)2 x R, f3 satisfies (3.51)
and (3.43), and Vj satisfies

\V3(t,T,w,x,y)\<C \ Vt,T. (3.52)
1 + w + vx

Take an R-valued ¥-progressively measurable process (b\) on Q with \b\\ < C
Vi and let ßt be given by

ßt = ß(t,X,Y):=-bWX(t,t). (3.53)

Then (3.41) has a unique solution (X,Y) G S^'2. Y does not depend on T,

and X > 0.

The proof of Theorem 3.17 uses a transformation of (3.41) to deal with

the fact that the function \f- is not polynomial Lipschitz at 0. We introduce

the transformation function and derive some of its properties in the following
result.

Lemma 3.18. a) Let a,b > 1 be sufficiently large. Then there exists a convex

smooth strictly increasing function rtp : E — (0, 00) such that

,, \ [ —- for z <—a
,n _ ,s

ip{z) = {
z

\ Z 3.54

[
z for z > a

and W\z)\, W\z)\ <b (zeR). We have \ip'(z)\ < 1 for all zeR.
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b) If £:(0,oc) is the inverse of rtp, we have for z G E, x = r(p(z)

1

and also

Mz) =

Mz) =

j)"(z)

ip'(z)3

:ipi(z),

=-ip2(z),

z2 for z < —a

1 for z > a,

2z3 for z < —a

(3.55)

(3.56)
0 for z > a,

and the functions rtp\, ip2 are polynomial Lipschitz on E.

c) Let f : [0, oo) — W1 be globally Lipschitz on E and satisfy /(0) = 0.

Then the functions f or(p, (f oip)^ and (/ oif))2if)2 are also globally Lipschitz
onR.

Proof Parts a) and b) are easily verified, and so is the assertion about / o ip
in c). To prove the assertion for (/ o VOV'i and (/ ° VO2"^, first note that

it suffices to show that the functions are Lipschitz on each of the intervals

(—oo,— a], [—a,a] and [a, oo), separately. This clearly holds on [—a, a] since

/, if), r(p\ and ip2 are Lipschitz and bounded on [—a, a].
Next note that \f(x)\ < C\x\ for x > 0 with the Lipschitz constant C of

/. Hence convexity of ip gives for z > z'

f{^z))Mz)-f{^z'))Mz')

< |/W*)) - f{^z'))\\Mz)\ + \Mz) - Mz')\ \fW))\

< Cif/(z)\z -z'\-^-- + \Mz) ~ Mz')\C^(z').
V{z)

On [a, oo) we have \ipi(z) — ipi(z')\ = 0, and on (—oo, —a] we have

Mz) ~ Mz'Miz') = l-^ß <2\z-z'\.
\z \

Hence we obtain Lipschitz-continuity for (/ o VOV'i on [a> °°) and (—°°) ~°\-
We have (/ o rtp)2rtp2 = 0 on [a, oo). On (—oo, —a], we have for z > z'

f^{z))2Mz)-fW))2Mz')

< f (-i)2 - f (-if f(-i)''2z3\ + \2z3 - 2z'3\

<\f(-\)-f(-^\\f(-\)+f(-^\\*A + \^-2z>3\C2^

^ cïwy c (A + m) M + 2l* ~ z'\ \z2 +zz' + z'2\ c2w-
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This gives Lipschitz-continuity for (/ o rtp)2rtp2 on [a, oo) and (—00, —a].

We now come to the

Proof of Theorem 3.17. We want to use the transformation Z = £(X). We

consider in S^'2 the SDE

dZ(t, T) = a{t,T, Y, Z)dt + v(t,T, ip(Z), Y)V>i(Z(t, T))dWt, \

dY(t,T)= [(ji(t,ip(Z),Y) - ty(Z(t,t))]dt + y/ip(Z(t,t))dWt\
with initial condition Z(0,T) = £(X0(T)), Y(0,T) = Y0, where

If we have a unique solution (Y,Z) to (3.57), then Itô's lemma yields that

(X,Y) = (-0(Z),y) is the unique solution to (3.41).
We now want to apply Proposition 3.26 to (3.57). It is easy to see that

the coefficients in (3.57) are strongly progressively measurable due to (3.39).
To check that they are locally Lipschitz on S%, we use Proposition 3.28. Since

fj satisfies (3.51) and (3.43), Lemma 3.18 c) implies that the functions

g^T,Y,Z):=f3(t,T^{Z{t,T)))^{Z{t,T)),

hl3(t,T,Y,Z) := f3(t,T,iP(Z(t,T))yip2(Z(t,T))
(j = 1, ...,D) satisfy (3.81). Next we claim that the functions

g2(t,T,Y,Z):=^<p(Z(t,t)),
g4j(t,T,Y,Z):=VJ(t,T,fij(Z(t,s))ds,ij(Z(t,t)),Y(t,t)^, (3.58)

g53(t,T,Y,Z) :=tfv>{t,s,iP(Z),Y)ds (3.59)

satisfy (3.82). This is clear for g2 since y/ip(') is Lipschitz on E, and it is

proved in Lemma 3.19 below for g^ and g<s3. Now we have

D D

a = --A(A - 1) Y^9ij 9^95]
~ A#2#n • g*i

- J^ VgX] gAj + -hl3\gAj

j=i j=i

,
/,1 „ \ ( 1A „ \

and so Proposition 3.28 yields that ä is locally Lipschitz. Similarly one can see

that the other coefficients in (3.57) are locally Lipschitz. To check condition

(3.78), we first note that (3.51) and (3.43) give

\f,{t,T,x)\<C\x\
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for x > 0, and using (3.54) - (3.56) yields for some constants C\, C2

\gl3\ < C[,p(Z(t,T))\ |^(Z(t,T))| < d(l + \Z(t,T)\),

\hlj\<C2\^(Z(t,T))\2\,lj2(Z(t,T))\<C2(l + \Z(t,T)\).

Moreover, by (3.52) we have

104,1 < C (l + ftT^(Z(t, s))^)"1 < C (3.60)

and hence by (3.39) and (3.58)

\96,\<£\f3(t,8,il>{Z{t,8)))\ \g4,(t,s,Y,Z)\ds < C2 J^(Z(t,s))ds

and then

104,05, | <C3.

From (3.52) we also obtain

1041021 ^ C-

These bounds together imply that for some constant C*

\a\<C*{l + \Z(t,T)\),

so that we have (3.78) for a. In a similar way, one can check (3.78) for

the other coefficients in (3.57). Finally, the boundedness at (Z(0,T),Yo) of

all coefficients follows by using (3.39), (3.43), (3.51), (3.52) as well as con¬

tinuity of r(p/(p\/(p2 and uniform boundedness of Z(0,T), which holds since

e < X(0,T) < C. Hence we may apply Proposition 3.26, and this ends the

proof.

It remains to establish

Lemma 3.19. The functions g^ and g5j from (3.58) and (3.59) satisfy

(3.82).

Proof. For g4j, note that [(p(z) — if)(z')\ < \z — z'\ and \(p(z)\ < a + \z\ yield

[<P(Z(t,t)) - iP{Z'(t,t))\ < \Z(t,t) - Z'(t,t)\,

£ip(Z(t,s))ds - £ip(Z'(t,s))ds < J0T* \Z(t,s)-Z'(t,s)\ds

and

\4>{Z(t,t))\ <a+\Z(t,t)\,

f?ip(Z(t,s))ds <T*a + /0T* \Z(t,s)\ds.
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Hence the claim for gi3 follows because V3 is polynomial Lipschitz. For

g<s3, recall that v3(t, s,ip(Z),Y^ = f3 f i, s,tp(Z{t, s)) )g43(t, s,Y, Z). Define

g±3(s) := gij(t, s,Y, Z), g'ij(s) := g43(t, s,Y', Z') and use (3.51) and (3.43) to

obtain

\g53(t,T,Y,Z)-g53(t,T,Y>,Z>)\

< £\f,(t,8,ll>{Z{t,8))) ~ f3(t,8^{Z'{t,8)))\\943{8)\d8
+ It \9^S) ~ 9aM\ ^(M^CZ'CM))) ds

< C2Ç \Z(t,s)-Z'(t,s)\ds

+ supse[0)T.] \g4j(s) - g'43(s)\ C [T*a + fQT \Z'(t,s)\ds

due to (3.60). Hence (3.82) holds for g5j as well.

Example 3.20. An example satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.17 is

v(t,T,X,Y) = B(t,T)X(t,T)V (j?X(t,s)ds,X(t,t),Y(t,t))

for a bounded function B(-, •) and a polynomial Lipschitz function V with

\V3(x,W,y)\<CTT^T-7=.
3.3.3 The case of a European call

In this section, we do a similar analysis for a European call instead of a power

payoff contract. Fix K > 0 and let (&*,..., bf) be an ED-valued F-progressively
measurable process on Q with \b3t\ < C Vi. Similarly as in (3.39), we take the

volatility coefficient v(t,T) = (ü1^, T), ...,wD(i,T)) of the forward implied

volatility of the form

vi(t,T,X,Y) = X(t,T)V3(t,T,^X(t,s)ds,X(t,t),Y(t,t)y (3.61)

j = 1,..., D, for measurable functions V3 : [0, T*]2 x (0, oo)2 x

V3(t,T,w,x,y) = 0 Vi>T

L Assume

to ensure constant option prices after maturity. To have existence of the limits

in (3.34), we impose the technical condition that for some small constant e > 0

Vj(t,T,w,x,y) = V3(t,t,e,x,y) \/w < e, VT. (3.62)
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Under this condition, (3.34) with Y(t,t) = log St yields the specification

a(t,X,Y):= ±(Y(t,t) -logK^fatAXitrf^fat)) (3.63)

+ Jx(t,t) - \{Y(t,t) - logK)2 fy3(t,t,0,X(t,t),Y(t,t))2

for the stock volatility. With this function we define as in Corollary 3.9

ß(t,X,Y):=-bla(t,X,Y),

a(t,T,X,Y):= (3.64)

-1 fes$" - rô; - ')ttlu T x'Y) 'J;T v(u 8-x-Y)ds

x ( (y(t,t)-iogK-)2 x rT

2 \ (f?X(t,s)ds) 2 (/tT X(t,s)ds)
X(t,T) f1 v(t,s,X,Y)ds

2

Y(t,t)-\ogK vu TW+ y v-, ÇT nA(. „ y V\JC>_\^D
n-T^ ^vX{t,T)a{t,X,Y) ^ v^s.X^ds-YZU^i^T.X.Y).
(it X{t,s)ds)

J

Let F0eK and X0 be bounded on [0,T*] with X0 > e. We take d = 2 and

consider in S^'2 the SDE

dX(t, T) = a{t, T, X, Y)dt + v(t, T, X, Y)dWt,

dY(t,T)= L(t,X,Y)-±(o-(t,X,Y))2)dt + o-(t,X,Y)dWt'

with initial condition X(0,T) = X0(T), Y(0,T) = Y0. If we have a (unique)
solution (X,Y) to (3.65), then as in the previous section Y does not depend

on T and S(t) := eY^ gives a (unique) solution (S,X) to (3.13), (3.14).
We can now give sufficient conditions for (3.65) to have a unique solution.

Recall from Section 3.3.2 the definition of a polynomial Lipschitz function.

Theorem 3.21. Letp > 2 be sufficiently large. Suppose thatv is of the form

(3.61), where V3 is polynomial Lipschitz on (0, oo)2 x E and satisfies (3.62)
and

1
D

x - -(y -logK)2Y,V3 (t,t,0,x,y)2 > xe (3.66)

for all t E [0,T0], x > 0, y E IR, as well as

\mT^,v)\<C +^ *,T. (3.67)

Then (3.65) has a unique solution (X,Y) E S1^'2. Y does not depend on T,
and X > 0.
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Remarks. 1) Despite its appearance, (3.66) is a natural condition. In fact,
its slightly weaker form with e = 0 is under (3.61) actually necessary for the

model to be arbitrage-free, since we must have (3.34) by Corollary 3.9 a).
Note also that the technical condition (3.62) is trivially satisfied for e = 0.

2) In comparison to the work of Schönbucher [70], who also studied the

case of call options, a major achievement here is that we give an existence

result for the infinite system of SDEs derived from the drift restrictions. To

the best of our knowledge, this has not been available so far. o

Proof of Theorem 3.21. We use the same transformation Z = £(X) as in the

proof of Theorem 3.17. Hence we want to apply Proposition 3.26 to the SDE

dZ(t, T) = a{t, T, Y, Z)dt + v (t, T, ip(Z), Y) V>i (Z(t, T))dWt,

dY(t,T) ß{tMZ),Y)-i(<r{tMZ),Y))' dt + a(t,ip(Z),Y)dWt

(3.68)

with initial condition Z(0,T) = £(X0(T)), Y(0,T) = Y0, where as above

o(t,T,y,Z):=a(t,T,V(^),y)Vi(^,î1)) +^(t,T,V(^),y)rV'2(^,T)).
Strong progressive measurability follows from (3.61). To check the local Lip-
schitz property, we again use Proposition 3.28. By Lemma 3.18 c) the func¬

tions

gl(t,T,Y,Z):=^(Z(t,T)ylpl(Z(t,T)),

IH^T^Z) := (v>(Z(t,T)))%2(Z(t,T)),
satisfy (3.81). Let 9(w) := (0 V |(w — |)) A 1 and define the functions

g2(t,T,Y,Z):=Y(t,t)-logK,

g3(t,T,Y,Z):=a(t,ij(Z),Y), (3.69)

g43(t,T,Y,Z):=V3(t,T,f^lp(Z(t,s))ds/lp(Z(t,t)),Y(t,t)y
g53(t,T,Y,Z) := £v>{t,s,iP(Z),Y)ds,

g6(t,T,Y,Z) := (//>(Z(i)S))dS)~\ (3.70)

g7(t,T,Y,Z):=e(tfiP(Z(t,s))ds). (3.71)

Then we claim that g2, g3, #4j, g<s3 and g7, g6g7, g%g7, glg7 satisfy (3.82).
This is clear for g2, it has been proved for g4j and g5j in Lemma 3.19, and
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it is proved in Lemma 3.22 below for g3 and g7, g^gj, g\gi, g\gi- Using the

definitions of a and a in (3.64) and all the above functions yields

d
1

D

ä = ß~Y^ Vgigij + -hi Y g\v
3= 1 3= 1

where

d
_ / n D

2 V^b
*"

44 ) Y 919*3953 +

2
( 929e

~

2#e ) 0i

Y
3Ïj

P
o l 929e 9&

a i / vi»±i»4ji»oj '

o i »^»e 0^0 / »i / ^nbj

3=

929e
-

2 J 0301041
-

92969391951-

Now if (/7 < 1, then u> := Jt if) [Z\t, s))ds < e, and hence (3.61) and (3.62)

imply

g53 = f?iP(Z(t,s))V3(t,s, // iP(Z(t,r))dr,iP(Z(t,t)),Y(t,t)ys
= £ip(Z(t, s))V3 (t, t,e,ip(Z(t, t)),Y(t,t)ys
= ftT ^(Z(t,s))ds V3 (t,T, ftT ^(Z(t,r))dry<P(Z(t,t)),Y(t,t)
= 96 9*3 >

and so for g7 < 1 we obtain

1
D

1
D

1

ß = ^ '= ^Y 9l9^ + Ö Y 9i9*3953
~

^93919*1-
3=1 3=1

Therefore we can write ä as

d
1

D

ä = ßg7 + A(l - g7) - J^V^i^j + 2hlY9i>
3=1 3=1

and Proposition 3.28 implies that ä is locally Lipschitz. Similarly one can

see that the other coefficients of (3.68) are locally Lipschitz. To check (3.78),
first note that (3.55) and (3.56) yield like for Theorem 3.17

\gl\ + \hl\<Cl(l + \Z{t)T)\)

for some constant C\. Moreover, by (3.67) we have

M < C (j^{Z(t, s))ds + (l + y/if,(Z(t,t))) (1 + \Y(t,t)\)Y < C
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and hence by (3.61)

\95j\ < JtT^(Z(t,s))\g4j(t,s, Y,Z)\ds
1

(i + m*,*)i)
f?1>(Z(t,8))d8

(l + VV(Z(M)))
and by (3.63)

g*i(t,t,Y,Z)\\gs\<(\Y(t,t)\ + \logK\)\ + ^(Z(t,t))
<\\0gK\ + l + y/lP(Z(t,t)),

which implies for some constant C2 that

929s\ < C2 ( 1 + y^(Z(i,i))) (1 + \Y(t,t)\).

Putting all these bounds together implies that for some constant C* we have

\ä\<C*(l + \Z(t,T)\),

which is (3.78) for a. In a similar way, one can check (3.78) for the other co¬

efficients in (3.68). Boundedness at (Z(0,T),Yo) of all coefficients is checked

by straightforward but lengthy verification, and so we have verified the con¬

ditions we need to apply Proposition 3.26.

Lemma 3.22. For g^, g& and gj defined by (3.69) - (3.71), the functions g$,

9t, 9e97, glgi, g\gi satisfy (3.82).

Proof. The functions \/WÔ and V'(')
1
are Lipschitz on E and

g3(t,T,Y,Z)= ^(Y(t,t)-logK)g41(t,t,Y,Z)

ij(Z(t,t))
\

1
_

l--tlj{Z{t,t)Y\Y{t,t)-\ogK)2Y,9^t^Zf.
J=2

We have already proved that g^ satisfies (3.82); hence the expression under

the big square root above is polynomial Lipschitz in (Y(t,t), Z(t,t)) and

f0 Z(t,s)ds, and it has values in [e, oo) due to (3.66). Since \f- is Lipschitz

on [e,oo), the claim for g3 follows. For g7, g^gj, g\gi, gig7, note that the

functions 9(w), w~19(w), w~29(w), w~39(w) are Lipschitz on [0,oo). Hence

the assertion follows from

£ip(Z(t,s))ds-£ip(Z'(t,s))ds <fo*\Z(t,s)-Z'(t,s)\ds. m
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Example 3.23. Let 6{w) := (0 V 2(w - § )) A 1 as in the proof of Theo¬

rem 3.21. For j = 1, ...,D, let C3 be a bounded polynomial Lipschitz func¬

tion on [0,T*]2 x (0, oo) and U3 a bounded polynomial Lipschitz function on

(0, oo)2 x E satisfying

\C3(t,0,x)\ < 2^-^^ Vj = 2,...,D,

\U3(w,x,y)\<————„ —- Vj = 1, ...,£>.
w + (i + v^X1 + \y - logi^i)

Then the conditions of Theorem 3.21 are satisfied by the coefficient v given

by

vJ(t,T,X,Y) =X(t,T)C3 (t,(T-t)9(J^X(t,s)ds),X(t,t)

x U3 (f?X(t,s)ds,X(t,t),Y(t,t)\ .
o

Let us conclude with some comments on the function v(t, T, X, Y) chosen

in (3.61). The linear dependence of v(t,T,X,Y) on the forward implied

volatility X(t,T) is quite restrictive, and in fact (3.61) could be replaced by

(3.39) for some Lipschitz-continuous function / satisfying f(t,T, 0) = 0 up

to a short time before maturity, i.e. for T — t > e. However, we need the

existence of the limits in (3.34), and it seems very difficult to avoid the linear

dependence form (3.61) close to maturity, i.e. for T — t \ 0. So for simplicity,
we have restricted ourselves to (3.61) here. As a second remark, note that,
in contrast to (3.40) for the power payoff contracts, a(t,T,X,Y) in (3.64)
is not proportional to v(t,T,X,Y); hence we cannot ensure X(t,T) > e by

imposing a condition like (3.42) for v.

3.4 Relations to stochastic volatility models

One possible approach to obtain an arbitrage-free model for implied vola¬

tilities is to start from a standard stochastic or local volatility model and

examine option prices there. More precisely, consider for deterministic func¬

tions //(-, •), ß(-, •), 7(-, •) a stochastic volatility model of the form

dS(t) = ß(t,a(t))S(t)dt + a(t)S(t)dWt\ (3.72)

da(t) = ß(t,a(t))dt + -f1(t,a(t))dWt1+-f2(t,a(t))dW^ (3.73)

for a 2-dimensional Brownian motion (W1, W2). We assume that the process

er(-) is a.s. positive, and that the market price of risk process b = (b1,^) =
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, b2) corresponding to the pricing measure
dQ

T*
S

(JbdW)Tt
is a de-

dP
~

\J
"""'

it*

terministic function of (t,a(t)). This framework includes classical stochastic

volatility models such as Heston [49] or Hull and White [50]. Under some reg¬

ularity assumptions on the coefficients ß,ß,j,b, one can then show that the

price Ct ' of a European call with strike K and maturity T can be written as

U(T,t, S(t),a(t)), where U is a smooth function which is strictly increasing
in its last argument a for all t < T; see Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.2

of Romano and Touzi [68]. We can therefore define S(T, t, S(t), •) to be the

inverse of U(T, t, S(t), •) for t < T. Thus we have

^(T,t,S(t),cK(S(t),j^X(t,s)ds)) =a(t). (3.74)

From (3.22), (3.23) we now obtain with W := W - f bdt that

dCt '
= c^o(t)S(t)dWl + 4 (J1 v(t,s)ds) dWt

= Uso{t)S{t)dWl + Uaj(t,a(t))dWt

and therefore

r-T

v\t, s)ds = [Ua(T,t, S(t), a(t))71 (t, a(t))

+ (Us{T,t,S(t),v(t)) -4{S(t),f?X(jt,8)d8))v(t)S(t)

(3.75)
T

c$ (S(t),ft X(t,s)ds

T

v2(t,s)ds= Ua(T,t,S(t),a(t)yf2(t,a(t))
ct [S{t),ft X{t,s)ds

(3.76)

If we now plug in a(t) from (3.74) and differentiate (3.75), (3.76) with respect
rT

to T, we obtain v(t, T) as a deterministic function oft, T, X(t, T), f X(t, s)ds
and S(t). This specification of v(t,T) together with (3.74), (3.35) and (3.36)

yields the forward implied volatility model (3.13), (3.14) corresponding to

the stochastic volatility model (3.72), (3.73). Of course, more explicit com¬

putations are only possible if we have more explicit results on the call price

function U in the given model.

Note that the resulting forward implied volatility model for S, X is Mar-

kovian in (S, X), but not in (S, a); see the remark at the beginning of Section

3.3.2. Observe also that we cannot and do not expect that v(t,T) from
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(3.75), (3.76) satisfy the technical conditions of our existence theorems; these

are sufficient, but certainly not necessary.

Similarly as above we can treat a local volatility model of the form

dS{t) = /i(t, S(t)) S{t)dt + a(t, S(t)) S{t)dWt (3.77)

for a 1-dimensional Brownian motion W and deterministic functions //(-,-)>

<r(-, •). Here we have a complete market, and under some regularity conditions

on /j,, a, the price Ct '

can be written as U(T,t, S'(t)). With b := —^ and

W := W - Jbdt we obtain as above from (3.22), (3.23) that

dCtK'T = 4a(t, S(t))S(t)dWt + 4 (f?v(t, s)ds) dWt

= Us<r(t,S(t))S(t)dWt

and therefore

/ v(t,s)ds = (us(T,t,S(t),a(t)) -4(S(t),ftTX(t,s)ds)]a(t,S(t))S(t)
1

X -; T-.

4 (S(t)J^X(t,s)ds)

As above, differentiating with respect to T yields v(t,T) as a deterministic

function of t,T,X(t,T), f X(t, s)ds and S(t) and gives us the forward im¬

plied volatility model (3.13), (3.14) corresponding to the local volatility model

(3.77).
With the above approach, existence of the model for (S,X) is by con¬

struction not an issue; this is similar to the approach in Jacod and Protter

[53], with the same drawback that v is somehow given (via the functions U

and E, which are usually not known in closed form) and cannot be specified
in functional form. Our basic goal in this chapter is to study explicit models

for a stock S and forward implied volatilities X. Hence we start from the

premise that one wants to specify a model for S and X by directly prescrib¬

ing a term structure of volatilities v for X in functional form, and we ask for

conditions on v that guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a solution for

S, X which does not allow arbitrage. The main difficulty then is to find such

conditions, and this is what we have done in this chapter.

3.5 Appendix A

In this appendix, we reformulate in the present setting some definitions and

results from Chapter 2 which are used in the proofs of the existence results in
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Section 3.3. Recall the definitions of (Q, T^ Ç, G, P, W) and S% from Section

3.3.1. Note that tilde quantities like Q etc. correspond to the analogous quan¬

tities (like Q) without tilde in Chapter 2, and quantities here without tilde

(like Q, W etc.) correspond to the analogous quantities (like Q1, Wl etc.)
with superscript

1 in Chapter 2. In particular, ui = (T, uS) here corresponds
to uj in Chapter 2.

We repeat some definitions from Chapter 2. The coefficients of our SDEs

lie in the following class.

Definition 3.24. Let n G N. A map

/:[0,T0]xQx{I|I G-adapted process} -»• Rn

is called strongly (<S^-)progressively measurable if for each X G S^ the map

(t,T,u)^f(t,T,u,X)

is progressively measurable and satisfies for all X G S1? and for each T-

measurable stopping time r

f(t,-,X)I{t<T{)} = f(t,-,XT)I{t<T{)} Vi P-a.s.

Note that a quantity on Q does not depend on T iff it is JT-measurable.

For a process X e S% define the process q(X) by

i

1 ,T*

<?(*)(*) == ( 7^ / sup |X(U)r,.)|W ) ,
t G [0,T0].

/O 0<M<t
rn*

It is easy to check that q(X) is JT-measurable and G-adapted, and dominated

convergence yields that it is P-a.s. continuous in t since X G S^. Define for

each X e S% a sequence of [0, T0] U {oo}-valued stopping times tn(X), jVgN,

by

TW(X):=inf{tG[0,To] | q{X){t) > N}

with inf 0 = oo. Note that as a random variable, tn(X) is JT-measurable.

Definition 3.25. A strongly progressively measurable function f is called

locally Lipschitz (on S%) if there exist functions Cn with CV(£) —> 0 such

that for all i G [0, T0] and X, X' G S? we have

E

Y* I [J \f(u,T,;X)-f(u,T,-,X')\2du) dT

< CN(t)(q(X - X')(t Atn(X) Atn(X')^P
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We use the following results; they follow in each case from the quoted
results in Chapter 2 by checking the latter's assumptions.

Proposition 3.26. (Theorem 2.14) Let d = 2, p > 2 and (X0,Y0) be uni¬

formly bounded functions on [0,T*]. Suppose that ß and v are strongly pro¬

gressively measurable and locally Lipschitz on S^'2. Suppose that f G {ß,v}

satisfy \f(u,T,-, (X0,lo))| < C as well as the growth condition

E
p [°\f(u,T,-,(X,Y))\Pdu

'o

<C(l + \\(X,Y)f) (3.78)

for (X,Y) G SP'2. Then the SDE system

d(X,Y)(t,T,-)=ß(t,T,-,(X,Y))dt + u(t,T,-,(X,Y))dWt

with (X,Y)(0,T,-) = (X0(T), Yo(T)) has a unique solution (X,Y) G S^'2.

Proposition 3.27. (Theorem 2.18) Letd=l,p> 2, and X0 G Lp[0,T*] sat¬

isfy X0 > e for some e > 0. Suppose ß* > 0, ß and v are strongly progressively
measurable functions with ß locally Lipschitz on the set {X G S^'1 | X > |}.
Also suppose that for f G {ß*, v} and X, X' G S^1 we have

(3.79)
f(t,T,-,e)<C Wt,T,

\f(t,T,-,X) - f(t,T,-,X')\ < C\X(t,T) - X'(t,T)\ Vt,T,

that for X,X* G S^'1 we have the implication

e-<X<X* => ß(-,-,-,X)<ß*(;-,-,X*),

and that for f G {ß, v} and X G S^'1 we have

forallt,T,u, X(t,T,u)<e => f(t,T,u,X) = 0. (3.80)

Then the SDE

dX(t, T, •) = ß(t, T,-,X)dt + u(t, T, ;X)dWt

with X(0,T, •) = X0 has a unique solution X G S^'1. It satisfies X > e.

The local Lipschitz condition in Definition 3.25 is often difficult to verify.
We therefore give a useful criterion for the local Lipschitz property which we

apply in Section 3.3.
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Proposition 3.28. Suppose that gi, ...,gn are strongly progressively measur¬

able functions satisfying \gj(t,T, 0)| < C for j = 1,..., n and for allX,X' G Sp

\9l(t,T,X) - 9l(t,T,X')\ < C\X(t,T) - X'(t,T)\, (3.81)

\g3(t,T,X)-g3(t,T,X>)\

< C3 (x(t,t),X'(t,t)J^ \X(t,s)\ds,f^ \X'(t,s)\ds)
x (\X(t,t) - X'(t,t)\ + ff* \X(t,s) - X'(t,s)\ds\ (3.82)

for j = 2,..., n, where Cj is a function of at most polynomial growth. If p > 1

exceeds a constant which only depends on n and the functions CJ; then the

product g\ gn is locally Lipschitz (on Sp).

Proof. We use Proposition 2.16. Since C3 has at most polynomial growth,
Jensen's inequality yields constants c,k>l such that

B(u) :=C3 (x(u,u),X'(u,u),fQT*\X(u,s)\ds,fQT*\X'(u,s)\d,s) (3.83)

<c(l + \X(u,u)\k + \X\u,u)\k + Jq)x(u, s)\kds + fo)x'(u, s)\kds) .

Let p := 2p'k for some p' > In. Note that

/0* \X(u,u)\Pdu < /0'sup0<u<t \X(u, s)\?ds < T*(q(X)(t))P, (3.84)

/0* jf \X{u, s)Ydsdu < To Jf sup0<M<t \X{u, s)\vds < (T*)2(q(X)(t))P',
(3.85)

and similarly by using Jensen's inequality for the power k

J* \X(u,u) - X'(u,u)\2p'du < ({T*)k-lT*(q{X - X')(t))P)
*

= T*(q(X-X')(t))2p', (3.86)

Solo* \X(u,s)-X'(u,s)\2p'dsdu < (T*)2(q(X -X')(t))2p'. (3.87)

Set t := tArN(X) Atn(X') fort G [0,T0] and use (3.82) to get for j = 2,...,n

\g3(u,T,X)-g3(u,T,xY

< B(uY (\X(u,u) - X'{u,u)\ + J0T* \X(u,s) - X'(u,s)\dsY .

Combining the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality with (3.83) and (3.84) - (3.87)
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gives

J0T\gJ(u,T,X)-gJ(u,T,X>)y'du

< (£ (\X(u,u) - X'(u,u)\ + ff \X(u, s) - X'(u,s)\d,s)2P du)
*

x (£B(u)2p'dUy

22p'~l ( £ \X(u, u) - X'(u, u) \2p'du

+ (T*)2p'~l £ jf \X(u, s) - X'(u, s)\2p'dsdu)

+ (T*)2p'~l £ jf \X(u, s)\2p'kds du

+ (T*)V-i £ Ç \X'(u, s)\2p'kds du)\
*

22p'-l(T* + (T*)V+i)y (g(X -X,)(r))P'
i i

x (c2p,52p,-1V (V + 2T*NP + 2(T*)v+1iVpV ;

the last step uses the definition of r. Finally, from (3.81) we have

x c

T
V if Jo" l0i(«>r, X) - yi(U,T,X')|pd«dT < T*C(q(X - X')(r))P.

Since ^ + (n — 1)4 < n4 < |, it follows from Proposition 2.16 that g\ gn

is locally Lipschitz.

3.6 Appendix B

In this appendix, we provide proofs of the identities (3.6) - (3.9) which

are not contained in the article [71]. In the Black-Scholes model, we have

St = St exp (g(Wt — Wt) — a2(T — t)/2j for a Brownian motion W under the

pricing measure Q, and option prices are given by c(St, Tt) = Eq^St)]^]-
The last equation implies (3.7), and (3.6) follows if we apply Itô's lemma to

the martingale c(St, Tt).
To prove (3.9), we denote by v the positive measure associated with the
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increasing function h'. We then have for a > S

pa pa

(K - S)+u(dK) = / (K - S)u(dK)
Jo Js

= - f 1 • h'(K)dK + Kh'(K)\a - S(h'(a) - h'(S))
Js

= -h(a) + h(S) + ah'(a) - Sh'(S) - Sh'(a) + Sh'(S)

and for a < S

/*oo pS
/ (S-K)+u(dK)= (S-K)u(dK)
Ja Ja

= S(h'(S) - h'(a)) + / 1 • h'(K)dK - Kti(K)\&a
Ja

= Sti(S) - Sh'(a) + h(S) - h(a) - Sti(S) + ati(a).

Together we obtain the identity

h(S) = h(a) - ah'(a) + Sh'(a) + / (K - S)+u(dK) + / (S - K)+u(dK)
Jo Ja

(3.88)
for any a > 0. Now set S = So exp(<rW/r — <r2T/2) in (3.88) and take expec¬

tations. For T — oo, the put and call prices appearing in the integrals in

(3.88) converge to K and So, respectively, and we obtain

lim c(So,Y) =
Y^QO

pa /*oo

= h(a) - ah'(a) + S0h'(a) + / Ku(dK) + / S0v{dK)
Jo Ja

= h(a) - ah'(a) + S0ti(a) - [ 1 • h\K)dK + Kh'(K)\aQ + S0(h'(oo) - ti(a))
Jo

= h(a) — ah'(a) + S0h'(a) — h(a) + h(0+) + ah'(a) + S0h'(oo) — S0h'(a),

which is (3.9). In the last step we have used that h'(l) > h'(t) > (-£->~ *- +'

and hence th'(l) > th'(t) > h(t) — h(0+) by convexity of h, which implies

lim(h(t) - th'(t)) = h(0+) if h(0+) < oo,

llm(h(t) - th'(t)) = oo = h(0+) if h(0+) = oo.

To prove (3.8), denote by tp(-) the standard normal density. Calculations

yield

4(S,T) = V(^§^)^, (3.89)
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4r(S,T)= J£(S,Y)±(*^-±-\), (3.90)

Csrr(S, T) = ^CT (S, YJ2 I
Y3 I

2T2
I"

4T2 *-Og(S/K) JrT J '

(3.91)

c*TT(S,T) = 4(S,Y)l[^^-^log\S/K) + ^§±^). (3.92)

Now (3.7) implies

c(S, T) = / tp{x)h f »Sexp (vïi — |Y) ) d:r
J—00

^(l0g{K/ß+V2)h(K)^dK
00

00

0

00

iog(5yjQ+r/2 \ s 2

/o <pr^+^)^^h(K)dK

„K/o T\ 2

/o

d£{S,r)£h{K)dK. (3.93)

Let a2 > «i > 0, 62 > 61 > 0. It follows easily from (3.90) - (3.92) and (3.89)
that there exists an e > 0 such that for all (S, T) G [ai, 02] x [bi, 62] and K > 0

we have

l4r(S,T)|^<e-£log2^
|cSTT(o, T)|-^2 < e

,

|cTTT(o, I)|-^2 < e

k2

Now observe that (3.5) is equivalent to J e"dog Kh(K)dK < 00 for all

e > 0. Therefore dominated convergence implies that we may differentiate

with respect to T and S under the integral in (3.93) to obtain

/CO
r\

4r(s,y)—h(K)dK,

/*00 r\

csr(S, T) = J cfTT(S, T)—h(K)dK,

/CO
r\

4rr(S,r)—h(K)dK.



Chapter 4

Multi-strike option market

models

4.1 Introduction

Consider a financial market where the following assets are all traded liquidly:
a bank account (bond) paying no interest, a stock S, and a collection of Eu¬

ropean call options C(K, T) on S with various strikes K e K, and maturities

T E T. Our ultimate goal is to establish a framework for pricing and hedg¬

ing (possibly exotic) derivatives in an arbitrage-free way, using all the liquid
tradables as potential hedging instruments. In order to achieve our goal, we

want to construct a class of models for bond, stock and options having at

least the following features:

0) Of course, the model should be arbitrage-free.

1) Any initial option price data from the market can be reproduced by the

model; this could be called perfect calibration or smile-consistency.

2) Empirically observed stylized facts from market time series, i.e., char¬

acteristic features of the joint dynamics of stock and options, can be

incorporated in the model. This requires that explicit expressions for

option price processes and their dynamics should be available.

The overwhelming majority of the literature uses the martingale approach,
in which one specifies the dynamics of the underlying S under some pricing

(i.e., martingale) measure Q and defines option prices by the conditional

expectations Ct(K,T) := Eq [(St — K)+\Tt\. This obviously satisfies 0), and

a perfect fit of the entire initial option surface as in 1) is for instance possible
with the so-called smile-consistent models. However, 2) is usually not feasible,

85
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or if it is to some extent, this often comes at the cost that it entails a loss in

1). We discuss this in more detail in the next section.

An alternative approach is the use of market models where one specifies
the joint dynamics of all tradable assets — here, stock and options. This

gives 1) and 2) by construction, and the remaining issue is to ensure absence

of arbitrage to have 0) as well. In interest rate modelling, this leads to the

well-known HJM drift conditions; but the case of options is more complicated.
In fact, absence of dynamic arbitrage again corresponds to drift conditions for

the joint dynamics of S and the C(K,T). But in addition, absence of static

arbitrage enforces a number of relations between the various C(K, T) and S,
and this means that the state space of these processes is constrained as well.

To obtain a tractable model, one must therefore reparametrize the tradables

in such a way that the parametrizing processes have a simple state space and

yet capture all the static arbitrage constraints. It turns out that the actual

definition of a such a parametrization depends strongly on the families /C and

T of strikes and maturities for which options are modelled. We have treated

the case /C = {K}, T = (0, oo) (one fixed strike, all maturities) in Chapter
3. The present chapter is concerned with the other extreme /C = (0,oo),
T = {T} (all strikes, one fixed maturity).

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we give an overview

of the literature that is most closely related to the problem studied here, and

we explain in more detail the nature of our contribution. Section 4.3 reviews

market models for stochastic implied volatilities. We characterize absence of

arbitrage in terms of drift restrictions and provide a general existence result

for the case of a single option C(K,T). This is done in order to illustrate

where one meets difficulties with classical implied volatilities when passing to

models with multiple strikes. Our main contribution is contained in Section

4.4. Instead of modelling stock price and (classical) implied volatilities, we

introduce for a set of maturity-T call prices with strikes K > 0 price level

and local implied volatilities which parametrize in a natural and simple way all

possible arbitrage-free option prices. We provide explicit formulas for these

new quantities as functions of stock price and (classical) implied volatilities,
and vice versa. In analogy to (classical) implied volatilities, we then charac¬

terize their arbitrage-free dynamics in terms of drift restrictions. In Section

4.5 we provide explicit and fairly general examples of arbitrage-free dynamic
models for the price level and the local implied volatilities. To prove existence

and uniqueness of a solution to the corresponding infinite system of SDEs,

we adapt results from Chapter 2 to our present setting, in a similar way as

we did in Chapter 3.
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4.2 Background, motivation, and literature

This section discusses in more detail what we can achieve with our approach.

Moreover, it also gives an overview of related literature, and for this, a slightly
broader perspective is useful. So let us look at models that exploit or produce
information about an underlying stock as well as options written on S.

4.2.1 Martingale models

In the martingale approach, one writes down a dynamic model (usually an

SDE) for a stock price martingale S under a probability measure Q and

defines

Ct(K,T) := EQ [(ST - K)+\Tt] ,
0 < t < T,

for K G K, Ç (0,oo) and T G T Ç (0,oo). These models by construction

satisfy the requirement 0) of being arbitrage-free. Calibration as in 1) to

given market option prices is more or less feasible for instance in stochastic

volatility models (e.g. Hull and White [50], Heston [49], Davis [34]) or in

models with jumps (e.g. Merton [62], Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard [5],
Carr et al. [23]), and several of the models also match some of the stylized
features for S alone. But of course, calibration is limited by the fact that

one has only a finite number of parameters to be fitted. A perfect fit of the

entire option surface Co(K,T) for /C = (0,oo), T = (0, oo) is achieved by
the so-called smile-consistent models, most prominent among which are the

local volatility model of Dupire [41] and discrete-time implied tree models like

Derman and Kani [39]. A good overview on smile-consistent pricing is given

by Skiadopoulos [73], and some recent papers like Carr et al. [25] or Rousseau

[69] also produce in addition fairly realistic dynamic behaviour for S alone.

Knowing at time 0 all call option prices C0(K, T) for K G (0, oo) is equiva¬

lent to knowing the marginal distribution of St under Q; this observation goes

back to Breeden and Litzenberger [16]. Hence perfect fitting of all Co(K,T)
with K G (0, oo), T G T can be achieved by constructing a martingale with

the corresponding marginals for St, T G T, under Q, and this can be done

in many ways and situations; see for instance Madan and Yor [61], Carr et

al. [24], Bibby et al. [9], Atlan [3], Hamza and Klebaner [45]. There are also

many papers on calibration or empirical analyses of various models, even if

we do not quote any of these works here. But from our perspective, all these

models suffer from the same fundamental drawback: In general, there are no

explicit expressions for the processes C(K,T), and so their joint dynamics
with S are not really available.

Another question of interest in the context of models for stocks and op-
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tions is the link between the implied and the instantaneous volatility. This

has been studied both for local and for stochastic volatility models, and the

typical results are asymptotic relationships close to maturity and for at-the-

money options; see for instance Berestycki et al. [6], [7] or Durrleman [43].
But again, these papers neither provide nor study the joint dynamics of S

and C(K,T).

4.2.2 Market models

As already explained in the introduction, a natural way to construct a model

satisfying the requirements 1) of perfect calibration and 2) of joint dynamics is

to use a market model, where one specifies the dynamics of all liquid tradables

simultaneously. This goes back to ideas from interest rate modelling, and

absence of dynamic arbitrage there leads to the well-known drift conditions

of Heath et al. [48]. The same type of conditions also appears in option price

models. But in addition, static arbitrage bounds lead to restrictions on the

state space of the quantities used to describe the model, and so the choice of

a suitable parametrization becomes a crucial issue.

In the literature, some work has been done in special cases. If the option

collection consists of a single call C = C(K,T), one has the static arbitrage
bounds (St—K)+ < Ct < St as well as the terminal condition Ct = (St—K)+.

Specifying directly for the pair (S, C) dynamics which obey these state space

constraints is quite delicate. It is much easier to reparametrize the option

price C by its implied volatility a via Ct = cK (St, (T — £)ôf ), where cK is the

well-known Black-Scholes [11] function given in (4.2) below. Then the pair

(S,<t) may take any value in (0,oo)2, the static arbitrage bounds and termi¬

nal condition are satisfied, and one can proceed to specify and study models

for the joint dynamics of (S,&). Such market models of implied volatilities

for a single option have first been proposed in Lyons [60] and Schönbucher

[70], and arbitrage-free examples have been constructed in Babbar [4]. Even

in this apparently simple situation, the construction is not entirely straight¬
forward: in an Itô process framework over a Brownian filtration, the drifts

are essentially determined by the volatilities of S and <r, and if one takes

these nonlinear drift restrictions into account, the question whether the re¬

sulting two-dimensional SDE system for S and a admits a solution becomes

nontrivial.

The situation becomes much more complicated if our option collection

contains more than one single call. In the literature, one can find several

variants of necessary conditions on the implied volatility dynamics for the

resulting model to be arbitrage-free; see for instance Schönbucher [70], Brace
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et al. [14], [15] and Ledoit et al. [57]. However, none of these works provide

any explicit example of a multi-option market model; in other words, no suffi¬
cient conditions are given, and the existence of such models remains an open

issue. The key difficulty is that the well-known static no-arbitrage conditions

for calls with different strikes and maturities (see e.g. Carr and Madan [28]
or Davis and Hobson [35]) entail rather complicated relations between the

implied volatilities of these options; this is illustrated in some more detail in

Section 4.3. We believe that there is a fundamental reason for this problem:

despite their importance as a market standard to quote option prices, (classi¬

cal) implied volatilities are unsuited for modelling call prices in a multi-option
model. Put bluntly, they give the wrong parametrization.

We have encountered the idea of replacing implied volatilities by another

parametrization of call prices in option market models before. For the case

/C = {K}, T = (0, oo) of a family with one fixed strike K and all maturities

T > 0, Schönbucher [70] has introduced the forward implied volatilities

àUT):=^{(T-t)a*(T)), (4.1)

and in Chapter 3 we have used techniques for infinite-dimensional SDE sys¬

tems to prove existence results for this class of models. The main contribution

in Chapter 3 is to show how one can handle the complicated SDE systems

that arise via the drift restrictions coming from absence of dynamic arbi¬

trage. The choice of the parametrization (4.1) is taken from Schönbucher

[70] and has its roots in the obvious analogy to the well-known forward rates

for interest rate modelling. As a matter of fact, the results in Chapter 3 are

more generally given for a maturity term structure of options with one fixed

(convex or concave) payoff function h and all maturities T > 0. The special

case h = log corresponds to a market model for variance swaps, where the

drift conditions take a particularly simple form; the resulting model has been

explicitly analyzed in Bühler [18]. Jacod and Protter [53] also study models

for options with one fixed payoff function and all maturities and parametrize

via the maturity derivatives -ß^Ct{T). However, they do not specify C(T) by

joint dynamics with S, and so their work falls into the realm of the martingale

approach discussed in Section 4.2.1. For the case /C = (0, oo), T = (0, oo) of

the entire option surface, Carmona and Nadtochiy [19] use local volatilities to

parametrize option prices. We shall consider models with several strikes and

maturities in detail in Chapter 5.

In this chapter, we consider the other extreme of the spectrum. We want

to construct arbitrage-free market models for call option prices in the case

/C = (0, oo), T = {T} of a family with one fixed maturity T and all strikes

K > 0. This is substantially more difficult than the case of all maturities with
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one fixed strike because it requires new ideas already at the modelling level.

Our main achievement is to introduce a new parametrization of option prices

for the multi-strike case in such a way that arbitrage-free dynamic modelling
becomes tractable. We define these new quantities, called "local implied vola¬

tilities"
,
in Section 4.4. They have no comparable precursor or analogue in in¬

terest rate theory because the traded assets in interest rate market models, the

zero coupon bonds, simply do not have any "strike structure". The key feature

of these new parameters is that they have a simple state space and yet capture

precisely all the static arbitrage restrictions. Once they have been construc¬

ted, dynamic arbitrage conditions and existence results for the corresponding

dynamic option models still need to be dealt with, but this can be achieved

similarly as in Chapter 3 by using our techniques developed in Chapter 2.

4.3 Market models for implied volatilities

In this section, we review market models for implied volatilities and explain

why their usefulness in arbitrage-free modelling is mostly limited to the case

of a single traded option C(K, T). The general setup along with the concept

of implied volatilities is introduced in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2 we

characterize absence of dynamic arbitrage in such models in terms of drift

restrictions. This recovers the results in Section 3.3 of Schönbucher [70]. Our

Section 4.3.3 provides sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of the

corresponding dynamics of S and <r(K, T) in the case of only one pair (K, T)
and discusses the difficulties that arise if one tries to generalize this approach
to a model of implied volatilities for more than one strike.

4.3.1 Implied volatilities of call options

Throughout this chapter, we work with the following setup. Let (Q, T, P) be

a probability space and T > 0 a fixed maturity. Let (St)o<t<T be a positive

process modelling a stock price, and (Bt)o<t<T a positive process with Bt = 1

P-a.s., modelling the price of a (non-defaultable) zero coupon bond with

maturity T. Moreover, for K > 0 let (Ct(K))0<t<T be a nonnegative process

modelling the price of a European call option on S paying (St — KBT)+ =

(St — K)+ at time T. Finally, let cK (S, T) be the Black-Scholes function

jcra ^ o* f*og(S/K)
+ ±T\

^ flog(S/K)
- \T

c*(S,T)
=

re(
- — ^

\-K*l
- — ^

) (T>0),

cK(S,0) = (S-K)+,
(4.2)
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where $(•) denotes the standard normal distribution function. Clearly, cK is

strictly increasing in T with limx^oo cK(S, T) = S for all S, K > 0. If the

model consisting of B, S and C(K) for a fixed K > 0 does not admit an

elementary arbitrage opportunity, then it is well known that we have for all

0 < t < T

(St - KBt)+ < Ct(K) < St

(see Proposition 3.1). This allows us to give

Definition 4.1. The implied volatility of the price Ct(K) is the unique pa¬

rameter àt(K) > 0 satisfying

cKB^St,(T-t)^(K))=Ct(K). (4.3)

Since the Black-Scholes function c has the homogeneity property cK(S, T)
= Sc (^, T) for a suitable function c, the implied volatility is invariant under

a change of numeraire; in other words, the defining condition (4.3) can be

rewritten, for every positive numeraire process M, as

cKBt/Mt ^St/Mt) (T _ t)à2t(K)) = Ct(K)/Mt.

Therefore, we always use from now on the bond B as numeraire, and in the

sequel, all price processes B, S, C(K) denote ß-discounted price processes,

so that B = 1.

4.3.2 Drift restrictions for implied volatilities

Let W be a £>-dimensional Brownian motion on (Q, J7, P), F = (^Ii)o<t<T the

P-augmented filtration generated by W, and T = Tt- We denote for n G N

and p > 1 by Lfoc(Era) the space of all Era-valued, progressively measurable,

locally p-integrable (in t, P-a.s.) processes on [0,T]. We model a stock price

process (St)o<t<T and, for some set of strikes /C Ç (0,oo), a family of price

processes (Ct(K))0<t<T [K G /C) of call options paying (St — K)+ at time T

by

Ct(K) = cK{St,(T-t)aUK)) (4.4)

with dynamics

dSt = fitStdt + atStdWt (0 < t < T), S0 = s0,

(4.5)

dol(K) = ut(K)ol(K)dt + vt(K)ol(K)dWt (0 < t < T), ol(K) = x0(K).
(4.6)
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Here cK is the Black-Scholes function from (4.2), ß,u(K) are in L11oc(E), and

a,v(K) are in L2oc(RD). Each â2(K) is a positive process modelling the

square of the implied volatility of C(K).
It is now natural to ask under which conditions there exists a common

equivalent local martingale measure for the (discounted) price processes S,

C(K) for all K G /C. The existence of such a measure is essentially equivalent
to the drift restrictions

lit = -atbt, (4.7)

MK) = ^ (l - ^y \at + \ log (f) vt(K)f )
+ (i(T - t)<rt2(tf) + |) MX)|2 - (f + &,) • **(#) (4.8)

for all K G /C and a market price of risk process b G L2oc(RD). More precisely,

we have the following result.

Theorem 4.2. a) If there exists a common equivalent local martingale mea¬

sure Q for S and C(K) for all K G K, then there exists a market price of risk

process b G Llc(RD) such that (4.7) and (4.8) (K G K.) hold for a.e.te [0, T],
P-a.s.

b) Conversely, suppose that the coefficients ß, a, u(K) and v(K) satisfy,
as functions of S and â2(K), the relations (4-7), (4-8) (K G K,) for a.e.

t G [0,T], P-a.s., for some bounded (uniformly m t, uj) process b G L20C(ED).
Also suppose that there exists a family of positive continuous adapted processes

S, â2(K) on [0,T] satisfying the system (4-5), (4-6). Then there exists a com¬

mon equivalent local martingale measure Q on Tt for (St)o<t<T, (Ct(K))o<t<T

for all K G /C. One such measure is given by

dQ

dP
:=S(JbdW)T.

Moreover, if a is bounded, then S and C(K) for all K G K, are martingales
under Q.

This result is essentially proved in Section 3.3 of Schönbucher [70]. Note

that the free input parameters in the model are the stock volatility a and

the family of processes v(K) for all K G /C, i.e., the volatilities of the implied
volatilities a2(K); they determine (together with the market price of risk b)
the drifts ß and u(K) via (4.7) and (4.8). The v(K) are often called volvols.
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4.3.3 Existence problems in arbitrage-free implied vola¬

tility models

We now turn to the question of existence and uniqueness of solutions for

arbitrage-free implied volatility models. This is an important issue; without

an existence result, it is not possible to specify a concrete model. For the

case of one single call option, a positive result can be found in Babbar [4]. In

order to point out the major difficulties arising in the general case of several

calls, we review here the case of a single option by discussing a slightly more

general version of the basic result of Babbar [4].
Consider the model (4.5), (4.6), where ß and u(K) are given by (4.7),

(4.8), and take the case where the coefficients v(K) are nonzero constants

and a is in L2oc(RD). In general, two problems will arise:

1. Because of the nonlinear dependence on a2(K) of the drifts u(K) in

(4.8), a solution of (4.6) will in general only exist up to an explosion
time which may be strictly less than T with positive probability.

2. Due to the factor ^^, the drifts u(K) will typically not be in L11oc(E).
The solution of (4.6) will explode at maturity, i.e., for t f T, and C(K)
will no longer be a local martingale on [0,T].

So for a general specification of the coefficients a, v(K), we should expect that

the system (4.5), (4.6) does not have a (non-exploding) solution on [0,T], and

that there does not exist an arbitrage-free model with these coefficients. See

also Schönbucher [70], Section 3.5, for a discussion of the second problem.
For a positive result, we need to make a choice for a, v(K) which avoids the

above difficulties. As in Babbar [4], we restrict ourselves to the case /C = {K}
of a single call option, and to simplify notation we drop the dependence on

K in the quantities a2,u,v. We choose the processes v and a as functions of

the state variables t, S, â2, writing (with a slight abuse of notation)

vt = v(t, S,a2),

at = a{t,S,a2),

and define for a fixed market price of risk process b the processes

ßt = ß(t,S,a2),

Ut = u(t, S, à )

by the drift restrictions (4.7), (4.8). In order to obtain a unique strong so¬

lution to our SDEs, we have to impose some sort of Lipschitz condition on
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the coefficients. To that end, let U Ç Rd and 6 be a (possibly empty) set.

We say that a function / : 6 x U — Rn is locally Lipschitz on U if f(-,x) is

bounded for fixed x E U and if there exists a continuous function C(-, •) on

U2 such that

|/(Ö,x)-/(Ö,x')| < C(x,x')\x-x'\ Vx,x' E U, 0EO.

One easily checks that if /, g are locally Lipschitz on U and h : f(U) — Era

is locally Lipschitz on /([/"), then f + g, fg and /jo/ are locally Lipschitz

on U. In the following const denotes a generic positive constant whose value

can change from one line to the next. We now have the following result.

Proposition 4.3. Let b be a progressively measurable process which is uni¬

formly bounded and

a(t,s,x) := --log(K/s)v(t,s,x) + y/x(f(t,s,x) + (T-t)g(t,s,x)), (4.9)

where f,g,v : [0,T] x (0, oo)2 — ED are locally Lipschitz on (0, oo)2 and

satisfy

\f(t,s,x)\ = l,

\g(t, s,x)\ < const,

\v(t, s,x)\ < const-

(4.10)

'l + y/x-+\\0g(K/s)y)

Then the system (4-5), (4-6) with (4-7), (4-8) has a unique positive (non-

exploding) solution (S,â2) on [0,T].

For the proof, we need an existence and uniqueness result for strong so¬

lutions of SDEs with locally Lipschitz coefficients.

Proposition 4.4. Let ß : [0,oo) x Rd -> Rd, 7 : [0, 00) x Rd -> RdxD be

functions which are locally Lipschitz on Rd and x0 E Rd. Suppose that for

/e{/3,7)

\f(t,x)\<const(l + \x\) Vt>0,xERd. (4.11)

Then there exists a unique strong solution on [0, 00) to the SDE

dXt = ß(t,Xt)dt + -y(t,Xt)dWt, X0 = x0.

Proof. This follows from Chapter 5, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Durrett [42] for

the time-homogeneous case. The time-inhomogeneous case is proved com¬

pletely analogously.
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We now come to the

Proof of Proposition 4-3. In order to deal with the positivity requirement

for S and <r2, we work with a suitable transformation of the state variables.

Let a > 1 be sufficiently large. Then there exists a convex smooth strictly

increasing function if) : E — (0, oo) such that

/ / \
[ —- for z < —a,

/, -, «\

ip(z) = < z
.

- '

(4.12)
[ z for z > a.

Let £ : (0, oo) — E be the inverse of if). We apply Proposition 4.4 with d = 2

to the SDE system for the processes Y = log S, Z = £(<r2), that is, the system

dY = U(t,eY,ïp(Z)) - ±\a(t,eY,*p(Z))\2) dt + a(t,eY,*p(Z)) dW, (4.13)

dZ = û(t,Y,Z)dt + v(t,Y,Z)dW (4.14)

with y(0) = log s0 and Z(0) = Ç(x0), where

ü(t,y,z) = u(t,eVMz))Mz)?(Mz))+h\v(t^
v(t,y,z) = v{t,ey,iP(z))iP(z)?{iP(z)).

If we have a solution (Y, Z) to (4.13), (4.14), then by Itô's lemma the process

(S, a2) := (eY/tp(Z)) is a solution to (4.5), (4.6), and vice versa.

It now only remains to check the conditions of Proposition 4.4 for the

coefficients in the system (4.13), (4.14). The local Lipschitz condition is

clearly satisfied since f,g,V,îf),£',£" are locally Lipschitz. To check (4.11),
first note that we have

\ip{z)'{il>{z))\ < constil + \z\) Vz G

\^{z)2i"{^{z))\
< const{\ + \z\) Vz G

2*,,„.xm „ , , . w. ^ r (4-15)

This follows for z ^ [—a, a] by direct computation from (4.12) and for

z G [—a,a] by continuity of the functions on the left-hand sides of (4.15).
Next, note that from (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain

u(t,s,x) = -2f(t,s,x) g(t,s,x) - (T -t)\g(t,s,x)\2

+ (j-6(T-t)x+\)\V(t,s,x)\2-^a(t,s,x) + b)-V(t,s,x),

and now (4.9) and (4.10) imply that u(t,s,x) and v(t,s,x) are bounded.

Together with (4.15), this yields (4.11) for the coefficients of (4.14). Finally,

(4.9) and (4.10) imply

c (t, ey, ip(z)) | < const (l + y/ip(z)\ < const (l + \Ja + |z|) .
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Together with (4.7), this yields (4.11) for the coefficients of (4.13), and the

proof is complete.

The main ideas for the volatility specifications in Proposition 4.3 are the

following. First, we choose v in a form which ensures that u from (4.8) is

bounded in â2; this is why we need the asymptotic behaviour v(t, s,x) ~ -^
for x — oo in (4.10). Once v is given, the choice of a in (4.9) is then

necessary to remove the singularity and ensure boundedness of u from (4.8)
near maturity, i.e., for T — t \ 0.

We can now also illustrate one of the main difficulties in extending this

result to |/C| > 1. In a market model (4.5), (4.6) for a stock S and several

call options and squared implied volatilities â2(K) satisfying the no-arbitrage
conditions (4.7), (4.8), it is not clear how to choose the coefficients a, v(K)
to ensure non-explosion of the drifts u(K) (and thus absence of arbitrage) for

T — t \ 0. Already for |/C| = 2, the above method would force us to choose a

for given v{K\) and v(K2) in such a way that we keep both u{K\) and u(K2)
under control, and it is not clear if or how this could be achieved. It does

not help either if one tries to first specify a and then find suitable v(Ki) and

v(K2); getting simultaneous control over both u{K\) and u(K2) looks equally
hard.

The true reason behind these difficulties is the fact that implied volatili¬

ties cannot take arbitrary values across a spectrum of strikes: absence of ar¬

bitrage between different options enforces awkward constraints and relations

between the corresponding implied volatilities. For an easy example, take

strikes 0 < K\ < K2 and suppose that the call price C(Ki) is given by some

implied volatility o{K\) > 0. If the implied volatility â(K2) for the strike K2

now exceeds a certain finite bound (depending on S, <j(Ki), K\,K2), the price

curve K i— cK(S, (T — t)â2(K)^j is no longer decreasing on [Ki,K2], which

leads to an immediate arbitrage opportunity. This is the same effect we have

already seen in Section 4.2 where modelling (S, C) was very delicate whereas

modelling (S, à) was straightforward. In the present two-strike situation, we

now find that modelling (S, â(Ki), â(K2)^j is unpleasant, and the reason is

again that the state space of this process is very complicated due to static

arbitrage constraints. We conclude again that we need another, better suited

parametrization - and this is why presumably (classical) implied volatilities

are not the right choice for constructing market models of option prices.

To overcome these problems, we introduce in the next section a transfor¬

mation of the variables S, â2(K), K G /C, to a new parametrization which

has a very simple state space, and for which a non-singular specification of

the arbitrage-free dynamics consequently becomes straightforward.
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4.4 Local implied volatilities and price level

It has been a market standard for a long time to use implied volatilities for

quoting option prices, and they have been extensively analyzed in many re¬

spects; a good overview can be found in Lee [58]. In particular, the statistical

behaviour of a is well known from many empirical studies on the dynamics
of the surface <r(K, T) (see for example Cont and da Fonseca [31] for a list of

references in this area). But for the purpose of a theoretical analysis, implied
volatilities in an arbitrage-free setting suffer from the serious drawback that

they cannot take arbitrary positive values across different strikes, and we have

just seen in Section 4.3.3 that this makes the construction of option market

models via implied volatilities a tremendous (if not impossible) challenge.
In this section, we therefore propose to parametrize call prices by a new

set of quantities which do not suffer from the above problems. In Section

4.4.1, we introduce local implied volatilities and the price level which model

an arbitrage-free set of call prices in a natural way. We provide an interpre¬

tation for these quantities and show how they are related to classical implied
volatilities and the stock price. In Section 4.4.2, we then derive the arbitrage-
free dynamics of local implied volatilities and the price level. The resulting
infinite system of SDEs is studied in more detail in Section 4.5; it is still

complicated but tractable.

4.4.1 The new parametrization: Definitions and basic

properties

We resume the setup of Section 4.3.1. On some probability space (Q, T, P),
we have a (discounted) bond price process B

= 1 and positive processes

(St)o<t<T and (Ct(K))0<t<T, K > 0, modelling the (discounted) prices of a

stock S and European call options on S with one fixed maturity T > 0 and

all strikes K > 0. In the notation of Section 4.3, we have here K, = (0, oo).

By setting Ct(0) := St, the model is specified through the processes C(K),
K > 0, on the interval [0,T].

Definition 4.5. A function T : [0, oo) — [0, oo) is called a price curve.

A price curve is called statically arbitrage-free if it is convex and satisfies
-1 <F+(K) <0forallK>0.

This definition is motivated by the following

Proposition 4.6. // the above market C(K), K > 0 does not admit an

elementary arbitrage opportunity, then for each t G [0,T) the price curve

K i— F(K) := Ct(K) is statically arbitrage-free.
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Proof See Davis and Hobson [35], Theorem 3.1.

Since Ct(0) = St, one easily checks that any statically arbitrage-free price

curve satisfies the elementary static arbitrage bounds (St — K)+ < Ct(K) < St.

Besides absence of arbitrage, a further economically reasonable requirement

for a European call option model is that lim^^oo Ct(K) = 0 for all t G [0, T),
and under some non-degeneracy conditions on S one can also show that the

inequalities in Definition 4.5 must be strict. This motivates that we restrict

ourselves to the following class of models.

Definition 4.7. An option model C(K), K > 0 is called admissible if the

price curve T(K) := Ct(K) is twice differentiable, satisfies T"(K) > 0 and

-1 < Y'{K) < 0 for all K > 0, and lim*-^ T(K) = 0 for each t G [0,T),
and if we have Ct(K) = (St — K)+ for all K > 0, P-a.s.

We now introduce a new set of fundamental quantities which allow a

straightforward parametrization of admissible option models. Let $_1(-) de¬

note the quantile function and tp(-) = $'(•) the density function of the stan¬

dard normal distribution. To motivate our subsequent definition, recall the

Black-Scholes function cK(S, T) in (4.2) and note that its first and second par¬

tial derivatives with respect to the strike are given by 8kck {S, (T — t)a2) =

-Hd2) anddKKcK{S, (T-t)a2) = V(d2)^^- with d2 = ^(s/Kj-^-tW/2
Hence we have the identity

^-l(-dKcK{S,(T-t)a*)))
a= \ = ; Hr-.

(4.16)

VT^tK dKKcK (S, (T - t)a2)
V ;

This motivates the following

Definition 4.8. Let Ct(K)o<t<T be admissible. We define the local implied

volatility (at K) of the price curve by

(4.17)
Next, for a fixed constant K0 G (0, oo); we define the price level of the price

curve as

Yt:=VT^t<S>-l{-C't(K0)), te[0,T). (4.18)

By (4.16), the quantity Xt(K) can be interpreted as an "implied volatil¬

ity" in the sense of a functional of the call price curve that yields back the

volatility parameter for option prices given by Black-Scholes prices. The ter¬

minology local implied volatility is justified by the following result.
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Proposition 4.9. Let X(K) and Y be the local implied volatilities and price

level of an admissible model C(K), K > 0. Suppose that for a small interval

I = [a, b] Ç (0, oo) and a fixed t < T we have Xt(K) = Xt(a) for all K E I.

Then there exists a unique pair (xt,zt) E (0, oo)2 such that

cXl (zt, (T - t)x2t) - cK> (zt, (T - t)x2t) = CtiKj - Ct(K2) (4.19)

holds for all Ki,K2 E I. It is given by

xt = Xt(a),

zt = exp (xt{a)Yt - Xt{a) fKo^ + loga + §(T - t)Xt{af) .

The proof is given at the end of this section. By Proposition 4.9, the local

implied volatility Xt(a) at the strike a is that unique implied volatility para¬

meter Xt for which the Black-Scholes formula prices all call option differences

Ct(Ki) — Ct(K2) with strikes in the small interval / = [a, b] consistently, i.e.,

with the same implied volatility parameter xt and the same "implied stock

price" zt. Note that this interpretation only holds locally, in the sense that

the assumption Xt(K) = Xt(a) for K E [a,b] can only hold (approximately)
if the interval [a, b] is very small. The "implied stock price" zt in general

depends on / and differs from the underlying stock price Ct(0) = St, unless

the price curve Ct(K) is generated by a Black-Scholes model; see Example
4.13 below. As we shall see later, the price level Yt (which does not depend

on K or / by construction) serves as a convenient substitute for the implied
stock price zt in our option model framework.

For an admissible option model, we clearly have by definition Xt(K) > 0,

Yt E IR. The main motivation for Definition 4.8 is that the set of positive

local implied volatility curves and real-valued price levels is (up to some

integrability conditions) in a one-to-one relation to admissible option price

models, as is shown in the following

Theorem 4.10. Let X(K),Y be the local implied volatilities and price level

of an admissible model C(K). Then

'y
— fk dh

'

Ct(K)= I $ I
*

^^^ 1 dk, Ke[0,oo), (4.20)
'K

'Yt - L

Vr^t
K dh

C't(K) = -$ (
-

^If)h ) ,
K E (0, oo), (4.21)

'Y* - L
K dh

CUK) = H
•

^Tk I ;^-t- ^(0,00). («2)
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Conversely, for continuous adapted processes X(K) > 0, Y on [0, T] for which

the right-hand side of (4-20) is finite P-a.s., define Ct(K) via (4-20). Then

C(K), K > 0 is an admissible model having local implied volatilities X(K)
and price level Y.

Proof We start with the second assertion. (4.20) implies (4.21) and (4.22),
so the price curves T(K) := Ct(K) are strongly arbitrage-free. Finiteness of

the integral in (4.20) ensures hin^^oo T(X) = 0, and using the behaviour of

/y,_ffc 4h \

the integrand $ I —^gWh j in (4.20) for t / T gives

CT(K)= I( k dh } (k) dk- If fk dh i (k) dk.

Because X{h) > 0, the integrand k i— g{k) := It ,k dh \ is decreasing,
\Yt>Jk0 xT(h)h)

has values 0 and 1, and its integral from 0 to oo is Cy(0) = St- So either

g
= 1 on [0,X], in which case Ct(K) = St — K, or g drops to 0 before K,

in which case St = J0 g(k)dk < K. This shows that Ct(K) = (St — K)+
Finally, solving (4.21) at K = K0 for Yt gives (4.18), and solving (4.22) for

Xt(K) via plugging in (4.21) yields (4.17).
For the first assertion, note that C't(K) defined by (4.21) solves the first

order ODE (4.17) for C't(K) with initial condition (4.18). Since the function

x i— (/?($-1(—xf) is locally Lipschitz on (0,1), the solution is unique and

thus must be given by (4.21). Finally (4.20) follows by integrating (4.21) and

using linix^oo Ct(K) = 0.

Remarks. 1) By Theorem 4.10, local implied volatilities and price level

could have been equivalently defined via equation (4.20), which itself can

be motivated quite naturally as an option pricing formula in a certain stock

martingale model. We explain this in more detail in Appendix B.

2) Definition 4.8 and Theorem 4.10 can be extended to the following

setting. Let C(K), K > 0 be an option model such that the price curve

T(K) := Ct(K) is statically arbitrage-free, twice differentiable, and satisfies

linix^oo r(X) = 0 for each t G [0,T). We also suppose that there exists a

constant K0 G (0, oo) with K0 G It := {K > 0\C't(K) G (-1,0)} for all

t G [0,T). Note that It is an interval since C't(-) is an increasing function.

Then define for ie [0,T)

1

Xt{K) = {

-^-\-C't(K))) iîC>>(K)>0,
Vr^tKCi'(K)
0 if C'liK) = 0, K£lt

oo if C'liK) = 0, K G h
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and Yt by (4.18). Then in analogy to Theorem 4.10, the option prices can be

written as in (4.20) - (4.22) with the obvious interpretation of the integrals

Ik xd(h)h f°r [0, oo]-valued functions Xt(h). Conversely, for a process X(K)

satisfying Xt(K) G (0, oo] for K G It and Xt(K) = 0 for K ^ It with intervals

It containing K0, and a real-valued process Y, define Ct(K) again via (4.20).
Then we obtain a model with statically arbitrage-free price curves having
local implied volatilities X(K) and price level Y. This extended definition of

the local implied volatilities can for example be used to construct models in

which the stock price S only takes values in some interval / Ç [0, oo); in this

case, absence of arbitrage requires that C"(K) = 0 for K ^ I. o

Here is a sufficient criterion for the finiteness of the right-hand side of

(4.20). Note that this is a condition on X(K).

Proposition 4.11. // there exists K\ > 1 + K0, x > 0 and r G [0, \) such

that Xt{K) < x(\ogK)r for all K > Kx, then Ct(0) defined by (4.20) satisfies

Ct(0)< const + K81e8^xYt^,
where const is a constant depending only on K\,T,x,r.

1
i

Proof. By Jensen's inequality for i-)1-^, we have for k > K\es^xYt^~r that

logfc> 8logKx + %\xYt\-^r > ((logK1)1~r + (I - r^xYt])^ 2^,
(logfc)1"^^ > (log^i)1^^ + M

and, using the assumption on Xt(K),

Il Xm-H
> Il ^W-h =

W^r) {^k?-r - (log^l)1^),

Y^A < -^ (-^(logfc)^ + ^(log^)1- + Yt

< -7jht\^hs^gk)^ < --^-(logfc)1-,

* (^#0 < *(-â^Oogfc)1-) < v(-^f-ßogky
~

V2i
" F V 87V

Thus from (4.20) we obtain

1

exp(-^(logfc)2-2^

Yt-SL
Ct(0) < Kfe8\xY^ + /~e8|xytli/(i-> $ { J^-th)h)

dk

< kb^y^ + /~ -^exp (-^(logk)^) dk.
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Remark. If there exists an equivalent martingale measure Q ~ P for the

model C(K), K > 0, then it is well known that the default probability

P[St = 0 | J-~t] is zero if and only if we have C't(0) = — 1. This condition can

be ensured in a local implied volatility model for instance by demanding that

for some e > 0 and x>0we have

Xt(K) < x\ log K\ for all K < e;

this implies fK xTh)h ~^ ~°° for -^ ^ 0 and hence Ct'(0) = -1 by (4.21). o

In addition to providing an interpretation for the local implied volatilities

and price level, we can also express these new quantities in terms of the

classical implied volatilities ât(K) of the admissible option prices Ct(K) and

the stock price St. These formulas are a bit lengthy but explicit.

Proposition 4.12. ForTt(K):= (T-t)a?(K) and d2(t,K):=

the local implied volatilities and price level are given by

\og(St/K)-±rt(K)

UK) \0g (St.
K, è?*(*0 K d

a\{K)dK àî(K)

l(log2(t)-Tt(X)-iT^))(^K d_
'(K) dK àKK)

*?*(*)*K^ d?_
KK)dK* àKK)

MK),

Y+

<p{d2{t,K)r

$-1($(d2(t,X0)) - y{d2{t,K0))^/YjKÖ)^
d ~2

x ^T^t.

>à2t(K0)dK
à2 (Ko)

(4.24)

Proof. From (4.3) we obtain

C>XK) = dKcK(St,rt(K))+drcK(St,rt(K))(T-t)^aKK),
Ci'{K) = dKKcK(St, Tt(K)) + 2dKTcK(St, Tt(K)) (T - t)^(K)

+ drrcK(St,Tt(K))((T-t)^(K))2
+ dycK(St,rt(K))(T-t)^(K).
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Computing the partial derivatives of the Black-Scholes function cK(S,T)
yields

at(K) = -<$>{d2(t,K)) +y{d2(t,K))^TÄK)^^aKK), (4.25)

t{K)

l(iog2 (f) - UK) - jt?w) (^éW)
2

Now the result follows by inserting (4.25), (4.26) into (4.17), (4.18).

(4.26)

Example 4.13. For the Black-Scholes model with volatility a > 0 we have

St = So exp laWt — \&2t), where W is a Brownian motion under the risk-

neutral measure, and ât(K) = a for all K > 0. So (4.23) simplifies to

Xt(K) = a, recovering the identity (4.16) again, and (4.24) yields

Yt = VT^t d2(t,K0) = ^logSt - ^logXo - \{T - t)a

= Wt + ±(log(So/K0)-±Ta2).

Plugging this into the expression for zt in Proposition 4.9 readily shows that

zt = St in the Black-Scholes model. o

Note that by using (4.25), (4.26), we could express the (strict) static no-

arbitrage restrictions C't(K) G (—1,0) and C"(K) > 0 of Proposition 4.6

in terms of the implied volatilities â(K). However, it is not at all obvi¬

ous how one could parametrize those implied volatility curves K i— ât(K)
which satisfy the resulting conditions. In contrast, Theorem 4.10 says that

any positive-valued local implied volatility curve X(K) satisfying the simple
bound in Proposition 4.11 is compatible with the static no-arbitrage restric¬

tions in an admissible model. In other words, absence of dynamic arbitrage
can be characterized and ensured by imposing only conditions on the coef¬

ficients in the dynamics; there are no restrictions on the state space of the

X(K) and Y, which can take arbitrary values in (0, oo) and E, respectively.
We therefore argue that this new parametrization is very natural and conve¬

nient for constructing models.

Remark. In Chapter 3, we have shown how one can parametrize an infinite

family of option price processes for one fixed payoff function (e.g., calls with
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one fixed strike) and all maturities T > 0. The paranietrization chosen in

Chapter 3 is via the forward implied volatilities over the remaining time to

maturity, and we have shown that this is very convenient to analyze in terms

of absence of dynamic arbitrage. The local implied volatilities and price level

introduced here play the analogous role for models of calls with one fixed

maturity and all strikes K > 0. o

It remains to give the

Proof of Proposition 4-9. By (4.20) and the assumption in Proposition 4.9,

we have for any Ki,K2 E I

CtiKJ - Ct{K2)

Xt(a) ' dk.

d Jt(„ frr 4\^2\
_

^flog(zt/K)-±(T-t)x2t

For any xt > 0, zt > 0 we have
^cK(zt, (T

-

t)xf)
= -$ f -

^T_tx

for all K, and therefore

f-K2 /log*« lfT' f)r iogfc\

c^(zt, (T-t)x*)-cK*(zt, {T-t)x?) = Jk $ M 2^-^
*

j dk.

(4.27)

So xt = Xt(a), zt = exp (xt(a) (Yt - fKo^ + |g + |(T - t)Xt(a)))
satisfy (4.19). To see the uniqueness of (xt,zt), note that by using (4.17),
then (4.19), and finally (4.16), we obtain for K E I

Xt(a) = XAK) =

l
v($~l( ~ C'AKJ)

^-l(-dKcK(zt,(T-t)x2t)
VT^tKdKKcK(zt,(T-t)

— Xt-
.Xjf

Moreover, (4.27) shows that cKl (zt, (T - t)xf) - cK2 (zt, (T - t)xf) is strictly

increasing in zt, so the uniqueness of zt follows.
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4.4.2 Arbitrage-free dynamics of the local implied vola¬

tilities

In this section, we derive the dynamics of the local implied volatilities un¬

der absence of arbitrage. Let W be a P>-dimensional Brownian motion on

(QjFjP), F = (J-"t)o<t<T the P-augmented filtration generated by W, and

T = Tt- We suppose that we have positive processes Xt(K), K > 0, sat¬

isfying the condition in Proposition 4.11 and a real valued process Yt with

P-dynamics

dXt(K) = ut(K)Xt(K)dt

dYt = ßtdt + jtdWt

vt{K)Xt{K)dWt (0<t<T), (4.28)

(0<i<T), (4.29)

where ß,u(K) G Llc(R), and j,v(K) G tfoc(RD) for each K. We also

suppose that u,v are uniformly bounded in u,t,K and that the initial local

< oo for all K > 0. Now define
K dh

implied volatility curve satisfies JK x ,h,2

processes Ct(K), K > 0 by (4.20), so that Xt(K), Yt are by construction and

Theorem 4.10 the local implied volatilities and price level of the option prices

Ct(K), K > 0. Remember that St = Ct(0), and note that for defining Ct(0)
via (4.20), the values Xt(0) are not needed.

Our aim is now to show that the existence of a common equivalent local

martingale measure for C(K) for all K > 0 is essentially equivalent to the

drift restrictions

ßt = i£rt (W - 1) - It k,

ut{K) = \vt{K)\2-vt{K)-bt + ^_

(4.30)

T-t

1
_

1

2 2 7* +
X
K vt(h)
K0 Xt(h)h

dh

+ (Yt - Ik0 5&) (^ + Sk0 Wrndh) vt(K) (4.31)

for a market price of risk process b G Lfoc(RD). More precisely, we have the

following result.

Theorem 4.14. a) If there exists a common equivalent local martingale mea¬

sure Q for all C(K) (K > 0), then there exists a market price of risk process

b G Llc(RD) such that (4.30), (4.31) (for all K > 0) hold for a.e. t G [0,T],
P-a.s.

b) Conversely, suppose that the coefficients ß,j,u(K) and v(K) satisfy,
as functions ofYt and Xt(K), the relations (4-30), (4-31) (for all K > 0) for
a.e. t G [0,T]; P-a.s. for some bounded (uniformly m t,u) process

b G L]0C(RD). Also suppose that there exists a family of continuous adapted
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S(JbdW)T. (4.32)

processes X(K) > 0, Y satisfying the system (4-28) (for all K > 0), (4-29).
Then there exists a common equivalent local martingale measure Q on Tt for

C(K) (K > 0). One such measure is given by

dQ

dP

c) In the situation of a) or b), the dynamics of C(K) under Q are given

by

dCt(K) = j: v pzAj*) -^ (, + £^)*.m

_

(4.33)

for K > 0 and a Q-Brovmian motion W = W — J bsds.

The equations (4.30), (4.31) for the local implied volatility setting are

the analogues to the drift restrictions (3.17), (3.18) for the forward implied

volatility modelling. Note that the free input parameters are the market price

of risk process b as well as 7 and the family of processes v(K) for all K, i.e.,

the volatilities of the state variables Y and X(K); they determine the drifts

ß and u(K) via (4.30), (4.31). Note also that since St = Ct(0), the volatility

at of the stock price process dSt = atStdWt can easily be derived from (4.33)
and (4.20) as

ot
(Yt Ikq xtd(h)h\ 1 ( ,

fk vt(h) jh\ ,,

^ I y/r=i j VT=i y* + Jk0 xt(h)hatl)
aK

00 /v rk dhYtSlI $ ( J^gWh I dk (4.34)

This implies that if 7 or the "volvols" v(K) are random, we obtain for the

stock price S a model with a certain (quite specific) stochastic volatility.
Whether or not this is Markovian depends on j,v(K). Under some assump¬

tions on X(K), we can give explicit bounds on at; see Appendix B for details.

Example 4.15. Let Xq(-) be a positive measurable function on (0,oo) sat¬

isfying the condition in Proposition 4.11 and Y0 G 1R. Take D = 1, 7
= 1,

and v(K) = 0 for all K. Then Theorem 4.14 yields ß = —b, u(K) = 0 for all

K, and thus Yt = Wt — J0 bsds and Xt(K) = X0(K) for all K. Hence we ob¬

tain an arbitrage-free one-factor model with constant (strike-dependent) local

implied volatility, which is capable of fitting any arbitrage-free initial option

price curve Co(K), parametrized by its local implied volatility curve X0(K)
and price level Y0. In Section 4.5, we construct more generally arbitrage-free

option price models with stochastic (and thus potentially more realistic) local

implied volatility processes. o
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.14.

We use

Proposition 4.16. Let Zt(k) := Yt — fK x^-,fe. Under P, the dynamics of

Ct(K) for each fixed K > 0 are then given by

dCt(K)
'K

1 Zt(k)
2 T-t

ßt

It L
k Vt(h) ii

Ko Xt(h)han

rk 9

v;{h) - ut(h)
dh dk dt

IK0 Xt{h)h

+ f * (0) vh (^ + Sk0 Wmdh)dk dw<-

Proof This follows with lengthy but straightforward computations from ap¬

plying Itô's lemma to (4.20) and using (4.28), (4.29) and Fubini's theorem for

stochastic integrals (see Protter [66], Chap. IV, Theorem 65). Details can be

found in Appendix B.

Proof of Theorem 4-H- a) Since F is generated by W, Itô's representation

£(JbdW)t for some process
dQ
dP

Tttheorem implies that we have E

beLlc(RD),^d
_

W:=W-J btdt

is a Q-Brownian motion by Girsanov's theorem. Now Proposition 4.16 yields

dCt(K)
K

where

ßt(k)

>K

AZtik)
'2 T-t

<p (#S) -jhMk)dk dt

m (t* + iL ^kdh)dk w, (4-35)
Zt(k)
VT^t

It
L
k vt(h) ,,

Ko Xt{h)han + ßt-lLvJiEmedh

+ (t* + Iko Wrhdh) b*

for k > 0. Since the C(K) are local Q-martingales for all K, by Fubini's

theorem we have P-a.s. for a.e. t

ßtik) = 0 for a.e. k. (4.36)

Letting k — K0 in (4.36), we obtain (4.30). Finally, (4.31) follows after a

straightforward calculation if we differentiate (4.36) with respect to k.
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b) Define % := 8 (/ 6dW/)T on TT\ then VU := W-/ btdt is a Q-Brownian
motion on [0, T] by Girsanov's theorem. Another lengthy but straightforward
calculation shows that (4.30) and (4.31) imply ßt(k) = 0 for all k. Plugging

this and dWt = dWt + btdt into Proposition 4.16, we obtain c) under b). It

now follows easily from c) that C(K) for all K > 0 are Q-local martingales
on [0,T].

c) The assertion under b) has been proved together with b) above. Under

a) the assertion follows from (4.35) and (4.36).

4.5 A class of arbitrage-free local implied vo¬

latility models

In this section, we apply the existence and uniqueness results of Chapter 2

to the infinite system (4.28), (4.29) of SDEs arising in Section 4.4, provid¬

ing explicit examples of arbitrage-free local implied volatility models. This

requires some additional work: An existence result for general SDEs like in

Chapter 2 uses assumptions on both the drift and the volatility coefficients,
but in the case of our system (4.28), (4.29) we may only choose the volatility
coefficients 7, v. Our aim is therefore to find conditions on the coefficients

7, i> such that the drift coefficients ß,u given by (4.30), (4.31) behave nicely
and the results of Chapter 2 can be applied.

We first adapt the framework for infinite systems of SDEs developed in

Chapter 2 to the present setup in Section 4.5.1. Then we provide an existence

result in Section 4.5.2. We generalize Example 4.15 to nonzero v and hence

to stochastic local implied volatilities. Our approach is similar in spirit to the

existence results in Section 2.6 for interest rate term structure models or in

Section 3.3 for forward implied volatility term structure models.

4.5.1 Construction of the solution space

In this section, we define the spaces in which we construct the SDE solutions

in Section 4.5.2 below. This is done broadly in parallel to Section 3.3.1. Some

rather technical concepts from Chapter 2 (including an existence result for

infinite-dimensional SDEs) which are only used in proofs have been shifted

into Appendix A; it can be skipped by those readers who are mainly interested

in the results and less in the details of the proofs.
The key trick to obtaining results for the infinite family of real-valued

processes X(K), K > 0, on Q is to view this as one real-valued process on
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an extended space Q whose elements are pairs (K,u). Since we only need

our processes up to the fixed maturity T, we work throughout this section

on [0,T]. So let (Q,.?7, P) be a probability space, T > 0, F = (J-"t)o<t<T a

filtration on this space satisfying the usual conditions, W a D-dimensional

Brownian motion with respect to P and F, and K0 > 0 the constant in

Definition 4.8. Let A be a strictly positive probability density on (0, oo) with

A (.Ko) < oo and define

<{K):= inf \{h)h, Ke(0,oc).
h[K0AK,K0VK]

Then (* := sup#e(0)OO) ((K) = ^(-Ko)-K~o < oo. Let v be the probability on

(0, oo) corresponding to A, and set

(Q, T, Ç, P) := ((0, oo) x Ü, ({0, (0, oo)} ® T) V A", 13(0, oo) ® 3=, v ® p) ,

where M is the family of [y 0 P)-zero sets in 13(0, oo) ® T. Also define

G = (öOtelo.T] with öt := (ß(0,oo) 0 Ji) VA", te [0,T],

W = (Wt)te[0,T] with Wt(fc,o;) := Wt(tü) Vt G [0,T], (fc,w) G Q.

It is straightforward to check that W is a (G, P)-Brownian motion on Q.

We can now introduce the spaces in which we construct our SDE solutions.

The following definition corresponds to Definition 2.1 in Chapter 2.

Definition 4.17. For p > 1 and d G N; <S^'d or shortly S% is the space of
all (equivalence classes of) Rd-valued, G-adapted, P-a.s. continuous processes

X = ((X(t))o<t<T on Q which satisfy

p

sup \X(t)\p
0<t<T

= / E

Jo
sup \X(t,k)\p
0<t<T

\X\\P :=E

we identify X and X' m Sp if \X — X'\ = 0.

du(k) < oo;

We reformulate Proposition 2.24 in the present setup. It says that sto¬

chastic integrals with respect to W can be interpreted as stochastic integrals
with respect to W in the natural way.

Proposition 4.18. Let h be a G-progressively measurable process on Q such

that J0 h\du < oo P-a.s. Then we have J0 hu(k)2du < oo P-a.s., for a.e.

k G (0, oo); and the stochastic integral J hdW satisfies

( / hudWv) (k) = ( / hu(k)dWu) Vt P-a.s., for a.e. k G (0,oo).
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From now on, we identify F-progressively measurable (or F-adapted) pro¬

cesses ftonO with G-progressively measurable (or G-adapted) processes h

on Q by setting h(t,k,u) := h(t,u), and similarly F-stopping times r on Q

with G-stopping times f on Q by setting r(k, uS) := r(u). In other words, we

extend quantities from Q to Q = (0, oo) x Q by letting them be constant in

the fc-argument, k G (0, oo). With a slight abuse of notation, we write r for

r and h for h, in particular W for W.

In Section 4.5.2 below, we consider 2-dimensional processes (X,Y) on

the space Q such that X(t,k,u) represents the local implied volatility at

strike k and Y(t,k,u) does not depend on k and represents the price level

of the underlying option curve at time t when the market is in state uj G Q.

Proposition 4.18 then implies that for a.e. k, X(-, k) can be interpreted as an

Itô process on Q.

4.5.2 The existence result

We now provide a class of volatility coefficients j(t),v(t,K) for which there

exists an arbitrage-free local implied volatility model (4.28), (4.29). Fix T > 0

and let (pi(t), ...,bo(t)) be a uniformly bounded ED-valued F-progressively
measurable process on fi. To make things more transparent, we assume

7(t) = (7i(£),0, ...,0) (we may always achieve this without loss of generality

by an orthogonal transformation of the vector dWt). We choose the coeffi¬

cients 7(t), v(t,K) = (vi(t,K),...,vo(t,K)>j of the functional form

1(t,Y)=(l + (T-t)g(t,Y(t)),0,...,0), (4.37)

v,{t,K,X,Y) = f,{t,K,X{t,K)) V,(t,K,SZol^,Y{tj)aK)\ (4.38)

for measurable functions g : [0,T] x E -»• E, /_, : [0,T] x (0, oo)2 -»• E and

Vj : [0, T] x (0, oo) x E2 — E. With these functions we define as in Theorem

4.14

/3(i,^):=|S(7i(i,^)2-l)-7i(i,^iW, (4-39)

u(t,K,X,Y) :=^

+ (y® - sl Y§kü) (t(*, n+si vAm^dh)

l(t,Y) + S1
K v(t,h,X,Y)
K0 X(t,h)h

dh (4.40)

v(t,K,X,Y) + \v(t,K,X,Y)\2-v(t,K,X,Y)-b(t).
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Let Yq G E and X0 be a positive measurable function on (0, oo) satisfying

Ik0 x$W K °° for a11 K > °- We take d = 2 and consider in Sc2 the SDE

dX(t, K) = u{t, K, X, Y)X(t, K)dt + v(t, K, X, Y)X(t, K)dWt,

dY{t) = ß{t, Y)dt + 7(t, Y)dWt

with initial condition X(0,K) = X0(K), Y(0) = Y0. If we have a (unique)
solution (X,Y) to (4.41), then Y does not depend on K.

We can now give sufficient conditions for (4.41) to have a unique solution.

Recall the definition of the functions ip and £ in (4.12). In the following const

denotes a generic positive constant whose value can change from line to line.

Theorem 4.19. a) Let p > 2 be sufficiently large and £(l/X0(-)) G Lp(u).
Suppose that 7, v are of the form (4-37), (4-38), fj is a.e. differentiable mx,
and g, V3 and f3 (j = 1,..., D) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions

\g(t,y) - g(t,y')\ < const\y-y'\,

\V\(t,k,w,y) — Vj(t, k, w', y')\ < const (T — t)(\w

\V3{t,k,w,y) — V3{t,k,w',y')\ < const \/T — t(\w
\xdxfj(t,k,x)\ < const (j > 1)

as well as the bounds

(4.43)

(4.44)

(J > 2), (4.45)

(J > 1) (4-46)

for all t G [0,T], k > 0, x > 0, w,w',y,y' G E. Then (4-41) has a unique

solution (X,Y) G S1?'2. Y does not depend on K, we have X > 0, and

u(t,K,X,Y) and v(t,K,X,Y) are uniformly bounded.

b) Moreover, suppose there exist constants Ki > 1 + K0 and x0 > 0 such

that X0(k) < xo for all k > K\ and f3(t, k, x) = 0 for all k > K\ and x > 0,

j = l,...,m. Then su.pk>KlXt(k) is uniformly bounded m u,t and so the

assumption of Proposition 4-H is satisfied.

It is straightforward to specify examples of functions g,Vj,fj satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 4.19, and we do this below. The above result

(4.41)

-w'\ + \y-y'\),

-w'\ + \y-y'\) (j>2),

(4.42)

\g{t,y)\ < const,

T-t
|Vi(t,fc,u;,y)|<

1 + \y — w\

^/T - t

\V3(t,k,w,y)\ <

1 + \y — w\

\fj(t, k,x)\ < const (\x\ A l]
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therefore provides a fairly large class of examples for stochastic local implied

volatility models. Note that this stands in contrast to the models of Section

4.3 parametrized by the classical implied volatility; there, a corresponding
existence result for the multi-strike case does not seem to be available so far.

Proof of Theorem \.19. a) This proof should be read in conjunction with

Appendix A. Let £i(z) := £'(jp(z))ip(z), £2(z) '= Î" ^(z))^^)2 and recall

that £ is the inverse of ip in (4.12). We want to use the transformation

Z = £ ix)- We consider in sc2 the SDE

dZ(t, K) = u(t, K, Y, Z)dt + v(t, K, Y, Z)dWt,

olY{t) = ß(t, Y)dt + 7(t, Y)dWt
(4.47)

with initial condition Z(0,K) = Ç(x Lj, Y(0) = Y0, where

ü{t,K,Y,Z) :=^{Z{t,K)) (jv{t,K,^,Y)\2 -u{t,K,^,Y))

^Z(t,K))\v(t,K,-^-yY)\2,
v(t, K, Y, Z) := -6 (Z(t, K))v(t, K,-^,Y).

If we have a unique solution (Y, Z) to (4.47), then Itô's lemma readily yields

that (X,Y) = \-ztz),Y\ is the unique solution to (4.41).

We now want to apply Proposition 4.25 to (4.47). It follows easily from

(4.37), (4.38) that the coefficients in (4.47) are strongly (^'^progressively
measurable. To check that they are locally Lipschitz on S^'2, we use Propo¬

sition 4.26. It is proved in Lemma 4.20 below that the functions

ei(t,K,Y,Z):=Ci(Z(t,K)), (4.48)

gi3{t,K,Y,Z):=f3(t,K,wyy^l{Z{t,K)), (4.49)

hu it, K, Y,Z):= f, (t, K, ^b^)\ (Z(t, K)) (4.50)

(J = 1, ...,D) satisfy (4.53). Next we introduce the functions

g2(t,K,Y,Z):=g(t,Y(t)),

g3(t,K,Y,Z):=(Y(t)-fZy(Z(t,h))f)((K),
943{t,K,Y,Z):=V3(t,K,J^{Z{t,h))f,Y{t))aK),
gB,{t,K,Y,Z):=tfov,{t,h,îfe,Y)il>{Z{t,h))f (4.51)
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and claim that g2, g3, jk~9ii, jk~95i, ~^Tt9^ and ~^t^3 (•?'
-

2) satisfy

the polynomial Lipschitz condition (4.54). This is easily verified for g2, gs,

Yz~tg^\ and A—^gij using the definition of ( and the fact that g, V3 and ip

are Lipschitz, and it is proved in Lemma 4.21 below for t~~95i and ~/fTj9^3-
Now we have by (4.39), (4.40) and the definitions of u and v above

D D

u E»CW +EMM
3=1

1

T-t

3=1

\ej2{T - t)g2 + (T - tfg\ + 2(l + (T - %2)#51 + £^)

0n04i(l + (T - t)g2) + E0ij04j05j 03 ,

J=l
y J

/? = \Y{t) (2g2 + (T - t)#22) - (1 + (T - t)g2)bu

V3 = -01j04j C(K),

li = l + (T-t)g2,

and so Proposition 4.26 yields that the coefficients in (4.47) are locally Lip¬
schitz if p is sufficiently large. Finally we have to check condition (4.52). It

is clearly satisfied for ß and 71, and it follows easily for v3 from (4.38) and

(4.44) - (4.46). Using Lemma 4.20 and (4.46) we see that

\gij\ + \hij\ < const(l + Z(t, if)),lei|

C(h)and from (4.38), (4.45), (4.46) and
^

< X(h) we obtain for j = 2, ...,D

105,1 <
K

const
1

K0
4>(z(t,h)) VT-^t((h)2ij(Z(t,h))f < constcVT-^t

and similarly \g5\\ < const(*(T — t). Moreover, using (4.44), (4.45) we get

1041031 < ((*)2(T — t) and Ig^^l < ((*)2VT — t. Combining these estimates

yields (4.52) for u. Now Proposition 4.25 gives us existence and uniqueness

of the solution (Y, Z).
The boundedness of v(t, K, X, Y) is clear, and that of u(t, K, X, Y) follows

'|2 + v b in a similar form as u and then using (4.43) - (4.46)by writing u—\v
plus the already established boundedness of jp^ and

b) By (4.38) we have v3(t,K,X,Y) = 0 for K > Kx and j = 1, ...,£>, and

this implies for K > K1

u(t,K,X,Y) = y±T) 1 l + {T-t)g{t,Y{t))+J1Kx v0(t,h,Xy)
K0 X{t,h)h

dh

TD LKx v0(t,h,Xy)
Ko X{t,h)h

dh
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Now using (4.43) and the bounds that we found in the proof of part a) for

gsj defined in (4.51), we find that \u(t,K,X,Y)\ < const for K > K\ and

therefore the assertion follows from Xt(K) = X0(K) exp f JQ u(s, K, X, Y)ds

for K > Kx.

Lemma 4.20. The functions e\, g\3 and h\j defined by (4-48) - (4-50) satisfy

(4.53).

Proof. We have

Tz hy^^^(z)ji^\z) = Oxjj ^)-^>^(i)J M/j tß(z) Çi(z)

Now the functions ~JfA îi{z)i ~ï(z) &(z)i Ci(z) and £,2(z) are bounded on

E (for z ^ [—a, a] this follows by direct computation and for z G [—a, a] by

continuity). Together with (4.42) and (4.46) it follows that the above deriv¬

atives are bounded, and therefore the functions are globally Lipschitz in z.

This yields (4.53).

A
dz

Lemma 4.21. The functions yz^si and ~TpTt9^3 defined in (4-51) satisfy

(4.54).

Proof. Define g6j(t,K,Y,Z) := /, \t,K, ^zlt>K))) r<P(Z(t,K)). Then one

shows in the same way as for gl3 in Lemma 4.20 that

\g6j(t,K,Y,Z)-g6j(t,K,Y',Z')\<const\Z(t,K)-Z'(t,K)\.

Since we have gs3(t, K, Y, Z) = JK g63(t, h, Y, Z)gi3(t, h, Y, Z)((h)^ and also

t^- < A(/i), we obtain

\g53(t,K,Y,Z)-g53(t,K,Y>,Z>)\

< f£o\g6,(t,h,Y,Z) - g63(t,h,Y',Z')\\g43(t,h,Y,Z)\ah)f

+ fZo\g63(t,h,Y',Z')\\g43(t,h,Y,Z) - g43(t,h,Y', Z')\((h)f
< s/T=tCconst /0°° \Z(t, h) - Z'(t, h)\X(h)dh

+ ^Ph^[K0,K] \94j(t, h,Y, Z) - g4j(t, h,Y', Z')\

x [const /0°° \Z'(t, h)\X(h)dh + const
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for j > 2, and for j = 1 the same holds with \/T — t replaced by T — t. Now

divide this inequality by ^^ for j = 1 and À-- for j > 2. Since 7^-^41 and

À—fQA] satisfy (4.54), the assertion follows.

Example 4.22. Let g(y) be a bounded and Lipschitz function, x* > 0 a

constant, and cij(K) bounded functions satisfying cij(K) = 0(K2) for X — 0

and cij(K) = 0 for all sufficiently large X. Define

Ut,K,x) =

4aj(X)
9 (bel As*).

Ko AT

V^(t,X,W,y) =
(T - t)r

1 + \y — w\

where r\ = 1 and r^ = \ for j > 2. Clearly, these functions satisfy the

conditions of Theorem 4.19. Now let A be the probability density on (0, 00)

given by \{K) = ^I{h<K0} + §^I{h>K0}- Then we have ((K) = \ [^ A ^J
for K > 0. So a possible choice for the volatility coefficients of an arbitrage-
free local implied volatility model is given by

ll(t,Y) = l + (T-t)g(Y(t)),
(T - t)r>

v3(t, K, X, Y) = a,(K) (X(t, K) A x*)-
1 Y(t) - h

K dh

>K0 X(t,h)h

This provides a whole family of stochastic dynamic arbitrage-free market

models for option prices in the multi-strike case. o

Let us conclude this section with a few comments on the conditions in

Theorem 4.19. The special choice of 71 (t, Y(t)) is natural since it ensures non-

explosion of the drift ß in (4.39) near maturity. The Lipschitz conditions as

well as (4.43) and (4.46) are essentially technical conditions which guarantee

local Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients in the abstract existence result

in Proposition 4.25. The appearance of Y(t) — fK xuhh\h in the denominator

of Vj in (4.45) is also quite natural: It ensures linear growth of the drift

coeffient uX in (4.41). Finally, Vj is chosen proportional to \JT — t (and even

to (T — t) for j = 1) in order to avoid explosion of u in (4.40) near maturity.
It is unclear so far whether or not this asymptotic for t f T can be relaxed.

4.6 Appendix A

In this appendix, we reformulate in the present setting some definitions and

results from Chapter 2 which are used in the proofs of the existence results
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in Section 4.5. Recall the definitions of Q, J7, Ç, G, P, W and S% = S^'d from

Section 4.5.1. Note that tilde quantities here (like Q etc.) correspond to the

analogous quantities (like Q) without tilde in Chapter 2, and quantities here

without tilde (like Q, W etc.) correspond to the analogous quantities (like
Q1, W1 etc.) with superscript

1 in Chapter 2. In particular, uj = (k,u) here

corresponds to uj in Chapter 2.

We repeat some definitions from Chapter 2. The coefficients of our SDEs

lie in the following class.

Definition 4.23. LetneN. A map f : [0,T]xQx{X \X G-adapted process}
— Rn is called strongly (<S£-)progressively measurable if for each X e S% the

map

(t,k,u) !-> f(t,k,u,X)

is progressively measurable and satisfies for all X e S% and for each T-

measurable stopping time r

f(t,-,X)I{t<T{)} = f(t,-,XT)I{t<T{)} Vi P-a.s.

Note that a quantity on Q does not depend on k iff it is JT-measurable.

For a process X e S% define the process q(X) by

q{X){t):=[ sup \X(u,k,-)\pdu(k))
, te[0,T\.

\Jo 0<u<t J

It is easy to check that q(X) is JT-measurable and G-adapted, and dominated

convergence yields that it is P-a.s. continuous in t since X G Sp. Define for

each X G Sp a sequence of [0, T] U {oo}-valued stopping times tn(X), jVgN,

by

TN(X):=iiiï{te[0,T\ \q(X)(t)>N}

with inf 0 = oo. Note that as a random variable, tn(X) is JT-measurable.

Definition 4.24. A strongly progressively measurable function f is called

locally Lipschitz (on S%) if there exist functions C^ with C^it) -^-> 0 such

that for all t G [0, T] and X, X' G Sp we have

E

rtATN(X)ArN(X') \ 2

/ \f(u,k,-,X)- f(u,k,-,X')\2du ] dv(k)

< CN(t)(q(X - X')(t Atn(X) Atn(X')^P
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We use the following result; it follows from Theorem 2.14 in Chapter 2

by checking the latter's assumptions.

Proposition 4.25. Let d = 2, p > 2 and (X0,Y0) G Lv{y). Suppose that

ß and 7 are strongly progressively measurable and locally Lipschitz on S^2.
Suppose that f G {ß, 7} satisfy \f(u,k,-, (0, 0)) | < const as well as the growth
condition

El
rT

<const(l + \\(X,Y)\\p) (4.52)I \f(u,k,-,(X,Y))\Pdu
0

for (X,Y) G SP'2. Then the SDE system

d(X,Y)(t,k,-)=ß(t,k,;(X,Y))dt + ^(t,k,;(X,Y))dWt

with (X,Y)(0,k,-) = (X0(fc),lo(fc)) has a unique solution (X,Y) G SI'2.

The local Lipschitz condition in Definition 4.24 is often difficult to verify.
We therefore give a criterion which we apply in Section 4.5.2.

Proposition 4.26. Suppose that gi,...,gn are strongly progressively mea¬

surable functions satisfying \gj(t,k,0)\ < const for j = l,...,n and for all

X, X' G sp

\gi(t, k,X) - gi(t, k,X')\ < const \X(t, k) - X'(t, k)\, (4.53)

\g,(t,k,X)-g,(t,k,X')\<P^J0oo\X(t,h)\du(h)J0oo\X'(t,h)\du(h))
xf\X(t,h)-X'(t,h)\du(h) (4.54)

for j = 2,...,n, where P3 is a polynomial function of degree k3 > 0. //

p > 2 ( 1 + 2 YT3=2 kj ) ;
then the product g\- gn is locally Lipschitz (on S^J.

Proof. We use Proposition 2.16. Let r := t A tn(X) A tn(X') for t G [0,T].
From (4.53) we have

J0°° J0r \gi(u, k, X) - gi(u, k, X')\pdudu(k) < Tconst (q(X - X'){t))P

and so we have (2.18) for gi. Let Pj := ^-; then - + YTJ=2 ~ < \- To snow

(2.19) for g3 (j > 2), note that by Jensen's inequality for the convex function

xkj and the probability measure z/, we have for some constant c > 0

B(u) := P3 M0°° \X(u, h)\du(h)J \X'(u, h)\du(h)

< c(l + ro°° \X(u, h)\k>du(h) + J0°° \X'(u, h)\k>du(h) ), (4.55)
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Jo°° Jo \X(U> h) ~ X'(u> h)\2p>dudu(h)

< J0°° (Tsup0<M<r \X{u, h) - X'{u, h)\*>)du{h) < T((g(X - X')^)^.
(4.56)

We now integrate the p^-th power of (4.54) and use Cauchy-Schwartz, then

Jensen and (4.55), and then (4.56) and the definition of r. This yields

j0T\gj(u,k,X) - gj(u,k,X')\pJdu
i i

< (70r (/0°° \X(u,h) - X'(u,h)\du(h))2P] duY (j0TB(u)2p>duY

< ( £ r0°° \X(u, h) - X'(u, h)\2pidv(h) du)
*

(c2^2^"1)
*

x (t + J0T J0°° \X(u, h)\2p^du(h) du + J0T J0°° \X'(u, h)\2p^du(h) du) 5

< T\ (q(X - X') (r)) ^ (c2p> 32p^1) * (T + 2TNP) *,

and so we have (2.19) for gr

4.7 Appendix B

In this appendix we present some additional material on multi-strike models

which is not contained in the article [72].

4.7.1 An alternative derivation of the local implied vo¬

latilities

In this section, we give an additional motivation for the definition of the

local implied volatilities. They appear quite naturally as a parametrization

of call prices in a certain stock martingale model driven by a one-dimensional

Brownian motion.

Suppose that the stock price process S = (St)o<t<T satisfies

ST = F{WT) (4.57)

for a Brownian motion W under a pricing measure Q and a strictly increasing

bijective differentiable function F : E — / Ç (0,oo). Suppose further that

both S and W generate the same filtration (^Ii)o<t<T- The idea is now to fit

the function F to a given admissible price curve C0(K) of call option prices
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at time 0. Under absence of arbitrage we obtain for the call option prices

Ct{K) with K > 0

Ct{K) = EQ [(ST - K)+\Tt] = EQ [{F{WT) - K)+\Tt]

EQ

Eq

Eq

F fcfv^ï- w. K Tt

(F(W1VT^t + y)-K)
y=wt

K
{F(Wiv/T=*+2/)>fc}

Q
K

oo

FiWWT-t + y] >k

y=Wt

dk
y=wt

Q
'K
/»oo

w1 > dk
y=Wt

' K

$ ( Wt~^k) ) dk
/T-t (4.58)

for t G [0,T]. In particular, for K = 0 we obtain the underlying stock

price model St = Ct(0). The local implied volatilities are now introduced as

a straightforward parametrization of the function F~l. Since F : R — / is

strictly increasing, bijective, and differentiable, for a fixed K0 > 0 there exists

a unique integrable function / : / — [0, oo] with F l(k) = J}
define

X(k):=7j¥ (fc>0)

Kof(h)dh. If we

(4.59)

and Yt := Wt, then F~l{k) = jkR dh
and (4.58) becomes equation (4.20).IK0 X(h)h

Solving this for X(k) and Y then leads to Theorem 4.10 and shows how one

can fit local implied volatilities, and hence the function F, to the initial price

curve Cq(K).
In the present setting, Theorem 4.10 says that the admissible price curves

Co(K) at time 0 are in a one-to-one relation to positive local implied volatil¬

ities X(k) and real-valued price levels Y0. The above calculations show that

the admissible price curves C0(K) are also in a one-to-one relation to strictly

increasing bijective differentiable functions F : E — (0,oo) as in (4.57).
This reflects the well-known result that modelling statically arbitrage-free

price curves of T-maturity calls is equivalent to specifying the distribution of

the stock price St under the pricing measure. Our parametrization of the

arbitrage-free option prices then arises quite naturally via the nonnegative

quantities f(k) parametrizing the set of functions F~l(k) as above. Once the

representation (4.58) is found, the scaling in the definition (4.59) of the local
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implied volatilities X(k) is chosen to establish compatibility with the Black-

Scholes model, in the sense that X(k) is constant and yields the volatility

parameter if S follows a geometric Brownian motion.

4.7.2 A bound on the stock volatility

In this section, we present a bound on the stock volatility. Throughout this

section, we shall assume that there exists a positive stochastic process xt on

[0,T] such that

Xt{K) < xt for a.e. K > 0. (4.60)

Recall the definition of Zt{k) in Proposition 4.16. We then have

Proposition 4.27. Suppose we are m the setting of Section 4-4-2 and (4-60)
holds. Let v% := supfe>0 \vt(h)\. Then for all K > 0 we have

K

* (M 7k {v + Ä. «*) *

< Stxt M + v*t \Yt\ + (T- t)xt + -4=y/T=t
2?r

Zt(k)
Proof First note that $ (

y^= ) k vanishes at k = 0 and k = oo by (4.60), so

we obtain from (4.60) and partial integration that

<P
' K

Zt(k)
T-t y vT-t

=dk<
t \ ^/T^tl VT^iXt(k)k

K QjK CCf

$ ^jdkxt = Stxt. (4.61)

Now let K* be the unique positive process such that Zt(K^) = 0; we then

have Zt(k) < 0 for k > K% and Zt(k) > 0 for k < K*t. So using (4.60), partial

integration, and (4.61), we obtain

oo poo

Kt
V '

V JKT

1

T-t I Xt(k)ky/T-t
k dk xt\/T — t

KT

v[m)dk+v(m)K;\xtVT=i

< Stx2t(T -t) + ^K*xtVT^t,
-Kt

o
\v / v j0

-1

T=tl Xt(k)ky/T=t
kdkxt\/T — t

-Kt

nm)dk+v r-m) k; ) xtvr^-t

< ^Ktxty/T^t.
2?r
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"k dh
Combining these estimates with fK xd^h

= Yt — Zt(k) and (4.61) then yields

Ik

L
k dh

K0 Xt{h)h 2?r
dk < \Yt\Stxt + Stx2t(T -t) + -^=K*xtVT^t

(4.62)

for all K > 0. Using the definition of K% and (4.60) gives

\k: - St.

OO /»OO

I[0,K*](k) dk - / $

o Jo

fOO

< / $
IK1

t

oo

$

KÎ

-Si

T-t

k dh

yr
_

rk dh
rt Jk0 xt(h)h

Vr-t

K*
y
_

rk dh
1 Jk° x*(h)h Uk A / $

dk

-y
_

fk dh
1

JK° X*(h)h 1 dk
/T-t

/T-t

K?

£LpW)dfc a / $ ( jK^h ) dk
k dh

*K,

^(^S^)dk. (4.63)/T-t

With the identity

$

'a:
Y~'^Kt)) dk = cK{K*exY^T-^\ (T - t)x2)

(which can easily be verified via differentiation with respect to K) and the

Black-Scholes formula (4.2) we find

k,
'

*
fi;log(k/K*)

$ dk

K\- I $
±log(k/Kj)

y/T^t
dk $

KT

^log(k/K*)
Vr-t

dk

= K*t - ^(K^e^-^t, (T - t)x2t) + cKî (Kte^-tä, (T - t)x2)
= K; - K;eßT-^ + K;eßT-^2^(VT^txt) - K*\

(^_
e\{T-t)x^^_ ^Y^tXtL* l 2

< 1/f*

and this also shows that fQ
'
$

**
* I i;^g(k/K*)\ „ roo f-±\og(k/K;)

/T-t dk<JZ* /T-t
dk.

Hence (4.63) yields \K* - St\ < ~2K*t and thus K* < 2St. Combining this

with (4.61) and (4.62) finally yields the assertion.
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Proposition 4.27 yields explicit bounds on the volatilities of the option

prices. In particular, we obtain for the stock volatility at in (4.34) that

Wt\ < xt \lt\ + vl \Yt\ + (T - t)xt + -hVT^t
2?r

This can be used to give sufficient conditions for S to be a true martingale:

Example 4.28. Suppose we are in the situation of Theorem 4.14. If xt and

7t are uniformly bounded, and v% satisfies v% < 1+|y,, then S and hence all

Ct(K), K > 0, are true martingales on [0,T] under Q. o

4.7.3 Proof of Proposition 4.16

In this section we give a detailed

Proof of Proposition 4-16. In the following const stands for a generic positive

constant whose value may change from line to line,

a) As a first step we show that

L
Ko

v^h)-ut(h)
Xt(h)h

dh, Jj
Ko

vt(h)

Xt(h)h
dh e Li

loc

For this note that from (4.28) and Itô's lemma we have

d i

xt{h)) ^^[[v2t{h)-Ut{h))dt-vt{h)dWt), (4.64)

x^h) = xojh) exP (/o (K2W - u8{h))ds - J*vs(h)dWs^j .

Using that u and v are uniformly bounded in the first step and Theorem 39

of Protter [66], Chap. Ill in the second step, we obtain

E
Xt(h)2

<

<

<

1 „canst t T7<

X0{h)

1 „const t rp

X0{h)

exp(j/0-4t;s(&)dW,

exp ( \ J0 l%v2s{h)ds
1

_

„const t

2 eXo{h)

II

dh

<Il X0{hYe
and thus E ( T x ,h,2

the same way we have E ff ^h)

dh „const t for each finite interval / Ç (0, oo). In

<Ii
dh „const t

X0(h) ,
and this together with

the uniform boundedness of u and v and our assumption that f}

for all k > 0 implies the assertion.

fc dh

Ko X0(h)ï
< OO
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b) We next show that for

at(k) :=<p
Zt(k)

/T-t

1 Zt(k)
2 T-t It

rk vt(h) „

J Ko Xt(h)haU

Gt{k) :=<p
Zt(k)
/T-t

"OO

/T-t It

k vf(h)-ut(h),h

Q(h)h
aU

k -^^dh

&
JK0 Xt{h)h

IK0 Xt(h)hL

we have J^° \at(k)\dk, f^ \at(k)\2dk G Lj^R) on [0,T) for each K > 0 in

the sense that the processes are a.s. locally integrable in t on the interval

[0,T — e] for any e > 0. To see this, note that from the definition of Zt(k)
and uniform boundedness of u and v it follows that

2
-k vt(h)

7t + /jKo Xt{h)h
dh

ßt-L
k v1(h)—ut{h)
Ko Xt{h)h

dh

and using in addition that <p(z)(l
<-p(z)2 < <-p(z) we obtain

<const(^ + Yt2 + ZÏ(k)),

<const(\ßt\ + \Yt\ + \Zt(k)\),

h \z\ + \z\2 + |z|3) < constexp (

/~ \at(k)\dk + /~ \at(k)\2dk

<
const

T-t (l+J? + Yt2 + \ßt\ + \Yt\)f~exp i#)
3 T-t

dk.

|z2) and

(4.65)

For sufficiently large K\ we have Xt(k) <

in Proposition 4.11 and hence

~Zt{k) > X

2 t^ f°r ^
—

-^i by ^ne condition

fc d/i

Xl 2Jïôghh ^(T
- t) - yt = (v^gT - v/Ioiï^) V8(T - t) - Yt,

zm.
T-t

poo

Jk exP

> 6 log k - 3 (vSlogXi Yt

/T-t

\Zl{k)
3 T-t

dk<Kx + exp ((v81og-RTi yt

/T-t JZ f (4-66)

for all K > 0. Since y is continuous and ß, \^\2 G Lloc(R), the assertion now

follows from (4.65) and (4.66).

c) By part a), we can now apply Fubini's theorem for stochastic integrals
and (T-finite measures (see Protter [66], Chap. IV, Theorem 65 and following

remarks) to (4.64) multiplied with ^ and obtain with the definition of Zt(k)
and (4.29)

dZt(k) =(k) = (A - H Vj^^dh) dt + (7t + Si jg^dh) dWt, (4.67)

d{Z(k))t It
L

k vt(h) ,i

Ko Xt{h)han
dt. (4.68)
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Define Mt(k) := $
Ztjk)

.
Then by Itô's lemma and (4.67), (4.68) we have

dMt(k) = <p

f

Ztik)

Ztjk)

d Ztjk)
IT-t IT-t

Ztjk) \ f Ztjk) } d J Zjk)
IT-t T-t

/T-t

1 Ztjk)
2 T-t (dt-(Z{k))t)+dZt{k)

= at(k)dt + at{k)dWt. (4.69)

By part b), we can apply Fubini's theorem for stochastic integrals and a-finite

measures to (4.69). Since Ct(K) = J^ Mt(k)dk by (4.20), the assertion of

Proposition 4.16 then follows.



Chapter 5

Models for several strikes and

maturities

5.1 Introduction

For many stocks and indices, European call and put options within a certain

range of moneyness and time to maturity are traded liquidly on the market

today. The statistical behaviour of option prices is well known from many

empirical studies on the dynamics of the implied volatility surface; see for

example Cont and da Fonseca [31] for a list of references in this area. We

want to exploit the information contained in option prices for arbitrage-free

pricing of (possibly exotic) illiquid derivatives, and we want to use all the

liquid tradables as potential hedge instruments. To achieve this, we need

an arbitrage-free model which not only fits the market prices of all liquid
tradables at any starting date, but is also capable of reproducing empirically
observed stylized facts for the joint dynamics of the stock and all modelled

liquid options. Our aim in this chapter is to construct models with these

properties for a bank account, a stock S, and a collection of European call

options CK'T on S with various strikes K e K, and maturities T e T.

The classical martingale approach to option modelling is to start with a

model for the underlying S under a martingale measure Q and then com¬

pute call prices as CK'T(t) := Eq[(S(T) — X)+|jTt]. This is arbitrage-free

by construction. Fitting market prices of options at the initial time t = 0

is possible with the so-called smile-consistent models (see e.g. Skiadopoulos

[73] for a good overview), and to various extents also in stochastic volatility

models, models with jumps, or combinations of those. But since these ap¬

proaches generate option prices as an output from the model, matching to

market prices often leads to a need for frequent recahbration, and the option

price surfaces that the model can generate are in many cases not diverse and

125
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flexible enough to capture some empirically observed or otherwise desired be¬

haviour. Moreover, incorporating stylized facts of the stock and options' joint

dynamics is very hard to achieve if no closed form solutions for CK'T{t) are

available; and the few models where explicit formulas exist are in general not

rich enough to produce realistic properties for the tradables' price dynamics.
For a more detailed discussion of both the potential and the limitations of

various stock price models with respect to this issue, we refer to Section 4.2.1.

To overcome these problems we pursue in this work the alternative ap¬

proach of market models for option prices, in which one explicitly specifies a

joint model for the dynamics of all traded assets via a system of SDEs. More

precisely, one usually proceeds as follows. We first choose a suitable determin¬

istic one-to-one function X and define a "parametrization" or "code-book"

X = (XK'T) K&i Ter
for the call prices C = (CK,T) Kelc Ter

via

X = X(C).

A common choice here is to take for X the inverse of the Black-Scholes func¬

tion with respect to the volatility parameter; the parametrization X is then

given by the Black-Scholes implied volatilities. We next specify a dynamic
model for the call prices C = X~l(X) in terms of X via

dXK>T{t) = uK'T{t)dt + vK'T(t)dW(t), (5.1)

where W is a multi-dimensional Brownian motion under the real world mea¬

sure P. Since X is a market observable, relevant coefficients u and v can at

least be estimated (in some semiparametric class, say) from market data, and

in this approach, modelling the option prices' joint dynamics is straightfor¬
ward by construction. The main difficulty is to ensure absence of arbitrage,
and in fact the following issues typically arise in this context:

1) There are, for each fixed time t, static arbitrage bounds across options

with different strikes and maturities (see e.g. Davis and Hobson [35]),
as well as a terminal condition given by the payoff for each option. Of

course, these static bounds are typically implied by the dynamic ones

in step 2) below once we have constructed the model. But in order to

actually do such a construction, it is extremely helpful if the function X

already reflects the static constraints in the sense that the state space

of the parametrization X = X(C) corresponding to statically arbitrage-
free prices C is simple.

2) Dynamic arbitrage conditions enforce compatibility restrictions on the

model coefficients in (5.1); they typically assume the form of (nonlinear)
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drift restrictions

uK'T{t)=U{t,K,T,v) (5.2)

for v = (vK'T)Keic, Ter and some deterministic function U, and hence

we are only free to choose the volatility structure v.

3) Constructing a model now means to actually specify v, maybe in some

functional form, and to prove for this chosen v the existence of a unique

solution to the SDE system (5.1). Providing sufficient conditions to

ensure that this works for some class of v is nontrivial because the drift

coefficients uK'T cannot be chosen freely but are determined by the

volatilities v via (5.2).

Just proving existence of some model satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) is not difficult;

one can start with a martingale model (S, Q) for the stock, define the price

processes C as conditional expectations, and then — at least in principle —

compute the coefficients u, v from the dynamics of the parameters X = X(C)
in this model. The fundamental drawback of this approach is that the co¬

efficients v cannot be computed explicitly unless the model for S is simple

enough, in which case it is usually too simple to allow for a realistic volatility
structure v. In particular, v cannot be chosen or specified a priori. Proving
constructive existence as in 3) by starting with a desired volatility structure

v is considerably harder — and this is the problem we want to tackle.

To some extent, the situation is familiar from term structure models for

interest rates. A short rate model r under a pricing measure Q directly gives

an arbitrage-free model for zero-coupon bonds PT with different maturities

T by setting PT(t) := Eq exp ( — ft r(s)ds 1 Tt
,
but calibrating the model

(r,Q) to market data PT(0) is difficult. This has led to the introduction of

market models for the term structure of interest rates which by construction

perfectly match the initial market prices PT(0); the dynamics of the quantities

parametrizing the model (the forward rates) then have to satisfy the well-

known HJM [48] drift restrictions. But the case of options is more difficult,
because the modelling problem has in addition a strike dimension and the

static arbitrage bounds for options are more complex than for zero coupon

bonds.

Most papers in the literature on arbitrage-free option market models have

focused on point 2) and, to a lesser extent, point 1) of the arbitrage problem,
and the existence problem 3) has only been addressed in some special cases of

the strike and maturity sets K, and T. For the case /C = {K}, T = {T} of one

single traded call, market models have first been proposed by Lyons [60] and

Schönbucher [70]. These models use the Black-Scholes implied volatility a to
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parametrize the option price, and explicit examples of arbitrage-free models

as in 3) for a stock and one call option have been constructed in Babbar

[4] via specifying the joint dynamics of (S,<r). Both the static and dynamic

arbitrage conditions in 1) and 2) are captured in the papers of Schönbucher

[70] and Jacod and Protter [53] for the case /C = {K}, T = (0, oo) (one fixed

strike, all maturities). Using for the code-book X the concept of forward

implied volatilities proposed in Schönbucher [70], we have solved the existence

issue 3) for this setup in Chapter 3. For the other extreme case /C = (0, oo),
T = {T} (all strikes, one fixed maturity), we have introduced as X in Chapter
4 the new concept of local implied volatilities to address both the arbitrage
conditions 1) and 2) and the existence problem 3). For the case /C = (0, oo),
T = (0, oo) of the entire option surface, necessary conditions on the dynamics
of the underlying implied volatility processes in the spirit of 2) have been

given in Brace et al. [14], Ledoit et al. [57], and Brace et al. [15]. None of

these works, however, capture the static arbitrage bounds across different

strikes and maturities, which are very complex expressed in terms of implied

volatilities, and they do not provide any constructive example of a multi-

option model as in 3). A solution to the parametrization problem 1) of the

static arbitrage constraints for the full surface /C = (0,oo), T = (0,oo) and

the corresponding drift restrictions 2) has first been suggested in Derman

and Kani [40] and recently been analyzed in a rigorous way by Carmona and

Nadtochiy [19]; the main idea here is to express option prices in terms of

local volatilities instead of implied volatilities. The question 3) of existence,

however, is not dealt with in these papers, and so the construction as in 3)
of market models for options CK'T with different K and T and prespecified

volatility structure is still an open issue so far.

In this chapter, we propose a solution to this problem in the case of a finite

family of calls with different strikes and maturities. We construct arbitrage-
free market models for a bank account, a stock, and a family of European
call option prices with all strikes in /C = {Ki,..., KN} and maturities in

T = {Ti, ...,TM}. Our two main results are a new parametrization of option

prices satisfying the static arbitrage bounds across strikes and maturities for

which concrete specifications of arbitrage-free dynamics become feasible, and

a proof of constructive existence for explicit examples of such dynamic models.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we combine ideas from

the local volatility model of Dupire [41] with the market model of Chapter 4

and introduce a set of quantities (again called local implied volatilities) which

parametrize the statically arbitrage-free option price lattices in a natural way.

We obtain explicit formulas for the option prices in terms of local implied
volatilities. Within an Itô process framework over a Brownian filtration, we
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then characterize in Section 5.3 absence of dynamic arbitrage in these models

in terms of drift restrictions. We provide sufficient conditions on v to obtain

an existence result, and use this to construct as in 3) explicit and fairly general
classes of stochastic local implied volatility dynamics generating arbitrage-free

option market models.

5.2 Local implied volatilities

As one consequence of the breakthrough in the problem of option pricing

provided by Black and Scholes' insight [11], it has become a market standard

to express option prices in terms of implied volatilities, and the properties of

the latter have been thoroughly analyzed in many respects; see e.g. Lee [58]
for a good overview. This has made implied volatilities first candidates for

the fundamental building block X in market models of option prices in the

early work in this area, as in [70], [14], or [57]. However, implied volatilities do

not parametrize the static arbitrage bounds for options with different strikes

and maturities in a simple way; the problems which arise have been discussed

in Chapter 4. The main difficulty is that implied volatilities cannot take

arbitrary positive values across the strike and maturity surface, making it

very hard to construct via them explicit arbitrage-free market models.

In this section, we define local implied volatilities as an alternative way of

quoting option prices. Similarly as implied volatilities, these quantities are de¬

terministic functions of European call option prices and are therefore market

observables. Unlike implied volatilities, however, they show two important

properties which motivate their use in market models for option prices:

1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between all positive local implied

volatility functions of strike and maturity, and all statically arbitrage-
free option price surfaces. In other words, no restrictions on the state

space of our modelled quantities are needed. This allows us in Section

5.3.1 to characterize absence of arbitrage in terms of conditions on the

dynamics of those quantities alone, and more importantly, it paves the

way to constructing, i.e, proving existence of, market models with a

specified volatility structure.

2. For any given initial option price surface which is statically arbitrage-

free, there exists an arbitrage-free option model with constant local

implied volatilities. This allows us to control the dynamic no-arbitrage
conditions in a stochastic local implied volatility model, and so to con¬

struct explicit examples of arbitrage-free dynamics in Section 5.3.2.
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After we give the definitions in Section 5.2.1, we prove these properties in

Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Model setup and definitions

Throughout this chapter, we work with the following setup. Let (Q, T, P) be

a probability space and N, M E N. Let 0 = K0 < K\ < < Kn < i^w+i
be a collection of strikes, 0 = T0 < T\ < < Tm = T* a collection of

maturity dates and T* < oo the time horizon of our market. We assume that

the instantaneous interest rate r{t) is deterministic on [0,T*], and we define

strikes

K := Knexp (fam r(u)du\ ,
n = 0,...,N+l, m= 1,...,M.

This ensures that the "discounted" strikes Kn are all comparable in some

sense. Let s(t)o<t<T* be a positive process modelling a stock price and

c(t)o<t<Tm nonnegative processes modelling the prices at time t of European

call options on s paying (s(TTO) — K) at time Tm, for all n = 1,..., N + 1

and m = 1,..., M. We then introduce the discounted price processes S and

CT by

S(t) := s(t)exp (- f*r(u)duj ,
t E [0,T*],

Cn(t) = C(t) exp (- £ r(u)du) ,
t E [0, Tm]

for n = 1, ...,N + 1 and m = 1,..., M. For the remainder of this chapter, we

work with the processes S and C, and "price" will mean "discounted price".
To have all price processes defined on [0,T*], we let

C?(t) := (s(Tm) - X)
+

exp (- ^m r{u)du) = (S(Tm) - Kn)
+

for all t > Tm. Furthermore, the prices of TTO-maturity calls with strike

K = 0 are given by C := S for all m = 1,...,M. In particular, the

stock and option model is uniquely specified by the price processes C for all

n = 0,...,N+l, m= 1,...,M.

Definition 5.1. The above option model C (n = 0,...,N + 1, m= 1,..., M)
is called statically arbitrage-free if we have P-a.s.

a?(t) -

a? At) cAt)-cct) , , , ,-l<^ n^iw < ^+iw ^li < o (n=l,...,N) (5.3)
T^n — J^n-1 TCn+\ — Kn

for all t E [0,Tm] for each m = 1,..., M, and

C-\t)<C(t) (n=l,...,N) (5.4)
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for all t G [0,TTO_i] for each m = 2,..., M. We call the model admissible

if m addition, strict inequalities hold m (5.3) for all t G [0,Tm) for each

m = 1,..., M and m (5.4) for all t G [0,Tm_i] for each m = 2,..., M.

This definition is motivated by the following

Proposition 5.2. // the above market C (n = 0,..., N + l, m = 1,..., M)
does not admit an elementary arbitrage opportunity, then the model C is

statically arbitrage-free.

Proof. See Davis and Hobson [35], Corollary 4.1.

Clearly, demanding that the model C is statically arbitrage-free is neces¬

sary if we want absence of arbitrage in our market. In order to avoid technical

difficulties, we always restrict ourselves to models which are in addition ad¬

missible. This is not a severe restriction. Suppose, for instance, that S is a

martingale for a filtration (J-"t)te[o,T*] and a measure Q. Then the model given

by C(t) := Eq[(S(Tm) — Xra)+|jTt] for all n,m is statically arbitrage-free

by Proposition 5.2. If in addition S(T) has an a.s. strictly positive density

ft,r(-) on [0,.fGv+i] under Q[- \Tt\ for all 0 < t < T < T*, then it is easy to

check that the model is also admissible.

Before we come to the main definition of this chapter, let us briefly com¬

ment on some notation which we shall encounter throughout. The construc¬

tion of parameter and price processes is usually done separately on the time

intervals [Tg_i, Te) for £ = 1,..., M. For a fixed time t G [Tg_i, Te), the index £

then stands for the shortest maturity date T£ for which options are still alive,
and the remaining maturity dates are indexed by m = £,..., M.

We now define the fundamental quantities of this chapter. Denote by

$(•) the standard normal distribution function and by tp = $' the standard

normal density.

Definition 5.3. Let the option model C (n = 0,..., N + 1, m = 1,..., M) be

admissible. For each £ = 1,..., M we define for t G [Te-i,Te) the price level y

by

v(t) = vrr^z-i(ctix^f) (5-5)

and the local implied volatilities (x)n=i, ,n for m> £ by

Tm(f) Tm—Tm-i

n { '
~

Kl (Kn-Kn-1)C^+1(t)-(Kn+1-Kn-1)C^(t)+(Kn+1-Kn)C^_1(t)
2 (Kn+1-Kn)(Kn-Kn-1)(Kn+1-Kn-1)/2

for m > £. So y is a process on [0,T*) and each x a process on [0,Tm).

2

(5.7)
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Using that the model C is admissible, one easily checks that the x

are well-defined positive quantities, and y is a well-defined real-valued quan¬

tity. To justify the terminology "local implied volatilities", note that the last

fraction on the RHS of (5.7) is the discrete second derivative approximation

<3?+1(t)-C(t) C(t)-C_1(t)\ I (Kn+1+Kn Kn+Kn.

Kn+-\—K„ K„—Kn--t

So the local implied volatilities x for m > £ are a discrete strike and

maturity analogue to the local volatilities <tioc in Dupire [41]; indeed, if

maxra=1) >N+1\Kn - Kn_i\ — 0 and maxm=1) >M\Tm - Tm_x\ — 0 for

N, M — oo, and the option price C is sufficiently smooth as a function

of K and T, then x converges to

2 dTC(Kn,Tm)
^K^ =

\ljöndKKc(Kn,Tmy (5-8)

Similarly, the local implied volatilities xfn in (5.6) for the shortest remaining

maturity Tg are a discrete strike analogue for the local implied volatilities X

in Chapter 4; if maxra=1) >N+1 \Kn — Kn_i\ — 0 and the option price C is

sufficiently smooth as a function of K, then xln converges to

Finally, the price level y is a discrete strike analogue to the price level Y in

Chapter 4.

Note that due to the different definitions in (5.6) and (5.7), the local im¬

plied volatility process x(t) can be expected to fundamentally change its

nature at time t = Tm_i in realistic models. For example, we shall see in

Corollary 5.12 below that for continuous price processes C(t), the processes

x(t) in general have a jump at time t = Tm_\. The reason why we parame¬

trize differently for the closest maturity T£ than for later ones Tm for m > £

is explained later before Proposition 5.6.

Remarks. 1) We could have defined y(t) as ^JT^t§-1 (%^^) for

any fixed n G {1,...,N} (in (5.5) above we have chosen n = N + 1). The

strike Xra_i then corresponds to the constant K0 from Chapter 4 (which is

different from our strike K0 = 0 here), and y converges to the corresponding

quantity Y in Chapter 4 if maxra=i) ^+1 \Kn — Kn_\\ — 0 and the option

price C is sufficiently smooth as a function of K.

2) In the general case of a market model consisting of a stock s and call

options c(K, Tm) on s for a different set of strikes Km = {K,...,K } for
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each maturity Tm with m G {1,..., M}, the local implied volatilities and price

level can be defined as in Definition 5.3 if we have /C1 exp ( — J0
x

r(u)du ) D

D /CMexp [ — J0M r(u)du) .
If these inclusions fail, the static arbitrage

bound (5.4) has a more complicated form (see Theorem 4.2 in [35]), and the

definition in (5.7) is no longer possible.

3) The models in Dupire [41] and in Chapters 3 and 4 assume that a

continuous spectrum of option prices are known, and so for a practical im¬

plementation require a smooth and arbitrage-free interpolation between the

discrete market price data, which is a delicate task (see e.g. Kahalé [54]). In

the present setup, such a procedure is not necessary because we model only
a finite number of options. A further comparison of our setup to the Dupire
model can be found at the end of Section 5.2.2. o

We have seen above that any martingale model (S, Q) for the stock

generates an admissible option model under some non-degeneracy assump¬

tion on the distribution of S under Q. In particular, for Black-Scholes

option prices C it follows from (5.8) and (5.9) by explicit computation

that the local implied volatilities x are approximately equal to the volatil¬

ity parameter, with convergence for maxra=1) >N+1 \Kn — Kn_i\ — 0 and

maxra=1) M \Tm — Tm_i\ — 0. For a general exogenously given model for

(S,Q), a precise description of the behaviour of the x of course requires

quite explicit formulas for the call option prices in the model, and such re¬

sults are only available in a few special cases. In the following, we proceed
in the opposite direction. Instead of deriving the prices C and then the x

and y from a martingale model for S, we view the option prices as market

observables and use the local implied volatilities and price level as a tool

("code-book") for quoting stock and option prices. Starting with a stochastic

model for all x and y, we obtain a market model for S and all C. The

main difficulty will be to ensure the existence of a local martingale measure

for the market, and we shall deal with this issue in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Local implied volatilities and option prices

In this section, our main goal is to show that for each £ G {1,..., M} the map

(x,y) : {admissible (C)ra=0, ,n, m=e, ,m on [Te_i,Te)}

- {positive (aC)n=i, ,n, m=e, ,m on [Te_i,Te)} x {real-valued y on [Te_i,Te)}

given by the local implied volatilities x in (5.6), (5.7) and price level y in

(5.5) is a bijection, and to give explicit formulas for its inverse. This requires
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a restriction of our setup to bounded price processes. More precisely, for the

rest of this chapter we shall assume that

S(t) < KN+1 for all t G [0,T*], P-a.s.

Then the prices of TTO-maturity calls with strike K^+\ are given by C+1 = 0

for all m = 1,..., M. The stock and option model is then uniquely specified

by the price processes C for all n = 0,..., N, m = 1,..., M.

We first need some notation. For m = 2,..., M and n = 1,.... iV let

ßTn
K

ra+l K„ Kl{Tm-Tm_x)

rym =

In "

Kn+\

Kn-

Kn-\ (Kn+i — Kn)(Kn — Kn_i)
K
n—l K{Tm-Tm_x)

Kn+\ — Kn_i (Kn+i — Kn)(K„

and define the tridiagonal (N x iV)-matrices

-1?

Kn-r)

(ß? + IT

-ß?

B„

\
ßT + iT -12

-ß
"m

N-l #?_i + 7_i

V -ß\
-lN-l

ßN + In)

Define Xn := (xn)2- Let / denote the (N x iV)-identity matrix and

Xm := Diag(xi7') •••> Xn) the (N x iV)-diagonal matrix with entries xTi and

define the tridiagonal (N x iV)-matrices

A„ J- T ^m-DjTi

A + x?(ß?

-x?ß.

iT) mm

Xi 7i
TO

'2

V -XNß
N

1

\

-Xn-iYn-i

xWn + 7)7

(5.10)

for m = 2, ...,M. ATO can be shown to be nonsingular (see Lemma 5.5 be¬

low). Let Cm denote the column vector (C)i=i,...,;v and e the unit column

vector (1,0, ...0) G Ew. Note that Cm always denotes a vector in RN whose

components (with subindex from 1 to N) are option prices, and in addition

we shall as in Section 5.2.1 use the notation C (with subindex 0) for the

stock price.

The following first main result says that the set of positive-valued local

implied volatilities and real-valued price levels is in a one-to-one correspon¬

dence to admissible option prices.
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Theorem 5.4. a) Let x (n = 1,...,N, m = 1,...,M) and y be the local

implied volatilities and price level of an admissible option price model. Then

for each £ = 1,..., M the option prices C(t), m = £,..., M, for t G [T^_1;T^)
are given recursively by

N fy{t)+ E Kl+1~Kl\

Cen(t) = Y,(KJ+1-KJ)$l ^f*1 ), n = 0,...,N, (5.11)

Cm(t) = A-m\t) {Cm-\t) + S(t)X?(t)ß?e) ,
m = £+l,...,M. (5.12)

b) Conversely, for positive processes x on [0,Tm) with n = 1,...,N
and m = 1,...,M, and a real-valued process y on [0,T*); define for each

£ = 1,...,M option prices C(t), m = £,...,M, fort G [T^_1;T^) and ail

n recursively via (5.11) and (5.12). Set also C^(Ti) := (S(Ti) — Kn) for
£= 1,..., M — 1 and ail n. Then the model (C)n=o, ,n, m=i, ,m is an admis¬

sible option price model with local implied volatilities x and price level y.

Theorem 5.4 tells us that the state space for the local implied volatilities

and price level at time t G [Zé_i,Zé) is simply (0,oo)N^M~e+1^ x E. Note

that this result stands in contrast to the situation for Black-Scholes implied
volatilities: The set of all implied volatility lattices (<r) corresponding to ad¬

missible option models (C) is a very complicated subset of (0,oo)N^M~e+1^
depending on the strike and term structures (Kn) and (Tm) as well as the

current stock price S(t) and time t. The simpler structure of the correspond¬

ing state space is the main reason why it is easier to specify and above all

construct market models for option prices in terms of local implied volatilities

rather than Black-Scholes implied volatilities.

Proof of Theorem 5.4- For part a) first note that because of ClN+l = 0, (5.5),

(5.6) are equivalent to

$_1 {V-kT) =

73F! (*W + ififm1) ' n=l,...,N+l, (5.13)

and this again is equivalent to (5.11). Next, note that (5.7) is equivalent to

Xn Pn ^n—l'\' Xn Pn ' Xn In ) ^n Xn In ^ra+1 ^n V, ' ^ -'->•••>-'*./

(5.14)
and (using C = S and C+1 = 0) that (5.14) again is equivalent to

AmCm = Cm~l + xTPTSe (5.15)

and hence to (5.12). For part b), we only have to show that the model

(C)n=o, ,n, m=i, ,m is admissible. The rest follows from the fact that (5.12)
implies (5.7) and that (5.11) implies (5.5) and (5.6).
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To show that the model is admissible, fix t G [0, T*). Let £ be the unique

index in {1,..., M} such that t G [Te-i,Te). We distinguish two cases:

• If t = T£_i we have to show that (5.3) holds for m = £ — 1 with weak

and for m = £,..., M with strict inequalities, and that (5.4) holds with

strict inequalities for m = £,..., M.

• If t G (Te-1, Te) we have to show that (5.3) holds for m = £,..., M

with strict inequalities, and that (5.4) holds with strict inequalities for

m = £+l,...,M.

If t = Te-i, then (5.3) holds for m = £ — 1 by the terminal conditions for

the prices C^_1, and (5.4) for m = £ with strict inequalities states that

Cln(Te-\) > (S(Te-i) — Kn) for n = 1,..., N, which is a simple consequence of

(5.11), using S(Te-\) = Cq(T£-i). So in either case t = Te-\ or t G (Te-i,Te),
it remains to show that (5.3) holds with strict inequalities for m = £,..., M,
and that (5.4) holds with strict inequalities for m = £ + 1,..., M.

So let now t G [Te-i,Te) and first note that (5.3) for m = £ with strict

inequalities is a consequence of (5.13), which itself follows from (5.11). We

next show by induction on m that (5.3), (5.4) hold with strict inequalities
for m = £ + 1,..., M. More precisely, for each m G {£ + 1,..., M} we argue

that (5.3) for m— 1 implies (5.4) for m and then (5.3) for m. So as induction

hypothesis, assume that (5.3) holds in strict form for m — 1. We first want

to show (5.4) in strict form for m. To this end, note that (5.12) gives (5.15),
which can be rewritten as

Am(Cm - Cm~l) = (I- Am) Cm~l + xTßTSe = Xm (ß?Se - BmCm~l) ,

(5.16)
and with the help of C-1 = S and C^ = 0 observe that the i-th component

(i = 1,..., N) of the vector ßSe - BmCm~l is given by

= tZXl {ßrlcr-il - (ßrl+-rl) er1+irlcr+\l)
Ifl / s~im — l s~,m — l s~,m — l ^m

— 1 \

= {Tm - Tm-x) Kt+i2Kx_1 [ Z+Kt+1-Kt %Kx-Kx%-i ) ' (5-17)

The quantity (5.17) is positive for all i by the induction hypothesis (5.3)
for the index m — 1, so it follows from (5.16) and Lemma 5.5 that we have

C-C~1 > 0 for i = 1,..., N, i.e., (5.4) holds with strict inequality for m. It

remains to establish (5.3) in strict form for m. We have seen above that (5.12)
is equivalent to (5.14), and using this equation and the already established
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(5.4) in strict form for m, we obtain ßC_x-(ß + 7) C^+XnlnCn+i > 0

and hence
rim fvm rim rim

Kn+i —Kn
rni-1

for n=l,..., iV. Also C£ > C"1 > 0 and C^+1 = 0 give
kn++i-Kn

< °' and

the induction hypothesis (5.3) for m— 1 and C > C~1 yield the inequalities

1 < *

^ _^°— <
k -K Together we obtain (5.3) in strict form for m.

It remains to establish

Lemma 5.5. The matrix Am is nonsmgular, and A^ =: (a) , N
sat¬

isfies a%J > 0 for all i, j.

Proof. Am is a tridiagonal matrix, and since it has nonzero entries on the

sub- and superdiagonal, its associated directed graph is strongly connected

and hence Am is irreducible (see e.g. [8], Chap. 2, Theorem 2.7). Also, all off-

diagonal entries of Am are nonpositive, and for the vector u = (1, ...,1) E M.N

we have that (Amu)t > 0 for all 1 = 1,..., N. The assertion now follows from

[8], Chap. 6, Theorem 2.7.

Our parametrization (x, y) in Definition 5.3 is of course not uniquely char¬

acterized by the fact that it stands in a one-to-one relation to admissible op¬

tion prices. For example, we could define the local implied volatilities x in

a unified way for all maturities if we model S directly and replace (5.6) by

xn[t)

c£(t)-(S(t)-Kn) +

Te-t

IQ (Kn-Kr^1)C^+1(t)-(Kn+1-Kr^1)C^t)+(Kn+1-Kn)CJ_1(t)
2 (Kn+1-Kn)(Kn-Kn^1)(Kn+1-Kn^1)/2

Then an analogous result to Theorem 5.4 would still hold. The reason why we

combine (discrete versions of) the single-maturity setup from Chapter 4 with

the multi-maturity setup from [41] to define our fundamental quantities in

(5.6), (5.7) is the existence of an arbitrage-free model with constant local im¬

plied volatilities in this parametrization. As we shall see in Section 5.3.2, this

property of the parametrization is important for the construction of stochas¬

tic local implied volatility models. To obtain an arbitrage-free constant local

implied volatility model, let {Çl,T,P) carry a one-dimensional P-Brownian

motion W and F be the filtration generated by W. Suppose that we observe

at time t = 0 a stock price and a set of option prices C(0) that are ad¬

missible and let y(0) E E and x(0) E (0,oo) be their price level and local

implied volatilities. Then a model on [0,Ti] matching these prices is given in

the following result.
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Proposition 5.6. For some bounded progressively measurable market price

of risk process b for a stock define by y{t) := y(0) + W(t) — J0 b{u)du a price

level and by x(t) := x(0) local implied volatilities, and let (C) be the

corresponding stock and option model defined by (5.11), (5.12). Then the

model is arbitrage-free, with a unique equivalent martingale measure Q given

by§:=S(JbdW)Ti.
Proof. For a continuous F-semimartingale z we have by Itô's lemma

d(è(7TPl)=^(7TPl)7TPI^Th(dt-d(z))+dz). (5.18)

By Girsanov's theorem, the process y{t) is a Q-Brownian motion (shifted by

a constant), and so are the processes y{t) + J2t=n xh\)k
% ^or au n~ Hence by

(5.11) and (5.18), the C^ are local Q-martingales for all n = 0,..., N, and so

are then the C for m > £ since they are linear combinations of the Cln by

(5.12). Since all price processes are bounded, they are true Q-martingales.

Uniqueness of Q follows from Itô's representation theorem.

It is interesting to compare our approach to option modelling with Dupire's

[41] local volatility model. The merit of Dupire's model is its ability to fit any

initial option price surface which satisfies the static arbitrage bounds. But

in spite of this desirable feature, its usefulness is reduced by the fact that it

is a one-factor model, i.e., the only source of randomness in the model is a

one-dimensional stochastic process. In particular, no recalibration of the op¬

tion price surface is possible since all uncertainty comes from the stock price

evolution S(t) which is driven by a one-dimensional Brownian motion, and

it is well known that this leads to both unrealistic price dynamics and poor

hedging performance. To overcome these drawbacks, it is natural to try and

incorporate additional stochastic factors into a local volatility model. This

idea goes back to the work of Derman and Kani [40] and has been reconsid¬

ered in slightly different forms in Alexander and Nogueira [1] and Carmona

and Nadtochiy [19]. The latter authors define the local volatility surface as

a {th=\JlÖdKKC^{ty (5-19)

which can in principle be considered to be a market observable. Changing
coordinates from strike and maturity to log-strike and time to maturity, they
let ax>T{t) := <7exp(^'r+*(t) and assume the dynamics

dS(t) = S(t)a(t)dW\t),

da2XtT(t) = a2XtT(t)(aXtT(t)dt + ßXtT(t)dW(t))
'
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for a multi-dimensional Brownian motion W under the risk-neutral measure.

Under some regularity conditions on aK'T(t), the option prices CK'T(t) are

then given by the unique classical solution of the PDE (5.19) for all K > 0

and T > t with the initial condition

CK'\t) = (S(t) - K)+ (5.21)

for all K > 0 at T = t. Now absence of dynamic arbitrage leads to certain

drift restrictions on the ax>T (see Theorem 1 in [19]). However, a closer look

at these restrictions shows that they depend on the volatility coefficients of

the option prices, i.e., the integrands in the Itô representation of the local

martingales CK'T(t) under the risk-neutral measure. Because the CK,T are

not given explicitly, but only as the solution to the PDE (5.19), (5.21), the

drift restrictions are not available in closed form. It seems to be difficult to

express the ax>T in terms of the volatility structure ßx>T sufficiently explicitly
to prove existence of a solution to (5.20) for a specified ßx>T. For this reason,

the constructive existence (in the sense of 3) in this chapter's introduction) of

such a stochastic local volatility model with given dynamics (i.e., prespecified

ß) remains an open question.

The model in Proposition 5.6 has a similar structure as the Dupire model.

It can be calibrated to any initial option data at time 0 (although for only

finitely many strikes and maturities, in contrast to the Dupire model); all

uncertainty comes from a one-dimensional stochastic factor given here by the

price level y(t); and option prices are deterministic functions of S(t). But

in contrast to the local volatility model, we have in our model the explicit
formulas (5.11), (5.12) for prices in terms of the model parameters x,y. It

is this property which enables us to generalize the model of Proposition 5.6

to several stochastic factors. In Section 5.3, we use stochastic local implied
volatilities to construct multi-factor models which are able to describe a large
class of arbitrage-free stochastic evolutions of the option price lattice. In

contrast to the stochastic local volatility extensions of the Dupire model, we

obtain the drift restrictions which characterize absence of dynamic arbitrage
in our parametrization x, y in an explicit form, and using this representation

allows us to prove the existence of such models whose volatility specification

v can be chosen from a quite general class of coefficient functions.

5.3 Stochastic local implied volatility models

In Section 5.2 we have introduced local implied volatilities and price level and

have shown that they parametrize option prices in a natural way. We now

use these quantities to construct arbitrage-free market models of option prices
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with a specified volatility structure. In Section 5.3.1 we introduce stochastic

local implied volatilities and characterize absence of arbitrage in terms of drift

restrictions. A constructive existence proof for arbitrage-free stochastic local

implied volatility models is then given in Section 5.3.2. As an application of

this existence result we provide an explicit example of such a model in Section

5.3.3.

5.3.1 Arbitrage-free dynamics of local implied volatili¬

ties

In this section, we analyze the dynamics of stochastic local implied volatility
models. Let l^bea _D-dimensional Brownian motion on (Q, T, P) for some

D G N, denote by F = (J-"t)o<t<T* the -P-augmented filtration generated by

W, and let T = Tt*- We denote for n G N and p > 1 by Lfoc(Era) the space

of all R"-valued, progressively measurable, locally p-integrable (in t, P-a.s.)

processes on [0, T*], and by B(Era) the space of F-adapted R"-valued processes

with a.s. right-continuous and bounded paths.
Let x be positive processes on [0,Tm) for n = 1,..., N and m = 1,..., M

and y a real-valued process on [0, T*). Define then processes C, n = 0,..., N,

m = 1,...,M by (5.11) and (5.12), so that x and y are by construction

the local implied volatilities and price level of the option prices C. Let

now u,ß G Lj^R) and v,£ G Lfoc(RD). We suppose that for each

m G {1,..., M} the dynamics of x, n = 1,..., N, are given by

d^ = u(t)dt + v(t)dW(t), (5.22)

separately on the intervals [0, Tm_i) and [TTO_i, Tm) with a possible jump (and

change of dynamics) at time Tm_i, and the dynamics of y is given by

dy(t) = p{t)dt + C(t)dW(t), (5.23)

separately on each interval [T^_i,T^) for £ = 1,...,M with a possible jump

(and change of dynamics) at each time T£. By allowing these jumps we

account for the reparametrization of x and y at time Tm_i in (5.5) - (5.7).
The v are then the volatilities of the local implied volatilities; we refer to

these processes as volvols. As in Section 5.2 let \n := (xn) Recall the

definition of the matrix Am in (5.10) and let (cü) ,

N
denote its inverse;

the entries a are then deterministic functions of (x)n=l N.
Now define for

each £ = 1,..., M on [Tt_u Te) processes A G Llc(RD) for m = £,..., M and
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ra = 0,..., AT by

(5.24)
and then for m > £ recursively by A(£) := A *(£) and

Kit) := a^W/^xrWAS1-1^) (5-25)
N

Our aim is to show that absence of arbitrage in the model consisting of

a constant bank account and the assets (C)n=o,...,N,m=i,...,M is essentially

equivalent to the drift restrictions

<{t) = - vi(t) b(t) + K(t)|2

(5.26)

Tt-t

1
_

1

2 2

N

m - e Kz+1-Kz ni

Kzx?(t) <it)

N

y(t)+ E
i=n-\-l

Kz+1-Kz

Kzxl(t)

1 Kn+1-Kn g

N

Ki+1-Kt g.
x ( m -

ï!^m <(*)
- ^ le^M) ) • **(*)

i=n-\-l
l

(5.27)

C(*) = -&(*)
AJTW-A-1« . 3„,m

c*(t)-cs ^
+ l<(t)) <(t) for all m > £ (5.28)

for a market price of risk process b G L^oc(ED). More precisely, we have the

following result.

Theorem 5.7. There exists a common equivalent local martingale measure

on T for all C, n = 0,..., N, m = 1,..., M on [0,T*); if and only if there

exists a process b G L]0C(RD) such that

§:=e(fbdW)T. (5.29)

defines a probability Q ~ P on ?', the drift restrictions (5.26) - (5.28) hold

for each £ = 1,...,M on the interval [Tg_i,Tg) for a.e. t, P-a.s., and the

processes C(-), n = 0,...,N, m = 1,...,M, are a.s. continuous at each Tg.

In this case the dynamics of the stock and option prices under Q are given by

dC(t) = \(t)dW(t) (5.30)

on [0,Tm) for n = 0,..., N, m = 1,..., M and a Q-Brovmian motion W.
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We postpone the proof to the end of this section. In the situation of

Theorem 5.7, it follows from Girsanov's theorem that W = W — J bdt. The

dynamics of the processes C under P are therefore given by

dC£{t) = -b(t) \(t)dt + \(t)dW(t) (5.31)

on [0,Tm) for all n = 0,...,N, m = 1,...,M. The equations (5.26) - (5.28)
are the analogues to the drift restrictions (4.30), (4.31) for the local implied

volatility models for one maturity. Since the processes A are defined only
in terms of the volatility coefficients £ and v in (5.25), we see that (5.28)

expresses the drifts u only in terms of these volatility coefficients as well.

Similarly to Chapter 4, the free input parameters are the market price of

risk process b as well as £ and the family of volvols v for all n,m, i.e., the

volatilities of the state variables y and x; they determine the drifts ß, u

via (5.26) - (5.28). Note also that since S = C, the stock model in fact lies

by (5.31) in the class of stochastic volatility models; the volatility a(t) of the

stock price process dS(t) = a(t)S(t)dW(t) for t G [T^_i,T^) is given by

a(t) = Ag(t)/Cg(t).

Note that X^ = \f0 for all m > £ by the definition in (5.24), (5.25).

Remarks. 1) The jumps in the processes x and y result from the reparamet-

rization of the prices C, i.e., from the new definition of the local implied
volatilities x at time Tm_i; compare (5.6) vs. (5.7). Under absence of ar¬

bitrage, the jump size at TTO_i for m = 2,..., M is uniquely determined by
the condition that all C, n = 0,..., N, are continuous at Tm_i; see Corollary
5.12 below.

2) If we choose D = 1, £ = 1, and v = 0 for all n,m, then (5.26)
- (5.28) yield ß = —b and u = 0 for all n,m. Hence we have that

y{t) = y(0) + W(t) — J0 b{u)du and x(t) = x(0) for all n,m, and we reco¬

ver the one-factor constant local implied volatility model of Proposition 5.6. o

The dimension D of the Brownian motion W gives the number of inde¬

pendent stochastic factors driving the evolution of the stock and the option

price surface in the market model of Theorem 5.7. In typical applications, D

will usually be smaller than the number 1 + NM of risky assets in this model.

Under a suitable non-singularity assumption we then obtain completeness of

the market. We say for £ = 1,...,M that the model (5.22), (5.23) has full
rank on [Tg_i,Tg) if there exist pairs (ni,rrii),..., (no, mo) with ml > £ for

all i such that the matrix (Aî(t))t_1 D
& RDxD is non-singular P-a.s. for

a.e. t G [Tg_i,Tg). Note that this is a condition on the processes £ and v for
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n = 1,..., N, m = £,..., M. The following result on hedging and completeness
in the option market model can be proved like the standard results in the

literature; see, e.g., Theorem 1.6.6 and Remark 1.6.10 in [56].

Proposition 5.8. a) Suppose we are m the situation of Theorem 5.7 and the

model (5.22), (5.23) has full rank on [Tg_i,Tg) for some £. Let H > 0 be Ttl-
measurable with E® [H | ^7t£_1] < oo. Then there exist (nt,mt) with ml > £

and a progressively measurable RD-valued process (rji,..., rjo) on [Tg_i,Tg)
such that

d ,t

V{t) := E^ [H | TTt_x\ + J2 / %(«)dC^(«), Tg_x<t<Tg,

is a well-defined continuous semimartingale under P, which is bounded from
below uniformly m t by an TTt_x-measurable random variable and satisfies

V{Tg) = H a.s.

b) Moreover, if (5.22), (5.23) has full rank on [Tg_i,Tg) for every

£ G {1,...,M}, then Q defined m (5.29) is the only equivalent probability

measure on Tt* under which all C, n = 0,...,N, m = 1,...,M, are local

martingales.

Remark. The hedge instruments C1 in Proposition 5.8 a) are not unique

in general if D < NM + 1. Thus on some time intervals several different

sets of traded call options can be used to hedge a given contingent claim, and

this raises the question of an optimal choice of the hedge instruments. An

investigation of possible optimality criteria and the corresponding instrument

selection problem would be an interesting topic for itself, but is beyond the

scope of this thesis. o

In the above market model, the options C^ for n = 1,..., N expire at time

Tg, and so in the present setup the number of traded options in the market

(and hence of possible hedge instruments) is reduced by A^ at each time Tg.

In practice, new options are written regularly and can be used to replace as

hedge instruments short maturity options before these expire. New call op¬

tions C^f+1 with a maturity TM+1 > TM = T* at the long end of the term

structure can be easily included into our model at any time t G (0,T*) by

simply extending the definition of the local implied volatilities x in (5.7)
to m = M + 1. If new options C'n with a maturity date T" G (TTO_i,TTO)
for some m < M are written at time t G (0,T;), it is also possible to in¬

clude these additional assets into the model. In this case a reparametrization

of the prices C for maturity date Tm is necessary; the local implied volatil¬

ities x are then defined in terms of the prices C and C'n for all n = 1,..., N.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.7. We

use two auxiliary results.

Lemma 5.9. Suppose Q ~ P is a probability on T and b G L]0C(RD) is

a process such that W := W — J bdt is a Q-Brownian motion. Then for
each £ = 1,..., M, the processes Cln, n = 0,..., N, are local Q-martingales on

[Te_i,Te) if and only if (5.26) and (5.27) hold on \Te-\,Te) for n = 1,..., N.

In this case we have dCsn = \lndW on \Te-\,Te) for n = 0,..., N.

Proof. First note that from (5.22) and (5.23) we have

d(i vi\2 — UV) dt — vlndW] (|i>^|2 — uen — v^ b) dt — v^ dW

(5.32)

dy=(ß + £-b)dt + £ dW. (5.33)

Now due to (5.11), Csn, n = 0,...,N, are local Q-martingales on \Te-\,Te) if

and only the processes

VTf=t y+E n 1,...,N+1

are local Q-martingales on \Te-\,Te), where kt :-
kz+1-kz

K,.
. By (5.18) with

z = y + Et=«, ||, this is the case if and only if the sum of \jr—j.{dt — d{z)^j
and the Q-drift term of dz vanishes on \Te-\, Te), and (5.32), (5.33) show that

this happens if and only if on [Te-\, Te),

l l

2Te-t

N

y+E?
N

K„l
e-E>;

N

ß + t-b+E b (\<? u\ — v\ b) =0

for all n = 1,..., N + 1. Separated into the cases where n = N + 1 and n < N,

this again is equivalent to

1 l
y(i-|£l2) + ^ + £-& = o,

2Te-t

1 1

2Te-t

1 1

N

y+E:

2Te-t y

i=n

N

e ;
i=n-\-l

1

N

e-E>:

1

N

i=n-\-l
z

VH \\un\ b) =0

on \Te-\,Te) for n = 1,...,N, and these equalities are (5.26) and (5.27) for

n = l,...,N. Finally dCi = XlndW follows from (5.11), (5.32), (5.33), and

(5.18) with the same z as above.
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Lemma 5.10. Suppose Q ~ P is a probability on T and for fixed £ > 1 and

m > £ let ( G Lj0C(R) and b,u~l,u G L20C(RD) be processes such that

W := W — J bdt is a Q-Brovmian motion and

v-ldW, n = 0,...,N, (5.34)

Cdt + u^dW, n=l,...,N, (5.35)

(iC + b-vZ)dt + v%dW, n=l,...,N (5.36)

all hold on [Tg_i,Tg). Then on this interval we have, with (m = ((j77-,...,(),
that

< = <ißTx?<~1 + Ef=i a% (v?-1 + 2v? (C? - C-1) ), (5.37)

Un = ( —" ~~

Cm_cm-l
+ 2Vn J

'

Vn +
2c-C_1 (AnC )ra • (5.38)

Proof. We argue throughout on [Té_i,Tg). Since x = (xn) >
Itô's lemma

and (5.36) yield

-^
= (2m + 26 • < + |<f) dt + 2wI77W,

A.TO

and so using the diagonal matrices Xm := Diag(x), Vm := Diag (2i>) and

C/m := Diag (2u + 26 • v + |w|2), we obtain from (5.10)

dAm = (dXm) Bm = (UmXmBm) dt + (VmXmBm) dW. (5.39)

Now defining the vectors vm := (i/ ..., z/), Cm := (CyV..,C£), and

e = (1,0, ...,0) G Ew, an application of Itô's lemma to (5.15) yields

AmdCm + (dAm)Cm + d{Am,Cm) = dCm-l+eß?(SdXT +X?dS+ d{S,x?)),

and by separating here the local martingale and finite variation parts and

using (5.34), (5.35) and (5.39)

Amvm + VmXmBmCm = i>m~l + eßr{S2X?v? + XiX*"1), (5-40)
A fin , TT y f> fira _i_ 1/ Y" R ,/m

= eß?(sX?{2u? + 26 • <* + |<f) + z/"1 2X>r)- (5-41)

Since XmBm = Am — I, we obtain from (5.15)

XmBmCm = (Am -I)Cm = Cm~l -Cm + eßS X?- (5.42)

dc-1 =

rpJi
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Plugging (5.42) into (5.40) gives

Amvm = Vm(Cm - Cm~l) + vm~l + eßxT<~1

and this yields (5.37) by solving for um. Plugging (5.42) into (5.41) gives

AmCT + Um(Cm~l - Cm) = -VmXmBmum + eß?v~1 2X?v?

= Vm(I - Am)vm + eß?v-1 2xTvT

= Vm(um - Vm(Cm - Cm~l) - um~l),

and using the definitions of Um and Vm this yields (5.38).

We can now give the

Proof of Theorem 5.7. Suppose first that there exists a common equivalent
local martingale measure Q for all C, n = 0, ...,N, m = 1,..., M. Since F

is generated by W, the C are continuous because all local martingales in a

Brownian fi

gives E
dQ
dP

tration are continuous. Moreover, Itô's representation theorem

Tt = £ (/ bdW)t for some process b G Lfoc(RD), and

W :=W- Jbdt

is a Q-Brownian motion by Girsanov's theorem. By Lemma 5.9 we then

have on each [T^_i,T^) the relations (5.26) and (5.27) and also dC^ = XfndW.
On the other hand, by Itô's representation theorem there exist processes

< e Llc(RD) such that dC = vdW on [0,Tm) for all n = 0,1,...,N,

m = 1,...,M. Comparing on [T^_1;T^) shows that we have there (5.34) and

(5.35) with ( = 0 on [T^_i,T^) for all m > £, and also vsn = \ln on [T^_i,T^)
for all n by (5.34) for m = £ + 1. Also (5.36) holds by (5.22), so Lemma 5.10

yields (5.37) on [Tg_i,Tg) for all m > £. Therefore the v satisfy on [T^_1;T^)
the same recursion as the A in (5.25), and since also z/ = \lnl we obtain

un = Ki on [Te-i,Tg) for all m > £. Since by construction dC = vdW

on [0,Tm) for all n and m, we thus obtain (5.30) on [0,Tm) as claimed. Now

(5.28) follows from (5.38).

Conversely, suppose that there exists a process b G Lfoc(RD) such that

(5.29) defines a probability Q ~ P on T, the drift restrictions (5.26) - (5.28)
hold on each [Tg_i,Tg), and that all processes C(-) are continuous. Fix an

£ G {1,..,M}. We then show that (5.30) holds on [T^_i,T^) for all n and

m = £,..., M by induction on m. This is clear for m = £ by Lemma 5.9.

Suppose now (5.30) holds on [T^_i,T^) for m— 1. Then dC~1 = v~ldW on

[T£_i,Ti) with /^_1 = A-1, and so we have (5.34) on [Tg_i,Tg). Applying
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Itô's lemma to C yields (5.35) for some processes ( and v, and (5.22) gives

(5.36), all on [Tg_i,Tg). By Lemma 5.10 we then have (5.37) on [Tg_i,Tg),
and so (5.25) and ^_1 = A-1 imply that v = \ on [Tg_i,Tg). Now using
the nonsingularity of Am, (5.28) and (5.38) yield ( = 0 on [T^_1;T^), and so

(5.35) gives (5.30) on [T^_i,T^) for m, completing the induction proof. For

each fixed m = 1,..., M we have thus shown that (5.30) holds for all n on all

intervals [T£_i, Te) with £ = 1,..., m. Since the C are continuous at each T£,

we conclude that C is a local Q-martingale on [0,Tm).

5.3.2 Existence of arbitrage-free local implied volatility

dynamics

We now construct explicit examples of arbitrage-free local implied volatility

dynamics with a specified volatility structure v. Note that some additional

work is needed to establish the existence of local implied volatility processes

with given volvols v. Indeed, the usual existence results for strong solutions

of general SDEs (like Proposition 5.13 below) require linear growth conditions

on both the drift and the volatility coefficient, whereas in the case of our sys¬

tem (5.22), (5.23), we may only choose the volatility coefficients v, £. This is

a typical difficulty for market models of option prices which we have already
encountered in the market models for the term structure and for the strike

structure of options in Chapters 3 and 4, although compared to the infinite-

dimensional models in the last two chapters, the present case is technically a

bit easier since the SDE system (5.22), (5.23) is finite-dimensional.

The main reason why we are able to deal with that issue is the existence of

a constant local implied volatility model as in Proposition 5.6. In particular,

we have seen in the remark after Theorem 5.7 that if we set |£| = 1 and

all v = 0, then we obtain u = 0 from the no-arbitrage drift restrictions.

The idea now is to use the continuity of the drifts u as functions of the

vector v = (v)n=i, ,n, m=i, ,m of volvols v to argue that for non-zero but

"small" v, we still get an existence result. More precisely, for any function

e(t,x,y) > 0 which is at most linearly growing in x = (x)n=it >N,m=i, ,m

and y, we can find a function 8(t,x,y) > 0 such that \v(t,x,y)\ < 8(t,x,y)
implies \u(t,x, y,v(t,x, y)) | < e(t,x,y). So by imposing suitable bounds on

the volvols v we can ensure that both u and v satisfy certain linear growth
conditions. This allows us to prove the existence of a unique solution to our

SDE system.

For each £ G {1,..., M}, choose on [T^_i,T^) the processes £(£) and v(t)
for m > £ as right-continuous functions of the state variables t,y,xe, ...,xm,
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where x3 denotes the vector (xl)l=\y tN, writing

v(t)=v(t,y(t),xe(t),...,xm(t)) (m>£).

With a slight abuse of notation, the £ and v in these equations stand for

stochastic processes on the left-hand side and for functions on the right-hand
side. We then define for m > £ and all n the processes C(t) by (5.11) and

(5.12), then \(t) by (5.24) and (5.25), and finally, for a uniformly bounded

market price of risk b for the stock, the processes

ß(t) = ß(t,y(t);b(t)),
u(t) = u(t,y(t),x\t),...,xm(t);b(t))

by the drift restrictions (5.26) - (5.28). All these definitions are made on

[Te-i,Te). In the following const denotes a generic positive constant whose

value can change from one line to the next. We now have

Theorem 5.11. Fix £ G {1,..., M}. Suppose that £ is locally Lipschitz m y,

that for each m = £,..., M the functions v are locally Lipschitz m xm and

uniformly bounded, and that

\\C(t,y)\2-l\ < const (Te-t), (5.43)

\vfn(t,y,xe)\< const (Te-t)\xfn\/(l+ y+ £ ^ß )
, (5.44)

* V
i=n+l

*
z ;

\Cli+l (+ 11 <r£ rr.t+l\
_

ni (f „.
~A I

\ve+1 (t v re re+l)\ < const \— ^ ^ '- "^ ^ " (*> 4*>)
\vn [t,y,x,x )\

< const

|A.+i (^^+1) _ A. (^^
[bAb)

for t G [T£_i,Tjß\. Then for any Tj^-measurable initial condition of posi¬

tive random variables x(Tt_i) and a real-valued y(Te_i), the system (5.22),

(5.23) with (5.11), (5.12) and (5.24) - (5.28) has on the closed interval

[Tg_i,Tg] a unique solution consisting of positive processes x, n = 1,...,N,

m = £,..., M, and a real-valued process y.

From this result we obtain explicit examples of arbitrage-free market mod¬

els for option prices.

Corollary 5.12. Suppose £ and the v satisfy the conditions of Theorem

5.11 for each £ G {1,...,M}. For any admissible initial condition C(0) at

time 0 and a uniformly bounded market price of risk b G L]0C(RD) there exists

a unique arbitrage-free option market model C having local implied volatility

dynamics (5.22) and price level dynamics (5.23) on each [Tg_i,Tg).
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For each £ G {2,..., M}, the initial condition x(Te-i) (in > £), y{T(-i)

for the evolution on [Tg_i,Tg) is given as follows: We first determine the "limit

prices" \iYat/*Tt_1 C(t) given by (5.11), (5.12) and the evolution of x,y on

[Te_2,Te_i) and then compute from these, by plugging them into (5.5) - (5.7),
the local implied volatilities and price level. The processes x are continuous

at each Tg for £ < m— 1 and in general have a jump at Tm_i, and y in general
has a jump at each T£.

Proof. For £ = 1,..., M define the processes x (m > £) and y recursively on

[T£_i,Ti) as the unique solutions of (5.22), (5.23) given by Theorem 5.11 for

the initial conditions x(Te-i), y(Te-\) given as above. The corresponding

option price model C is then arbitrage-free by Theorem 5.7 if we can show

that the processes C are continuous at each T£. This is trivial for £ > m

since C(t) = (S(Tm) — K„)j for all t > Tm by definition, and it is also clear

for £ < m from the above construction of the initial conditions. Therefore,
it only remains to show that limt/rm C(t) = (S(Tm) — K„) a.s. To see

this, note that ^f3(t) := y{t) + Et=7+i ^\t\K% *s ^or eacn fixed 3 = 0, •••,
N a

continuous process on [TTO_i,TTO) with

N

ß+ E ^r(K\2-<))dt

iff + lfr(KI " 1) " E ^T*CV- (5.46)
t=J+l

l '

Now (5.43), (5.44) imply |^(|£| - l) - £^+1 ^r*c| < const(Tm - t).

Using (5.27), the right-continuity of £ and the v on [Tm_i,Tm), and the fact

that the x have positive left limits at Tm by Theorem 5.11, we easily check

that the integrands of dt and dW in (5.46) have right-continuous and bounded

paths on [TTO_i,TTO), and that tyj(Tm) := tyj(Tm—) exists. Now Lemma 5.14

below with g(t) = t implies that P[lE':,(TTO) = 0] = 0 for each j. Since

N

crw = E(^+i-^)$(;

by (5.11), we see that S{t) = C(t) converges for t f Tm a.s. to some K3,
and C%(t) therefore to (S(Tm) - Kn)+. m

Remark. The above proof also shows that in the market models constructed

in Corollary 5.12, the stock price always satisfies S(Tm) G {K0,..., Kn} at

each maturity date Tm. This property has its root in our definition of the
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local implied volatilities for the shortest maturity, essentially given in (5.11),
which forces convergence of S(t) to some strike K3 unless we can ensure con¬

vergence of y{t) + J2l=]+1 xmk
%

f° 0 at the right speed. But the latter

behaviour would be difficult to characterize in terms of the coefficients of y

and x, and in fact only happens with probability zero under the somewhat

natural assumptions of Theorem 5.11. From a practical point of view, this

issue becomes negligible if we choose the grid K0 < < Kn sufficiently fine

and interpolate missing option price data if necessary. o

In Section 5.3.3 below we show how Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12

can be used to construct concrete examples of arbitrage-free option market

models. The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem

5.11. For this, we need an existence and uniqueness result for strong solu¬

tions of SDEs with locally Lipschitz coefficients depending on an exogenous

process. Recall that B(Era) is the space of F-adapted Revalued processes

with a.s. right-continuous and bounded paths.

Proposition 5.13. Suppose that the functions ß : [0,T] xRKxRL^RK

and 7 : [0, T] xRK xRL^ RKxD are measurable, andX0 is an RK-valued To-

measurable random variable. Suppose further that there exist locally bounded

functions C\, C2 such that for f G {ß, 7}

\f(t,x,y) - f(t,x',y)\ < C\(t,x,x',y)\x-x'

\f(t,x,y)\<C2(t,y)(l + \x\)

Let Y G B(EL). Then there exists a unique strong solution X on [0,T] to the

SDE

dX(t) = ß(t,X(t),Y(t))dt + 'y(t,X(t),Y(t))dW(t), X(0) = Xo. (5.49)

Proof. If the functions ß, 7 do not depend on t and y, this follows from Chap¬
ter 5, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Durrett [42]. If ß, 7 depend on t and y, but C\,

C2 do not depend on y, the assertion is proved completely analogously as in

[42]. If finally Cu C2 do depend on y, define rn := inf{t G [0,T] | \Y(t)\ > n}.
Since F is right-continuous and Y has right-continuous paths, the rn are stop¬

ping times and we have \Y(t)\ <non {rn < t}. Also rn f 00 a.s. since Y has

bounded paths. If we now replace f(t,x,y) by fn(t,x,y) = f(t,x, (yAn)V—n)
for / G {/3,7J, the corresponding SDE has a unique strong solution Xn by
what we have already proved, and we have Xn{t) = Xm{t) on {t < rn} if

n < m. Using rn f 00 it is then easy to see that X(t) := lin^^oo Xn{t) is

Vt > 0, x,x' GR , y GEL,
(5.47)

Vt > 0, x eRK, ye RL.

(5.48)
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well-defined and the unique solution of (5.49).

Proof of Theorem 5.11. Using (5.43) and (5.26), we easily see with Proposition

5.13 that there exists a unique process y on [T^_i,T^] which solves (5.23). To

show existence and uniqueness of processes xm with (5.22), by Itô's lemma it

is equivalent to show that z = logx is the unique solution to

dzZ(t) = (iC(t) - \ KWI2) dt + v(t)dW(t). (5.50)

We now show by induction on m for m > £ that there exists a unique solution

zm to (5.50) and that the corresponding processes A from (5.24), (5.25),
n = 0,..., N, are in B(ED). Recall that £ is fixed and we work throughout on

[Te-i,Te].
So we start by showing that there exists a unique process ze satisfying

(5.50). We want to apply Proposition 5.13 with Y = (b,y) to solve (5.50)
for ze. So we have to check (5.47) and (5.48) for all uln(t) — \ |^(t)| and

v^(t). To verify (5.47), we just have to note that xln = eZn is locally Lipschitz
in zlnl that vln is locally Lipschitz in xln by assumption, and that the local

Lipschitz property is conserved under sums, products, and compositions of

functions. Since vsn is uniformly bounded, it satisfies (5.48), so it only re¬

mains to check (5.48) for uln given by (5.27). This is easily verified using

(5.43), (5.44), and the uniform boundedness of vln. So we get existence and

uniqueness of zl with (5.50). To show that the \ln given by (5.24) are in

B(ED), note that V3(t) := y(t) + EÜJ+i *£$)£ is for each fixed 3 = °> -,N

a continuous process on [T^_i,T^] for which P[^j(Te) = 0] = 0; this fol¬

lows from Lemma 5.14 as in the proof of Corollary 5.12. Hence the paths of

p(y3{t)i'y/Të=t)i'yJT^l are a.s. bounded, and so \fn G B(ED).
Suppose now that we have for m G {£+1,..., M} processes y and ze,..., zm~l

satisfying (5.23), (5.50), and that \en,...,\~1 G B(ED). We want to apply

Proposition 5.13 with Y = (b, y, ze, ...,zm_1) to the SDE system (5.50) for

zm. So we have to check (5.47) and (5.48) for v%(t) - \ \v(t)\2 and v%(t).
The local Lipschitz condition (5.47) is verified similarly as above. The bound

(5.48) is satisfied for v by assumption, so it only remains to check (5.48) for

m

For this, note that with Xm := Diag(x'T, -,Xn), v = Diag (2v?, ...,2v%)
we obtain from (5.25)

\m \m—l

= A^lXmß?e\f0 + (A"1 - /) (A"1"1 + Vm(Cm - Cm~1)) + Vm(Cm - Cm~l)
= A^lXmß?e\e0 - A^lXmBm (A"1"1 + Vm(Cm - Cm~1)) + Vm(Cm - Cm~l),
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or written out

\m \m—1 m mnm\l
An

—

An —

anlXi Pi A0

N N

- EE°^ x* (^ (Ar_1 + K (CT - cT~l) ) + 2< (Cn - CT1)
3= 1 k=l

(5.51)

Next, using the process

T
—

T
/ \

pm-l m J-m— 1 t,ym—\/~vtri—\ (am—1 i ..to—1\ /~vm— 1 i m-l/im-1 I

J
-_

T T
l^ J"1

~

^ 7^ ^ J 7^ J+1 j
Jm-1

—

J-m-2
v 7

and solving (5.16) for Cm — Cm~l yields

N

/to /to- 1 \ ^

^v"7- -w"7- pm-l
n n / y raj A.j j ;

and since cüx > 0 f°r au i> this imPnes

Let c be an upper bound for all \(Bm)kj\ and |w|. Then combining the last

estimate for C — C-1 with (5.51) gives

mm 1, mm 1
,

-^—' V /

3=1,...,N
J

3=1,...,N
J 3=l

/"'to /"'m—1

(5.52)

Now if m > £ + 1, then we have strict inequalities in (5.3) for m — 1 on

[Té_i,iy], and thus min I--1 > 0 on [T^_i,T^]. Then the bound of the
3=1,...,N

right hand side of (5.52) is a finite function on [T^_1;T^] which depends only
on Y = (b,y, ze, ...,zm_1), and so with (5.28) we obtain (5.48) for u. If

\m_\m
— 1

m = £ + 1, then we obtain from the assumption (5.45) that " "

_i
• i> is

bounded by a constant. This again yields (5.48) for u from (5.28).

Finally, À G B(ED) follows from (5.25) with the boundedness of v and

the induction hypothesis.

Remarks. 1) Note that in Theorem 5.11, on each interval [Tg_i,7V] the

volvol coefficients v for m > £ + 1 only have to satisfy the simple condition
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of being bounded, whereas the v^1 have to satisfy in addition the more

complex estimate (5.45). We need this bound on v^1 in our proof since for

m = £ + 1, in general we have that min T"1-1^) \ 0 for t / To, and so the
3=1, ,n

3

right-hand side of (5.52) tends to infinity and we have to use (5.45) instead.

We do not know yet whether we can achieve, by a more careful estimation

than in the above proof, a finite bound on
" "m-i not depending on xm for

m = £ + 1. This would be useful since it would allow us to use any bounded

v^1 instead of imposing (5.45).

2) It seems difficult to give optimal conditions on the coefficients £ and

v under which an existence result as in Theorem 5.11 holds. The choice of

(5.43) - (5.45) results from a compromise between a "simple but restrictive"

and a "general but complicated" set of sufficient conditions. It is possible to

relax or change the assumptions of Theorem 5.11 to some extent. o

In the proofs of Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12 we have used

Lemma 5.14. Let a G B(E), a, ( G B(ED), g : [0,T] -»• [0, oo) be increasing

with \imt\p g(t) = 0, let t0 < T and x be Tto-measurable, |(| = 1, and

Xt = x + / a(u)du+ / (((«) + g(T — u)a{u))dW{u).
J to J s

Then P[XT = 0] = 0.

Proof, a) Suppose first D = diraW = 1 and ( = 1. Define for n G N

An:= { sup (\a(t)\ + \a(t)\) <n\.
{te[o,T] J

Now let tn < T be so large that g(T — t) < -^- for all t G [tn,T]. Also define

8(t) := sup (|cü(m)| + |<t(m)|),
ue[o,t]

( \
—ait)

bn(t) :=

l+g{T_t)a{t)htn<t<T}Im)<n}
and Ln(t) := f*bn(u)dW(u). Then |6ra(t)| < 2n and (Lra)(T) < (T - tn)in2.
Therefore ^- := £(Ln)(T) defines a probability Pn ~ P, and the process

Wn := W— J bn{u)du is a P"-Brownian motion. Now on An we have 5{t) <n

for all t G [0, T] and thus for t >tn

XT-Xt= [ (1 + g(T - u)o-{u))dWn{u)

r-T

(1 + g(T - u)a(u)I{s{u)<n})dWn(u)
>t
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by the local behaviour of the stochastic integral. Therefore for t > tr,

Pn[Ann{XT = 0} \Tt]

ryn

< P'n

+

< P

<

4n{^%P + ^
T-t /T-t

t-WTt It 9(T - u)a(u)I{s{u)<n}dWn(u) = 0

P

Ann

Ann

/T=t Jt
T

y JtTg(T - u)a(u)I{s{u)<n}dWn(u) > g{T - tf*
/T-t

Wn{T)-Wn{t)
Jr^t

T

xt

/T-t <g(T-ty. Tt

hipn

yt JtTg(T - u)a(u)I{s{u)<n}dWn(u) > g(T - £)§ T

9(T-t)
hi It 9(T - u)a(u)I{s{u)<n}dWn(u)/T-t

T

2g(T-t)i

+ 2g(T-t)-*

<
l i rT

g(T-t) T-t

2,

It EPn (d(T ~ U)(J<KU)I{&^)<n}) T du + 2g(T-t)2

<n2g(T-t) + 2g(T-t)-i,

using g(T — u) < g{T — t) for m > t in the last step, and so we conclude

that Pn[An n {XT = 0}] < n2g{T - t) + 2g{T - t)i for all t > tn, i.e.,

Pn[An n {XT = 0}] = 0, and thus P[An n {XT = 0}] = 0. Since this holds

for all n and P[U„>i An] = l, we obtain P[XT = 0] = 0.

b) Let now DeNbe arbitrary and \((t)\ = 1. Then

/ {((u)+g(T-u)a(u))dW(u)= f (l + g(T - u)ä(u))dw(u)

where ä(t) := l^^^I{a{T-t)>o} and

/o {\C(u)+g(T-u)a(u)\I{C{u)+9{T-u)^^0}

+ (1,0,..., 0)/{C(M)+fl(T_M)(J(M)=o} dW{u).

Now w(-) is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion, and g G

\C(t)+g(T-t)a(t)\2-l

since

*{t) = h
g(T-t)(\at)+g(T-t)a(t)\ + iy{9{T-t)>0}
2g{T-t)at)-a{t)+g{T-tfa{tf

-It
g(T-t)(\at)+g(T-t)a(t)\ + l)

{9{T~t)>0}

and thus \ä(t)\ < \2((t) a(t) + g(T — t)a(t)2\. So the assertion follows from

case a).
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5.3.3 An example

In this section, we give an explicit example of coefficients satisfying the as¬

sumptions of Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12. We then show how the cor¬

responding arbitrage-free option market model can be calibrated to market

data.

Example 5.15. Let £(t,y) = £ G ED be constant with |£|2 = 1 and

V : (0, oo)2 — ED a bounded deterministic function such that V(t,/j,)/t is

also bounded. For £ = 1,..., M and t G [Te-i, Te) let

y+2^r=j+ l xlK

S{t}V}é):= J2(K3+l-K3)$\
J=0

be the stock price as a function of price level and local implied volatilities as

in (5.11), and for some constant e > 0 define the volvol functions on [Te-i, Te)

by

<^y^e) =

v(T*-t,s^)éï/(1vt\y+
E ^?|),

v / / \ i=n-\-l
l '

(5.53)

vn (t,y,x ,x ) - V yie+i t, S(t,yy) ) / [l v
e\cf+1(t,y^,x'+i)-c!l(t,y,x') \)>

(5.54)

< (t, y, xl, ...,xm) =v(Tm- t, J^y) for m > £ + 1. (5.55)

Here the volvol coefficients v are allowed to depend on the time to matu¬

rity and the moneyness corresponding to the local implied volatility x via

the function V. We also assume that the zeroth component of the function

V = (Vo,..., Vd-i) is given by V0 = 0 in order to allow the Brownian motion

W = (W0,..., Wd-i) driving the price level y to have a component which is

independent of the process (W\,..., Wd-i) driving the local implied volatil¬

ities x. For this example the assumptions in Theorem 5.11 and Corollary
5.12 are satisfied, essentially by construction. o

The model in Example 5.15 can be calibrated to market data by a sim¬

ilar procedure as the implied volatility models in Section 3 of [31], using a

principal component analysis as follows. Let A Ç ]R2 and U : Q x A — R

satisfy E [fA U(a)2da\ < oo. We view U as a random variable on Q whose

realizations are surfaces over A. By applying the spectral theorem to the Fred-

holm operator Tk on L2(A,Leb;M) corresponding to the kernel
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K(a,b) := Cov [U(a), U(b)], one can show (cf. Appendix A) that there ex¬

ist a decreasing series of eigenvalues vk > 0 and corresponding orthonormal

eigenvectors fk & L2(A, Leb; E) of TK as well as a series of uncorrelated ran¬

dom variables [/& : Q — R with E[Uk] = 0 and E[U%] = 1 such that

D-l

U(a) = E[U(a)] + J] y/^fk(a)Uk = E[U(a)] + J] y/^fk(a)Uk + eD(a)
k>\ fc=l

(5.56)
for a.e. a G A, P-a.s., and J^fc>1 vk = JAYax [11(a)] da < oo. In par¬

ticular, the error Ed(ci) in the approximating finite sum in (5.56) satisfies

E [JAeD(a)2da] = Y,k>D yk - 0 for D - oo.

To avoid problems with positivity constraints and obtain stationary time

series, we work with a real-valued transformation of the x, and apply a

principal component analysis to market data as a function of moneyness and

time to maturity instead of strike and maturity. Thus, for £ = 1,..., M and

t G [Te_uTe) define Zfn(t) := log^(t) - ^ and Z(t) := \ogx(t) for

m > £. Then for each m > £ and n = 1, ...,N, positive x(t) are in a one-

to-one relation to real-valued Z(t). Using (5.22), (5.23) and (5.53) - (5.55),
Itô's lemma gives on [Tg_i, Te) for all m > £

D-l

dZ(t) = ...dt+Y,Vk(Tm-t, <^y) rj?(t) dWk(t), (5.57)
fc=i

K,,i-K,,

Kixl{t)
where we introduce the quantities rffn{t) := ( 1 V e y(t) + ^2t=n+1

^ (*) := (1V£|c^(t,^,,m)-^(t,^)|j >
and ^ W := X for a11 m>£+l.

If e > 0 is sufficiently small, we have r)(t) ~ 1 also for m = £, £ + 1.

Suppose now that we have a time series {(x(tt),y(tt)) | i = 0,...,/} of

local implied volatilities x = (^)n=i,...,iv, m=i,...,M and price levels y for strikes

Kn and maturities TTO corresponding to the (discounted) market prices of a

stock and a set of call options. For simplicity we assume that the maturity
dates are equidistant with Tm—Tm_i =: A for all m. Then Z(tz) = logx(tt)
if the time to maturity Tm — t% > A, and Z(tz) = logx(tt) — Jt, if

Tm — tî < A. In order to obtain a surface of local implied volatilities, we

have to interpolate or smooth the discrete data Z between the Kn and Tm.

The result will be a time series {Z(tt,T, K)(T,K)ent \ i = 0, •••,/} of surfaces

Z(tt, ) on subregions Ilt Ç (0, oo)2 of the maturity and strike surface in which

options are liquidly traded at time t%. Let now iÇ (0, oo)2 be a fixed region
of time to maturity and moneyness pairs (r,fï) such that at each time tt,

all maturity and strike pairs (T, K) corresponding to pairs (r, ß) E A are
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contained in the "liquid region" IL. at this time. Then we can define a series

of surfaces on A by

,. ,

_

Z(tt,r + tt_i,ßS(tt_i)) - Z(tt_i,r+ tt_i,ßS(tt_i))
U(l,T,ß) :—

, , {T,ß) G A,
y h

—

h-i

where S(tt) denotes the time series of stock prices. Heuristically, we have

that

m.
. dZ?(t) ^ ,dWk(t)

U(i,T,u)œ—JF=1-
f« > Vfc(r,u) j=^

dt t=tz-i

(5.58)
where we have used (5.57) and 77 ~ 1 for small e in the second step. We

now apply a principal component analysis to the sample U(-) = U(i, )t=it...j
to get functions s/vkfk(-) on A and samples Uk = Uk{i)i=\,...,i as in (5.56). If

we neglect the error £d(-) and compare the representation of U in (5.56) with

(5.58), we obtain that \fvkfk(jiß) is an estimator for Vk (r,fï), i.e.,

Vfc(-) = \fvkfk{-)

on A for k = l,...,D — 1, and that, heuristically, dWk = VdtUk- For

(r,fï) ^ A, no market data for the local implied volatilities are available be¬

cause of lack of liquidity, and we usually try to avoid modelling the cor¬

responding processes x in this region. It therefore seems reasonable to

set Vfc(-) = 0 outside of A. Since the liquidity of options is typically low

very close to maturity, we may also assume that A is bounded away from

{(0,//) | ß > 0}, which guarantees the condition that V(r,fï)/r is bounded

in Example 5.15. It remains to estimate £. Define the random sample
Y = Y(i)t=1>.„j by Y(i) := ^'-tf From (5-23) we have & = HWk,y)(t)
for k = 1,..., D — 1, and in view of the heuristics dWk = VdtUk, dy = VdtY,
an estimator for £*. is given by the correlation

&=Corr[£k,K] = $Ml
for k = 1,..., D — 1. Since the L4 are uncorrelated, we have J2k=i Cl

—

^ ^Y

Bessel's inequality, and so we can define £o := a/1 — J2k=i £i t° §e^ ICI2 = 1-

This completes the calibration procedure for the parameters in the model of

Example 5.15.

Remarks. 1) In the interpolation procedure for the Z above, no state

space constraints from static arbitrage conditions need to be taken care of

since the Z may assume any real values across n, m.
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2) For a practical implementation of the model (5.22), (5.23) it is impor¬

tant that the coefficients «,i>,/i,£ can be computed fast for given x,y
since typically Monte Carlo methods must be used to simulate the SDEs. To

evaluate u, the linear systems (5.12) and (5.25) for the matrix Am have to

be solved to obtain the vectors Cm and Xm. But this can be done very effi¬

ciently (without explicitly computing the inverse a) by using the tridiagonal
structure of Am. o

5.4 Appendix A

In this appendix we give a proof of the decomposition (5.56) which is not

contained in the article [74]. This result is known as the Karhunen-Loève

decomposition and is a generalization of principal component analysis for

finite-dimensional data to L2 space-valued random variables.

Proposition 5.16. Lei AÇI2 and U : Q x A — R be a measurable function
with JAE [U(a)2] da < oo. Then there exist decreasing numbers uk > 0 and

orthonormal functions fk G L2(A,Leb;R) as well as a series of uncorrected

random variables Uk : H — E with E[Uk] = 0 and E[U%] = 1 such that

U(-) = E[U(-)] + Y, V^fk(-)Uk (5-59)
fc>i

m L2(A, Leb; R), P-a.s., and J2k>\ uk = JA Var [£/(«)] da < oo.

Proof Let X := L2(A,Leb;R). For (5.59), we may assume without loss of

generality that E[U{a)} = 0 for all a G A. Define K(a, b) := Cov [17(a), U(b)} =

E[U(a)U(b)] for a,b G A. Then (TKu)(-) := jA K(-,b)u(b)db (u G X) defines

a bounded linear operator Tk ' X — X since

HM2 = IA UAElU(a)U(b)Hb)db)2da
< JAJAE[U(a)U(b)]2dbJAu(b)2dbda
< JAE[U(a)2]daJAE[U(b)2]db\\u\\2

for u G X. Moreover TK is self-adjoint since (TKu, v) = (u, TKv) by symmetry

of K; it is compact since it can be approximated by bounded linear operators

with finite-dimensional range; and it is positive since

(TKv,v) = JA JAE[U(a)U(b)]v(b)dbv(a)da > 0.
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So by the spectral theorem there exists a orthonormal basis (fn)n>i of X and

v\ > V2 > • • • > 0 such that TKfn = unfn for n > 1. With Un := ([/, fn) we

then have £[[/„] = 0 and

Cov^, C/m] = E [fA U(a)fn(a)da fA U{b)fm{b)db]
= I

a Ib K(a> b)fn(a)fm(b)da db

so that the Un are uncorrelated and a.s. zero if un = 0. Now we have

U(-) = ^ra>1 Unfn(-) in X, and so (5.59) follows if we set Un := -h=Un for all

n with vn > 0. Finally using (5.59) and E[UnUm] = 6nm we obtain

Vai[U(a)]=E (U(a)-E[U(a)])' E y^yVï^kfk(a)Uk
k>\

^2^kfk(af
k>\

and hence JA Var [77(a)] da = ^2k>l fk since the fk are orthonormal in X.
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Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis we have studied market models for a stock S and a set of Euro¬

pean call options on S. In the traditional martingale approach, option prices

are specified as conditional expectations of the payoff under an equivalent

martingale measure for S, and the parameters of the stock model are usu¬

ally calibrated to a set of vanilla option prices expressed in terms of implied
volatilities. In contrast, the general idea of the market model approach is to

construct a model for the option market by directly specifying the dynamics
of the stock and each traded option via a system of SDEs. Such a model is

by construction perfectly calibrated to the finite set of given initial option

market data, and in addition, depending on the chosen volatility structure,

can reproduce realistic dynamic properties of the option prices.

The crucial difficulty with market models is to constructively ensure ab¬

sence of arbitrage. Because option prices are no longer automatically condi¬

tional expectations, absence of arbitrage translates into drift restrictions on

the modelled quantities to ensure the local martingale property of all the trad¬

ables' price processes. If we stipulate some volatility structure of the model

parameters in functional form, it is a nontrivial problem to decide if (or show

that) there exists a model with the given volatilities and the drifts arising from

the arbitrage restrictions; mathematically, we face an existence problem for a

solution of an SDE system. In Chapter 2 we provide a theoretical framework

for the type of SDEs that arise in market models. To arrive at a tractable SDE

system, we have to choose a parametrization in which the static arbitrage re¬

strictions on the stock and option prices do not already result in a hopelessly

complicated state space for the quantities describing the model. We have

argued in Section 4.3.3 that the classical implied volatilities are ill-suited

under that aspect, and we have used forward implied volatilities in Chapter

3 for multi-maturity models and proposed the new concept of local implied
volatilities in Chapters 4 and 5 for models with several strikes to overcome

this difficulty. These new quantities can indeed be used to construct (and

prove existence of) arbitrage-free market models for option prices with a pre-

specified volatility structure, as we have shown in Sections 3.3, 4.5 and 5.3.
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It is obvious that modelling and existence results are only first steps to¬

wards a comprehensive theory of market models for options and their applica¬
tions. There are still many important open problems in the context of option

market models that are beyond the scope of this thesis. Without attempting

to give an exhaustive list, let us only mention a few here.

• Stochastic interest rates. In the single-maturity setting of Chapter 4 we

have allowed stochastic interest rates. Can one do the same in multi-

maturity models like those in Chapters 3 and 5? In particular, it would

be interesting to see if one can combine our models with the market

models for the term structure of interest rates.

• Issues of liquidity. In most of this work, we have concentrated on models

for call options with strikes K G K, and maturities T G T for fixed sets

/C and T. Is it possible to adjust these sets dynamically to account for

liquidity problems for instance with options far in or out of the money?
Which options exactly should be included as tradables in the modelling?

• Calibration and implementation. In principle our market models can be

calibrated using a principal component analysis as in [31]. How would

this work here, and how can we solve our SDE systems numerically?

• Qualitative properties. What can be said about the qualitative behav¬

iour of the joint dynamics in our models? Is there some Markovian

property? For example, it would be beneficial for the numerical analy¬
sis of the infinite-dimensional models to find finite-dimensional realiza¬

tions. In view of the complexity of the drift restrictions, this seems to

be a hard problem.

• Applications. How do we compute prices and hedging strategies for

exotic derivatives in a concrete model? What are the implications of

our models for risk management of option portfolios?

All these issues are of immediate importance for practical applications of

option market models. However, they can only be addressed legitimately
once the fundamental questions of parametrization and existence of models

have been answered — and this has been the main objective of this thesis.
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